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Viii 
The stochastic opti1lal. control problem considered in this r eport 
is characterized by a dynamic system which is linear in the state and 
control vectors, and which is disturbed by additive Gaussian white 
noise. Incomplete, noisy observations of the state vector are available, 
a.nd the control is required to be a linear feedback function of' the 
est1Ju.ted state vector. The components of the state vector am control 
vector which are of interest are lumped together in a response vector. 
and the performance index to be m:ini1Iized is then a function of the 
statistics of the response vector. It is shown tha.t a well-kmwn 
stochastic control probl_. whose performance inde.x is the expected 
v..lue of a quadratic form on the state and control, is a special case 
of the more general problem described above. 
The general problem is then reformulated as a problan of minimizing 
a nonlinear functional on a set in a Hilbert space. In this formulation, 
the well-known "quadratic" problem becomes one of minimit:ing a linear 
functional on the same set in the space. Conditions are derived under 
which the two problems are "equivalent"; that is. the linear &n:i non-
linear functionals which speci1Y the problems take on their lIlin:1.mu.m 
value at the Salle point in the space o 
A fUnction space aJ..gorithm of Dem'yanov is then applied to the 
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solution of the general problem. This algorithm makes use of the known 
formal solution to the "quadratic" problem in the iteration proceduro . 
In function space terms, the algorithm iteratively solves the problem 
of minlJrdzing the nonlinear functional by solving a sequence of linear 
functional minimization problems. 
The above approach is illustrated by two example problems. In t he 
first example. the objective is to find a "minimwn variance" control 
for a third-order dynamic system. In the second example. the objectiv~ 
is to find a control which minimizes wind-gust effects on a large. 
nexible launch booster. The booster dynamics am wind-gust effects 
are modeled by a tenth-oroer time .. varying linear differential system. 
The function space approach and the algorithms developed were found to 
be useful in obtaining good controls for both examples. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Optimal Control of Stochastic Systems 
As long as control systems have been bull t and. studied, control 
engineers have had to cope with the presence of noise in these systems. 
For example. fire control systems in naval vessels are disturbed by 
thermal noise in the radar s\lbsystem and by the random pitching and 
rolling motion of the vessel's hull in the sea. A current problem is 
min1mi£ing the effect of wind-gusts on the trajectories and bending 
characteristics of large launch boosters. Usually. the practical 
approach to such problems has been to design the systems conservatively. 
so that the effects of disturbance noise or sensor noi se could be ignorec, 
It is only recently that an organized attack on the problem of noise in 
control systems has been undertaken, in the form of studies in stochas-
tic stability and stochastic optimal control. As yet, these studies 
are still in their infancy, and unified results are not plentiful. 
The stochastic control theory that has been developed relies 
heavily on the state variable-differential equation model of dynamic 
systems. This model can be extended to the case in which random varia-
bles are present in the dynamic equations, if the state variables of 
the system are chosen such that they can be described by a multiVariate 
Markov process (see Wonham. reference [2. 7J ) • Then the stochastic 
system is described by the joint probability distribution of the state 
vector components. This distribution can be found by solving a 
r 
2 
Ko]Jnogorov partial differential equation. as was done in [2. 7J. If 
the performance index to be minimized is the expected value of a function 
of the state and control. the imbedding procedure of dynamic programming 
can be used to derive a type of Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential 
equation. An expression for the optimal control is found from a mini-
mution operation in t he above equation, and this expreSSion is a 
function of the solution to that partial differential equation. So the 
optimal control problem is solved if a solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation can be found. 
The above dynamic programming approach has been the most popular 
one in stochastic optimal control studies, and has been used by 
florentin [1.1). Orford [1.2]. Koumas [1.3], and many others. Survey 
papers on this and other approa.ches t such as the application of stoch-
astic stability theory and the stochastic max1mUlll principle, have been 
written by Wonham [2.7J, .Kushner [l.4,l.5J. Paiewonsky [1.6]. and 
Mayne [1.7]. 
1.2 Motivation of Research 
A well-known problem which has been solved by the above dynamic 
programming approach is one in which the system equations are linear 
and the performance index is quadratic in the control and state vectors. 
The plant is disturbed by additive Gaussian white noise, and incomplete, 
noisy observations are available to the controller. The fomal solu-
tion to the problem of minimizing the above performance index is known, 
and is to choose a control which is a linear feedback function of the 
Kall!lan fUter state ostimate (see, e.g., Wonham [2.7]). 
In a study of the design of controllers to alleviate wind-gust 
, 
I 
\ 
! 
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3 
effects on launch boosters [2.4J, Skelton formulated a stochastic 
control problem similar to the one above, but which had a nonquadratic 
performance index. This index was a very useful one in practical 
applications, because it gave an upper bound on the probability that an 
event ot" "mission failure" (such as excessive vehicle bending) would 
occur during the launch . He showed that there were certain siIni1ari ties 
between his index and the quadratic one, and conjectured that the two 
problems could be made to be "equivalent" (i.e., have the same solution) 
if certain conditions relating the two performance indices were met. 
He derived necessary conditions for "equivalence" to occur, and also 
proposed an algorithm for finding the quadratic performance index that 
was equivalent to his nonquadratic one. Once this index was found, the 
known solution to the "quadratic" problem was also the solution to his 
problem. 
This concept of "equivalence*' of stochastic control problems was 
an interesting one, but Skelton left many questions unanswered. For 
example, he gave no conditions that guaranteed the existence of a 
"quadratic" problem that was equivalent to a nonquadratic one. Also, 
Skelton's algorithm was not an automatic one, but involved some engin-
eering judgement in the iteration loop, and no proof of convergence of 
the algorithm was available. Skelton's method was successfully used to 
obtain good controls in the gust-alleViation problem, however. so it 
seemed that his approach had much practical merit. 
To investigate some of the above concepts in a more rigorous theo-
retical framework, the problems described above were reformulated as 
ones of minimizing functionals on a Hilbert space. This formulation 
turned out to be a : :'Ui tful o~e, because a number of the theoretical 
4 
results and computational techniques in functional analysis could then 
be applied to solving Skelton's problem. In particular, a geometric 
interpretation of Skelton's "equivalencett concept was developed, and 
conditions which guaranteed the existence of an equivalent "quadratic" 
problem were derived. Also, a function space algorithm of Dem'yanov' s 
was applied to Skelton'S problem, and the algorithm was shown to 
converge. To illustrate the results obtained t two example probl~s 
were solved. In the second example, 8. suboptimal approach was developed 
to solve Skelton'S booster control problem, which originally motivated 
the research. 
1. J Organization of the Thesj.~ 
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. In Chapter 2, the 
class of control problems to be considered in the thesis is defined. 
The formulation is similar to Skelton's in [2.4J. The well-known 
stochastic control problem mentioned above is shown to be a member of 
the class. and the formal solution to this problem is given. Chapter J 
reformulates the above problems in a function space, and a geometrical 
interpretation of Skelton's equivalence concept is given. This chapter 
also presents a motivation for the equivalence theorem and the algorithm 
to be developed in later chapters. The main topic of discussion in 
Chapter 4 is the derivation of a set of conditions which guarantee 
equivalence between a "quadratic" problem and the more general problem 
defined in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 gives a function space interpretation 
of Skelton's algorithm t and introduces the perturbed gradient algorithm. 
A proof of convergenoe of the latter algorithm is also given. The 
computational results of two example problems are given in Chapter 6, 
I 
I 
i 
---' 
5 
to illustrate the usefulness of the methods developed. Conclusions 
am recommendations for future study are presented in Chapter 7. 
6 
aIAP'l'ER 2 
A. STOCHASTIC OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBlEM 
2.1 Introduotion 
In this chapter, .. probleJll ot finding an optimal controller for 
a l.iDear plant subject to disturbance noise is presented. It. 18 assumed 
that the plant can be described bT a finite namber of l.ine&r ditterential 
equations, and that the (white Gaues1&n) DOise eDt.ers additively into 
the pant equations. It is also aSS1Dlled that incoIIlplete, noiq observa-
tiona of the state wctor are _de, and that the control is a teedback 
ODa ua1Dg the .. obaervat:1.ona. '!'hese aS812DlpU.olU!l are discussed, and a 
general performance index to be minimized is given. 
A speoial case of tb1a general problem, in 1drl.ch the performance 
index i. a quadratio form in the state and control vectors, ia discussed 
aDd the well-known formal solution is gi'Ten. 
2.2 stateaent ot the General Problem 
The dynaIdo systea aod.el to be considered is a linear plAnt des-
cribed b.1 a d1tfel'Gntial qstem and perturbed by an additive white 
~t) :: J.(t)x(t) + B(t)a + vet) • 
with 
, 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
r 
i , 
J ----~ 
-- .------
j 
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7 
11 a (m x 1.) control vector 
yet) lit (n x 1) . i8G veotor. 
ru. partieul.ar =del is chosen because it ean be used to represent 
U2ed as an approxblation to 
certain DOu.&,..4uua.r S)l"Staas about a nt.mdna~ opernt1Jlg point or tra.jector.r. 
The aaSl1lllption ot an a&!itiT GaUDsSAn noise input to a. l1near system 
18 a usefUl OM becau it guarantees that %(t) 1s also GcLua1.an (SCM 
KalJllan [2.l]. T"aeol'G 05). In ddit1Dn. DOlss in pb181ca1 qatems can 
otten be approx.1m&ted by a Gaussian praoc s. 1'h assumption ot wb1te 
DDUe i" JIOt an undul;y restricti"N one, bac&UM "colored noise" can often 
be represented as the outpat ot a l.1nDar filter who .. iJ:Iplt 18 white 
aci... The l.1.near filter oqua ions can then be adjoined to the original 
qstem equations, rroda.oing a l.1naar system with white additive noise, 
as or1g1nal.:b' aSOW-iVY. 
Since DOt all mponents of x and ;l are ot 1.nterest in the eval.uA-
t.1oJl of pertOl'm&!lD • an l..-d.1.mens1onal. response TeCto!" ret) is deriDed. 
ret) .. C( ",)x(t) + D(t)u 
It ia s.aaur.ed ~t it .. 
vector &l"e available. 
(t) .. R(t)x(t) + vet) , 
where m(t) :a (k x 1) eurament "f'ootor, 
wet) a (k :x: 1) noi" 'Rotor. 
Again, the mise (t) 1. as 
case in which w( t) 18 "colored" or sane ot the 
1 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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8 
CCIIpODlnts of s (t) contaiD m DOise is disau.saed br Br,yson and 
JohallMn [2.2]. 
The DGise veotora vet) and wet) are OOlIlpleteJ.3r described bTl 
E(v(t)J • E(v(t)] • 0 • (2-5) 
(2-6) 
,-
Bl;v(t)w' (1')J • 0 , (2-8) 
. where B[.] denote:s expeotation operator, the priJae denotes t.rqa-
po_. aDd & (~) demtes the D1r&c delta function at t II: T._ 
The following oomunts aboul.d be ade I 
1) It 1s assumed that the qstem OpeN:tes for & fixed tae, te[to''l]. 
1d.\e".. to and T are given. 
2) The matrices A(t). B(t). C(t). D(t). B(t), N.v(t), and N.v(t) &1'8 
all .slRDlled to be knnn and. to h& propel" dimensions, their 
3) 
, a1_uta are a ooDtiDl1ou.8 tor tE[ to' fl. 
"v(t) is as ad to b& positive det1D1.te tor all tE[to.T]. This 
assumption i s the 
The Nt of adm1.ssible oon1'.1-o1s to be considered i.8. 
u {UIU = -K(t)t(tlt). aDd the element of I(t) }.(2-9) 
• are continuous on [to.T] 
where I(t). (. x n) feedba.c ooeftic1ent-.tr1x 
i(tlt) • (n x 1) OOun t11ter est1mate ot x(t) given obeenatlou 
Z(T >, TE[tO.t). 
, 
\ 
I 
_ .1 
L ___ ~-
9 
file theor.r of the Kalman filter is weU-establiahed (see, e.g., 
[2.1J ani (2.3), ... nd is especially usetal. in the above problem, since 
x(t) is It Gaussian proc ss. 1118 KalJaan filter estimate is then the best 
ut:1mate, not oDJ:7 in the m1n1111D11l mean-square error sense, l:ut with 
reapect '1;0 other orror criteria as well [2.3J. A liDNr feedback law 
18 a881D~d in order to guarantee that the control vector is Gaussian. 
that t.bila is tro.e can be verified b;y exam1 rd ng the Kalman t11ter equa-
tions. In add! tien, the linear feedback law is easy to implement in 
pact1ce. aM 1s therefore use~ in applications. The assmaption also 
-deoollplcts" th.G control probl from the estiJution problem, which 1s 
JIGIIt' asswped to be solved, 
with 
For the above ease, the K'1]un filter equations are. 
dX(tlt) D (A(t) - B(t)K{t)li{tjt) 
dt 
+ Ek(t)H/{t)~-l{t)rz(t) - H(t}.i(t~] , 
(2-10) 
(2-11) 
aDd where 1\(t) = E(X(tltIX'(tft)) • 
x(tlt) a x(t) - ~(tlt) 
:I er:rDr ftctor. 
The matrix Pic(t) is mt a f\mction of the observations z(t). and 
1.8 the solution of the error co r.1a.nce equation. 
dE (t) . 
--d~kt- a .A.(t)~(t) 
+ ~(t) • 
Ek(t)A'(t) - Ek(t)H/(t)~-l(t)H(t)Ek(t) 
(2-14) 
10 
with • 
'l'be other quantities in (2-10) to (2-14) are previously given, 80 
the Ka.l.aaD tnter is oompl.telJ' specified once the ooetf'lci.nt matrl% 
I(t) is given. !Dd 80 the control. u is spec1.f'1ed when I(t) is given. 
'ftle performance index te be mini., zed is of the general forml 
T 
J • t1(S(T)] + J f'~S(t)Jdt, 
t 
o 
Set) • E[r(t)r
' 
(t)J 
• covariance matrlx ot the l"8sponse vector ret). 
Note that Set) is imeed a oovar1ance IJ&trix, because 
E(r(t») • 0 , (2-18) 
wb10h can be eas1ly 8hovn. 
Note &lso that ret) i8 & Gaussian process, since all the equations 
defining ret) are linear am contain additive Gaussian noise. Since 
ret) is • &ero-me&n process, it 18 oompletel.y desorlbed by' the covari-
aDOe matr1x Seth 1'hus it i8 not u.nrea80nable to choose a performance 
1Ddex ot the above tom. Because the charaoteristics or the prooess at 
the tel'lliDal t1mtt a,. bJ ot special interest, a sep&rate term involVing 
SeT) 18 inol.uded in the perf'orma.noe~. The process characteristics 
to be controlled dnring the time period [to,T) are weighted in the 
integral tem. 
Using the above der1n1tions, we have the following statementl 
General PJoob16lll Statement. Choose the control u E U to m1n1m1ze 
the performance index J, subject to the system side-oonditions (2-1) 
11 
This problaa. using the general per:formance index in (2-16), has 
DOt been 8Olved. J. epeo1al. case ot the above proble has been sol-red, 
bo1rever. aDd wUl be d1sco.ssed in the ~xt section. Skelton in [2.4J 
also con.s1derecl a spec1aJ.. case J his approach w1l1 be discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
2.3 A. Spec1al Case'C@!dx'!tic Periol'mance Indax 
noreJ!t.1n (2.5J. TOll [2.6]. WoDbam (2.1. 2.8J, and others have 
diamusaeid the aboft pl'Obl. tor the case in wh:1.ch the performance index 
u the axpeoted value at a quadratic :form in the system state and control 
vectors. In the DOtatioa or the general problem, the quadratio pert or-
• IU.ZlO8 1.tdax is I 
(2-19) 
where ~('1') .. (1. x 1.) SJlDttrio positive serrad.definite matrix With 
bounded eJ.f.!III8nts. 
and Q(t) • (1. x 1.) "l'JIDIl8triC positive semidefinite I18trix whose 
elaaents are contilmous on (to,Tl. 
~I The _tr1x D'(t)Q(t)D(t) is required to be positive defirrl:te tor 
aJ.l tECt .'1'] to 1.nsure the existence at a solution to the quadratic 
o 
probl.. (D(t) is det1nocl1n (2-3». 
The perto1'll&J2Ce 1ndax J Q can be rewritten in 1;.b$ general :fOl'lll 
r 
JQ • Tr [~(T)S(T)J + J Tr (Q(t)S(t)]dt t t 
o 
(2-20) 
vbe1"e Tr demtes the trace opeator (takes the sum. ot the diagonal. 
elements or a atrix). 
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The 801ut1cn to the problem with quadratio parformaDOO inde::t 
(the "quadratic prcbl ") has been teJUDi b7 using the . "oertainty 
eqI11val.enoe prinoi ple" s in [2.5) aDd 'by the stochastio Hamllton-Jaoob1 
equation of ~o p'~:ruIl!l1J~, as in (2.7]. In ~ case, the opti:mal. 
oontl'Oller tor the qua.~ tic probl using th notation ot the general 
probl.! 18 a8 tollcilO' 
1Ibore !(tlt) is the iDJran filter .st1ute ot x(t) giTen observations 
s(,.). 'fE[to.t). I.Dtf18 chf1Dad b)r (2-10) to (2-1.5) using K*(t) t or 
I(t). !be opt1aa1 teedb3.ok ooettioient 18 given by 
K*(t) = [D'(t)Q(t)D t)J-1(B'(t)Pv(t) + D'(t)Q(t)C(t)J • 
(2-22) 
ard P",(t) 1s the l 'it.i.on ot the Riccat1 equation 
dP (t) ~~= ~/(t)PT(t) - P",Ct)A(t) - C'(t)Q(t)C(t) 
+ K*'(t)D'(t)Q(t)D(t K*(t). 
(2-24) 
It r.mst bet ~ ... :..:'. ...... t th tora ot the opt control in (2-21) 
11' U \18l'8 only raqu1red to be a ttmct10n ot past 
observatiDno e{'f), T~(to,t). That 10, the tact t.hat u· is a llnear 
feedback ltnr 0 t e ' filter st&te est1l24ta 1s intrinsio to the 
quadrat10 pmbl !:l, and 18 DOt . rol3' a eonooquenee of tho requirement 
13 
that 11 E U. 
TbI abow solution to the probl_ ot mimm Bing J Q 1s geDeral.ly 
aooepted to be correct, &l.thoqh DO OOlIplete17 rigorous proof ot the 
!'UUl.ts bu been pa.bliahecl to date (as far as is knI:m1). Since the 
abow Naltll will be used tIXtena1ftly in the toll.ow:l.ng chapters. it is 
OOIIftn1ent to sauri_ the 1I01ution in the following a8sel"t1on. 
Assertion 2.1 (Solution ot ,,~t1c Prob1.."). Snppose we a1"8 
giftDl 
1) the descr1ption ot the ~c s;rstem. response vector. and 
.. sare.nlt ftCtor 1D equ.tions (2-1) to (2-4) defined on (to.T]. 
2) the equations (2-S) to (2-8) descr1bing the white Gauss1&n DO!se 
ftctors '9'( t) &Del w( t) • 
3) the set ot adllias1bl. control8 given in (2-9h 
4) the parueter _tr1oes .A. B. C. D. H. NT' and 1\,. with known 
elements oont1m1oua in t on [to' TJ J 
S) !\ret) pos1t1T8 c»t1n1te tor all tE(to,TJ. 
6) the perto~ 1Ddax JQ defined in (2-19). With the a8soe1&ted 
coDdit1oas on ~(T), Q(t), and. D' (t)Q(t)D(t). 
!ban the problem ot aelect1ng the u E U such that JQ 1s minimized, 
UDder the abow oonditions. ba8 a unique solution, ginn by' (2-21). 
'l'ha opthsaJ. tMClback coefficient pet) i8 det1ned by' (2-22) to (2-24), 
&Del the (eJJDan 1'1l.ter state estimate ~(tlt) is defined by' (2-10) to 
(2-15). 
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CHAPTER 3 ',' . ,."., 
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM IN ':FUNCTION SPACE " ,.' 
3.1 Introduction 
-',," In & study of the design or controllers to alleviate wind-gust 
.tfects on launch boosters [2.4], Skelton introdnced the notion of 
"qa.achoatie 'eqtu:nlence" into the, study ot stochastic problems. He 
to-~'ted 'the wind-gaat problem in the tom ot the geMral prabl. 
posed in Section 2.2, using & specific tom ot pertomance index J. 
Us1Dg an anal,-tic method, he developed necessary conditions that a 
quadratic probl ,&8 det'1.md in Section 2.3, haft the same solution 
aa thet'tIOl"e general problem ot m1n1m1zing J. He &88U11led that such a 
quad:r&tio probl. exists and that the solution to the general probl_ 
exists. The two problems a1'6 then said to be "eqnival.ent". since 
lmov1J3g the solution to one 1mpl1es knowing the solution to the other. 
A further disCt1saionot the d rived MCeS8&17 CODi1tioDB .is given in 
J.ppeDi1X J.', and Skelton' 8 algorithm tor tincHng the · equivalent quadratic 
probl8JR 1s discussed in Section .5.2. 
The MUon ot the If: quivalenoe" of stochastic pt'Oblau is an 
interesting one, bat 'Skelton ~es .Dt)t give lI¥ conditions that guarantee 
the ex18tence ot an equ1'ftJ. Dt problem. Also, the a.mJ.yt1cal method 
he uses does not ;yield milch insight into the meaning of equivalence of 
control probl 8. To overcome these ditt.1.culties. a goo_tric inter-
pretation ot the problems posed in Chapter 2 was dneloped, usiDg the 
tbeor.r ot 111n1 ... utlon ot tlmctiolJAls on a Hilbert space. This 
r 
'--
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1'olWUlation yields a clear interpretation of equivalenoe. and suggests 
coDditions on the general problem which guarantee the , existence of an 
equivalent quadrtLtic problelll. In addition, algorithms tor finding the 
equivalent probl_ can be easily Visualized using the function space 
approach. 
In this chapter. the stochastic problem. is first transformed into 
a nonl.i.Dear detal'lliniatic one. so that the equations re1.8ting the 
covariance matrix Set) to the feedback coefficient K(t) a.re expressed 
in a d.etel'll1n:1stic torm. Then t,b.e function space a is defined and its 
properties derived. The stochastic problems defined in Chapter 2 are 
then interpreted geometrically in a. and the notion of &qUi valenoe is 
explained in tems of two !unctiona.ls taking on their minima at the 
same point. 
3.2 The Stochastio Problem in Deterministic Form 
In Chapter 2, the equatioruJ which describe the behaVior ct the 
systeDl are stochastic in nature. Given a feedback gain coefficient K(t) 
and the processes v(t) and wet), the process x(t) is then determined, 
as is the covariance matrix Set). 
In Appendix B. it is shown that the following set of deterministic 
equat10D8 also detemine Set). 
where 
Set) = (C(t) - D(t)K(t»)Cx(t)[C'(t) - K(t)D'(t)] 
+ D(t)K(t)Bk(t)C'(t) + C(t)Ek(t)K'(t)D'(t) (3-1) 
- D(t)K{t)Ek(t)K'(t)D'(t), 
and is the solution ofa 
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de (t) 
:t a [A(t) - B{t)K(t}]Cx{t) + Cx(t)(A'(t) - K'(t)B'(t)] 
(3-3) 
. ' + B(t)K(t)~(t) + ~(t)K' ,(t)B'(t) + Nv{t) • 
with in1t1&l coDditions 
'. ' C (t ) D 0 
X «) • 
()-4) 
'the e1"1'01' 00'f&1"iaDce utrix ~(t) vas det1.nec:l in equation (2-12), and 
_tun.es (2-14) and (2-15) • . TM pa1'Ul8teH A, B, C, D, K, and H.v haw 
also been d8~ in Chapter 2. So, by the above equationa, Set} 18 
detel'lll1.ned once I{ t) and the DOi ... parame~s Ny( t) and Ii,..( t) are 
spec1t1ed. 
SiDee ·S(t) describes the S)'St. b&havior completely (with Nspeot 
to the pertomance indg). and 18 detem1ned once K(t) 1s given, the 
equationa ()-1) to ()-4) and (2-14) to (.2-15) can be regarded. as a set 
of dete1'll1lrl.st1c system equations. 1hen Set) 1s identified as • rtfN 
"state utr1x" of the systaa. aDd K(t) &8 the "control utr1x". 'lb.1s 
..tbod of transfol'lling a stochastio problem into a detel"ldniatic one 
haa been used by Janinsld. [3.1.]. who also clari .... "state equations" 
iDYo1rlng the eovar1.aDae _tr1x of the original state veotor, aDd using 
t.be faecn.ok oo.rt1cient Jlt\trix as the new control. .Also, Kushner .: 
[3.2]. JforteM8n [3.3], and others have converted the liDaar stochastic 
qste equation into a non] 1 near clattmlin1stic partial. differential. 
equation in the pl'Obab1l1ty density of the state vector. 
'!'he adm1aaible eontro1 set in thia tormnlation is then. 
U D { K(t), the ~nta of I(t) are} ()-s) 
1 contiDllous on [t f T] • 
o 
--_. __ .- - -------------
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'l'ld.s .. t is. of COVA, s1laplJr a JIOdif'1cation of the set U dat1Ded. in 
1'hen we can state the following. 
GeMl'!l Dete1'1!isist1c Control ProBlem. Find the K(t) E UK that 
111m", fAS the pertol'UllCe 1ndax J. subject to the s;yatea equations (3-1) 
to ()-4) and (2-14) to (2-15). 
This probJ.em is the 88M &S that posed in Section 2.2, blt mw 
the relationship between K(t) and set) is broaght out IIOre clearly. 
3.3 The Fuactt10n Space a 
In tb1a Netion, an abstract ttmotion space a w:Ul be de.tiDed and 
ita properties stated. 1'he interpretation ot the control problem in a 
• w:U.l. be studied iD Section 3.4. 
The basic oleent in a has the following .tOl'S' 
• • [ep.. e(t)] , ()-6) 
lIhe:re ., = ( t x 1) real ftCtor 
o(t) .. (k x 1) rea1. aeasurable vector flmction of t on [to.Tl. 
Let • = [ev. e(t») and I • (gr. g{t)J be two elements in a. Then the 
following operat.1ons are detiMda 
a) &d41t1on. 
A 
I + a .. reF + gF' e(t) + get») 
b) IltIlt1pJj.C&Uon b7 a scalar 1. 
A 
"I .. D.~, Ae(t») • ()-8) 
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The ell eJ.«nent is defined aSI 
3 = 8 = [0, OJ • (J.9) 
For &r13' ~ vectors 8, tEa, an ·inner product is defined • 
• r· A T - ' (a, I) = .F • IF + J .(t)· g(t)dt, 
to 
(3-10) 
where the-d6ts. 1nd1cate the EIlcl1de&n ·soalAr product. Define the !x)l"m 
-
ot a to be, . "'. 
(3-11) 
~. . 
where the positive sqaare root is chosen • 
. A!¥l let the -metric in a be I 
. A 
p (3, 2) 1:1 /13 - ilia (:3-12) 
Then the definition ot a tollows, 
Definitiog 3.1. The apace a is the oollection of all e1_ants 3 · " 
of the torm gtven in ()-6), such that 11311a < • aId the operations (3-7)' 
r,... ..: : .... :. -, ,< • • . 
to (3-12) are defined. Two eleaents of a, say a aDd i, which have the 
property that.F ·= gF and e(t) 1:1 get) almost everywhere, are identified . 
as the same el. . nt, that is, a = Ii! p (3, g)= O. 
In AppeMix C it is shown that a is the -direct SWIl" ot a k-d1men-
sional Eucl.1dea.n space aId k L 2-spaces. aDd is thus a Hilbert sp!ce 
(by LeIIiIII&,'1.9, Danford ani Sohwarz t3.4) f p. 251). The second part ot 
De:t1nition 3.1 is MCessar;y to satisfY the metrio space axiom that 
p (I, I) .., 0 if am only if' 3 &:I I. Thns a is really a spaoe of "equin.-
lence O~S8.8- ot tunotiOJ28 (tor a discussion, see Rudin (3.5], pp.6s-66). 
\ 
\ 
I 
! 
I 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 
I 
\ 
~ 
I 
I 
1 
. ____ . .-. _ _ .'.-- - -------~~------____"J 
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3.4 The stochastic Problem Interpreted in a-space 
In Section 3.2, it was shown that the response covariance matrix 
Set) could be regal'ded. as a "state" of t.h& deterministic syst.. For 
DOtational convenience, this state matrix will be converted to a state 
vector .(t) by "stacking" the columna 01' Set). That is, if 
suet) s12(t) ••••••• sll(t} 
• 
s21(t) S22(t). • Set) • • ()-13) , • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
s,u (t) • s.u(t) • ••••••••• 
then 8
U
(t) 
8
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(t) 
• 
• 
• 
set) = s.n(t) (3-14) 
sl2(t) 
• 
• 
s~.t(t) 
2 is said to be the (t x 1) covariance state vector. 
Now, tom the element 8. 
I as [seT), s(t» (3-lS) 
The el-.,rrt, .. i8 nov shown to be a JIleIIlber of the space a. Consider the 
equations (3-1) to ()-4) and (2-14), (2-1.5), which define S(t), and 
thus also define I. The matrices C(t) and D(t) are defined to be 
contimous. K(t) is oontinnous b.y (.3-5), Cx(t) and \:(t) are solutions 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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of'ditte1"6ntieJ. equatio s am. are t.heref"ore continuous. So the elements 
of' a( t) are cont1.w.ous. a.lId theretore measurable and also in L 2.. If 
2 the dimension of the vectors 8 ('1') and 8 ( t) are identified as k = 1, • to 
conform with the l'¥)tation in Seot.1on 3.3. it tollovs that s E cr. 
The detiD1t1on below will be needed in the following discussion I 
Definition 3,2. The set of atta1nab1.llt;y ex C (J is defined as 
tollowsl 
{ i I aCt) is the solution of the deterministic system.} a = equations, given {1 K(t) E UK' tor tE[to,t] • 
It should be noted that this set differs from the usual set ot attain-
abilit;y in that it considers the system response to admissible controls 
. over the whole time interval of interest, DOt jtlst at some particular 
tel'l11na.l time. It can be interpreted 80S the mapping of UK into C1 by 
means or the deteministic system equations. 
The pertormance 1ndG7. J of the general problem posed in Chapter 2 
can now be interpreted as a nonlinear functional (in general) on • E crl 
T 
J = J(B) =- fl [s(T)J + J f2.[s(t)Jdt. 
to 
(3-16) 
To express the quadratic f'unctione.l JQ in s1mil.ar tonn, first rom the 
vectors qF a.nd q(t) from the qu&dr&tic coefficient matrices ~(T) and 
Q(t). respeoti~t using 'the "staoking" pl'Ocednre out1.ined above. 
Then, referring to equation (2-20). it can be 8een that JQ can be 
written aSI 
• 
Tlms J Q 1s a. linear :f'unotional on a • 
____ ,J 
I 
I 
1 
I 
\ 
\ 
! 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
\ 
I 
II 
I 
I 
2l. 
Using the above notions, we have the following. 
Gemral Problem in a-sp!:ce l Find the point s E cy (alXi the corres-
ponding K(t» such that the :fUncti onal J(s) 1s minimized on 01. 
This problem can be visualized geometrlcaJ.l.y' if the following space 
F 1s defined I 
1 F ::I product space of a and R • (3-18) 
1 
o e:re R is the real line. Since the values of the £\mctional J are in 
1 R , the problem of minimizing J(D.) on 01 can be represented figuratively 
as shown in Figure 3.1. The s ot Of E (1 is shown, along with an arbitrary 
point 8 E rx. Tho fUnotional J(s) can be viewed as a hypersurface in F, 
and JQ(I) as a hyperplane. The point a. is the point in rx for lihich 
J(t) 1s a minimum. Th matrix K*(t) which corresponds to i. i8 then 
the optimal feedback coeffici ent. and is the solution to the stocb.a.stic 
control problerm.. The set aQ i n (1 will be defined in Section 3.5. 
other quantities ot interest in the discuss ion to tolloW' are the 
first and seCOM differentials of the function J (see. e.g •• Vainberg 
[3.6J for def'ini t i o. and diSCtl8Sion) . and the gr,adient vector or J. 
The explicit expreSSion:) tor these quantitlos are given in the theorem 
balow, which is proved in .lppendix C. 
1) 
2) 
Assume the following. 
J(8) 1s defined tor ~ry S E a~ 
atl <3.f2 a 1'1 ~!z f l , f 2 , rs • cr;- , a7' and W ea:1st and are finite tor all 
tEe to ' T], and haw elemonts contimtous in s tor f!lVery 9 E (1 (see 
(3-26) and ( 3-27 ) for definitions). 
~-~~---------- - - - - - - -- -
l 
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f J(S) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-:::::-" ....... ---+--------~ s( t) 
I 
L 8 :.:: (s(T),s(t.)] 
Figure ).1 The }!1n1111zat.1on Problem in F-s oe 
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.. 
And let. = [eFt a(t») and Tl =- [l1F, l'l(t)J be arbitral? elements in cq 
then (see Appendix D for baclcg!'Ound terial.8 ) I 
1) J has a Gatee.ux (weak) differential (sae Definition D.l) defiMd 
at each E a I tor every element 3 in a, and it is given by. 
VJ(&, a) = (DJ(!). &) , (3-19) 
(3-20) 
1s the md1ent vector of J, and is an element of O'J 
2) J has a SGOOM Gateaux d1tterential (see Definition D.2) at 
I E C1. tor all a. ~ E <1, gi van by. 
(3-21) 
is an element in <J. 
3) FUrther, it DJ(9) am D2J(8. a) are oont1nuous in 9 (in the norm 
of the a-sp&ce), then VJ ani ~ are also contim1ous in i. 
and 
A C01"Onar,- of t 3 hove theorem follows iJ1Imed1ately' hom the 
Corollary 3.1 
If' JQ 1s dAtinod &8 in (3-17). then 
DJQ(s) D (qF' q(t)J. 
y2 JQ(A ... , 'il) ra 0 • 
(3-23) 
()-24) 
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The gradient ctor defined in the above theorem gives the 
"direction" in which the tunetioMl J l"ises most rapidly. Since J Q is 
.. J1 near ttmational, DJ Q is a constant vector and does not depend on s. 
I 
The :following notation tor the p rt1al derivative vectors and 
matZ'ices was used bove l 
aft a 2f a2! .32£ i i i 
del a~'l. ~~a's2 ... a~ask 
a2£ 31'1 ati i 2 • 
a f'i • rs= aS2 
, :-r- • , • as ' • (SS2<Js1 
• 
• 
• • • ., 
• • 
• • • • 
a fi • • • • 2 
dsk 321: 3 i1 dB··········· ~ sk 1 aSk 
(3-26) 
for 1 :IS 1,2. where 
81 
s 
2 
s :IS • 
• 
, 
• 
• 
sk 
and k:lS l-. 
As mentioned abo'V's , the gradient vector DJQ(S) does not vary tdth 
8. Thus, another interpret.1tlon of' the pl"Oblem of minimizing J Q on ex 
iSI fird the s E «r (and the corresponding let »~ snch that (DJQ, i) is 
m1 ni.m1 Md. '!'he resulting optima.l point t 8*, is the point in a whioh 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
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18 th9 ":ral'thest" i n the d.:1rection of the negative gradient Yector. 
Such an optma1 point can be shown to exist, if Assertion 2.1 is 
'asnmed ftlid. The assertion guarantees that a UDique solution to the , 
JQ-problaal exists, in the torm or an optimal. feedback coeffioient, 
K* (t). Using K* (t) in the detel'll1D1stic system equations yields s*. 
Since X*(t) is contiDuou8 in t. so is s*(t). defined b.r 
.* = (s*(1'), s*(t)J, and s*(T) is defined. So a* is an element ot a, 
and is the requi1'ed optimal point. 
'lbe above ramarks on min1lIlizing J Q will be used in the following 
chapters, and can be SWBJ.a.rized b.1 the following theorem. 
Theol'tlllll 3. 2 
'!'he stochastic control problem of finding .. u E U to m1nimi~e JQ• 
ou'llined in Section 2.3. cnn be interpreted as tlnding a point a* in a 
at which the functional JQ(A) takes on its minimum value. Also, such 
a point s* exists and i s unique if' tM matrices Qp-(T) and Q(t). which 
define the tnnctional J Q, satisr,. the conditions in (2-19). Ft1rther. 
1* is found 1>7 using the opt teeclback coefficient K* (t), def'1.ned i n 
(2-22) to (2-24), in the de rministic system equations (3-1) to (3-4). 
3.S The Egnivalence of' Stochastic Problans 
The method to be used in m1nimizing the functional J(D) on a 
depends on the loc t ien of the minimum point s*. If' s* is known to be 
in the interior ot a. st pest.-descent or gradient methods in :fUnction 
space can be used to find a*. This problem 18 essential.ly tha.t of 
finding the minimum ot a tlmctional on the whole space, and can be 
attacked in a variety of ways (see, e.g •• Kantorovich ().7), Goldatein 
[3.8). The main difficulty is in finding the opt1J:aa1 feedback 
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coeffic1ent K· ( t), g1 ven the rd.rd.J1uo point a.. This 1s not a tri Yis.l 
probl • due t.o the mnli rlt1 s in the determ1n1stic system. equat10ns 
(3-1.) to ( 3-4). 
I 
The inte sting case 1s that in which s* 1s !mown to 11e on the 
boundar.Y ot a (assu:m1ng thAt CJt has a ~ ndt.ry). ~ to th&t the point 
which ainimj zes J Q, 1£ stlch a point e:rl t ~ lie on the boundar.v 
(to be proTOd). so, the thod Q! tind1ng the miD1mum point 1.5 known. 
since the solution to the" dJoatio probl 'I is known. So, it 1s 
coD08ivable th&4:. , under tho prope~ conditions on J t there exists a 
fUnct10Ml. JQ whose minimidng point .. E cr is alao the point which 
minimizes th tanotlonal J. Then the probl ot mn1m1£1ng JQ i8 said 
to be e9,U!vale it. to that of min1Jd£1ng J. So it th equi lont pl"Obl 
can be found, its known solution can be used to find the solution to 
the mON g ne 1 pre,ul poe d in Chapter 2. 
The ccnd1 t10ns on J which llill insuro the <lX1. ne. of an ~i valent 
problem, M mU'fioient oonditi ons tor t pl'Obl to bo equivalent 
aN disCMSsed in Che.pter~. In this tiOD, the notion ot equ1valene 
1s introdnced nd 3rtnin rel&tod definitions &l"O madG. 
Fol' eonvoni·. , 
the f\mctional J( ) talros on its IIi.nii!ala w1ll be call d the "J-problem" 
(and siJJl1larly £ r J). Now. by d.etinition of the J Q funotioJ:l4l in 
(3-17), the JQ-probl~' 1 de!1nad when ;h quadratic 00 fric1 nts 
~(T) and Q(t) aN given. Tho following ~tin1tj.o 8 will be u ed i n 
Chapter ~I 
De!1n1t1on :1' A JQ-plobl 
quadratic coeftioients ~(~) 
ooDd:1tions in (2-1.9). 
i B&id to ba admissible it the . ,.. 
Q(t), which d3t1ne J Q• sat1sty the 
I 
I 
----~~ 
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Detin1t1on J,4a A point A* E " 1s said to be IIilrl.Jma P011rt. of 
a J-probl if .1(a*) ! .1(a) tor all E 01. 
Det1n1t1on ),'. '!'he set crQ c:: Ci is the set of Ill.in:1.In:Ia points of 
all ada1881ble J Q -probl • 
The set tlQ is depicted :in FigtU"e 3.1. It was preViously suggested 
that the 1II'hr1anm point(.) of a JQ-probl lie on the bowdary or tI. so 
crQ 1s eho1m on the 'boundar.r. Note that Q'Q is well-d fined due to 
1'beorem 3.2. 
Def1n1tiOl'l 3.6. rvo probl s are said to be egu1va1e~ it tha7 
haft a common Il1.n:1mma point. 
It can be .MD that, it a -inbmll point of J lie8 in OIQ• then an 
equ1ftl.ent JQ-pl"'OblGlll exists. 1'he conditions on J to in.sur6 this will 
be diacuaed. in the next chapter. Seas method8 of actually fizvU.ng this 
J Q- P1'Oblell&re presented in Chapter 5. 
the aboYe discussion of equ1Talenoe i not intended to be a rig-
orous one, rot is nt to motiYate the theorems which will be developed 
1ft C2uLpter 4 and the algorithms to be disoussed in Chapter 5. The resu.lt 
in those chapten are a oonaequence of the function space interpretation 
of the stochastic probl_. and make use of the ava1lable theo17 of the 
constrained mmJ!iI1sat1on of fUnctional. 
l 
l 
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SOLU'l'ION OF THE PROBLEM IN FUNCTION SPACE 
4.1 lnt12dnction 
In Chapter 2, the stochastic p1'Obl to be sol'98d vas defined. 
In Chapter J it vas 1nterpret.H as a prob1_ of 1Iin1m1z.1ng a tunctiona1 
OEl the a·apac.a, and the ex1stenc~ ot equivalent stochastic problems vas 
oonJ-cturecl. In thia chapter, The01'6lll 4.1. which gives D8cessar;y and 
anfticient conditio1S8 tor the equivaleno. of J- and JQ-p1'Ob1ems. is 
proved. This ls preceded by a preU • 'nary 1 • which guarantees that 
the functl.oDal J (defined iD (3-16» can be expanded in a Taylor seri 8 
in .tanctioD space. Then, assuming that tl is convex and that the m:1Di-
.. point ot J is known, it i8 shown that an equi"falent JQ-problem 
exista, and 1s det1Ded b;r the gradient ."octor of J at the miD1.Dmm point. 
Comersely, it is also shown that if' a JQ-probl.em and its solution sat-
ist,y certain coDditions invol'V1ng the gradient vector of J • then the 
solution dat1nes a miniaum point of J. '!he proof ot Theo1"8lll 4.1 has 
certain parallels with the proof of' namtyanov's Theorem 1 in (4.1). A 
second theorem, which gives a DIlJIber ot pl'Operti.s of the sets a and 
aQ (defined in Chapter :3), 1s uso pro d in this ohapter. As yet. a 
general convexity theorem tor tl is not Available. The nonl.inearities 
~f'1cal.t to cleri"e such a general theorem. HowEJ't'8r, a method for 
prov1.ng oonvui ty ill outl1n8cl in Section 4.4, and atficient condi tiona 
tor comex1t)P are deriftd tor a s1aple scalar sy'Btea. In general, the 
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conT&X1't7 of Of nmst, be a.sSUDed or proved in each particular case it 
Theorem 4 .1 i s to be appllod to tl specific problem. Aside hom con-
4.1 and 4. 2 n a complete set ot conditions 
tor solution ot the J-prob18ll and for use of the algoritblls to be dis-
oused in Chapter 5. 
4.2 Equivalence Conditions 
In thi. ohaptar , it i asSWil d that a spec1.f1c J-problem. has been 
posed &ltd IlUst bo sOl'ftd. It vas conjectured in s.ctl.on 3.5 that. it 
the J-pl"Ob 
exists. then, since tho solution to the latter probl- i8 known, so 
1s the eolution to the J-problem. The required conditions on J are given 
. . in fheol'G1l1 ~.l. 
A pre] 1m nary Lema. concerning the Taylor sel"ies expAnsion of J 
will first be proved. 
1) 
2) 
4.1 
J.aS1D1e the rollo fig 
J(t) is defined f01"2f1'rer'Y " E2a J afl ~:t2 a £1 a f2 
:tl , f 2, as' as • ~. and aa2- exist and are tillite for all 
te[ to, '1'). aaQ haft. l. ants oont1rmous in s tor e'Ye1'7 B E (J (8ee 
(3-26) and ' )-27) tor dotin1 tiona). 
s i n a in the noN ot the a-space 
(88e (3-20) and (3-22) tor detiDi t iona). 
Then. giV$1l . , E a , tho fa.nct.10naJ. J can be ex:pa.ndad in the 
F1n1 te lDe1"fDont Formula a 
J(Q + ,,(3 - a» = J(s) + ,,(DJ(8), a - I) + 0(,,) (4-1) 
Lagrange Fo 
J(8 +"e - 8» D J(I) + ,,(OJ(s + ~(3 - 8», e - 3)(4-2) 
Taylor Serl.e., 
J(8 +,,( - » = J(B) + ,,(DJ(&). a - 8) 
where lli 
,,"0 
+ ~ (D2J( J + ~(o - i). e - 3), a - a). 
0(%) 
'Y :II 0, 
00 tant •• 
" e(o, 1), ~ ErO, "J. 
.. 
Chooa a. 11 E a, and. f01"ll1 the tunct10n g (" ) • 
g(,,) IS J(t + ,,~), " ErO, 1). 
UId.ng (4-6), the don tiv. or g 19 dat.1ned RSI 
(4-3) 
(4-4) 
(4-,5) 
(4-6) 
(4-7) 
B.r Det1D1t1on D.l (in J.ppendix D). the abcrle expression is s1Jlply the 
Gateau d1.tf< :reutiD.l of J at the point (& + ." ~), in the direction ~. 
as those of Theorem 3.1, 
the tbeofttl i applicable. Tlms it 18 pal"&utee<i that the d1..trerent1al 
e:n.ts, 0 .. (J-J9) .. " (4-7). 
------
J 
!il) ~ A A A 
ci:; >;]lJ VJ a + .,. 11, 11) a (00(9 + " 1), 11). (4-8) 
(4-9) 
By Dofilrltion D.2~ (4--9) is ',ha £9C()nd G Waux different1al. ot J. Ana 
80 b;y (ra). 
2 ~ '~ri c v2J(il + " ~, ~'. ~) 
dy~ 
2 A A A 
;!: CD J(u + 'Y TI. 11>, 11), 
(4-10) 
whol'O WJ( + " ~, ~) is defined in 0 .. ·22). N ,byJ:othes1s J) 0 ... the 
~_ gnanwtMta tb.~t th., thL.'""Ci conal sion of Theorom 3.1 appiles, that 
is. that tho ~rrONnti&ltl VJ and V2J at· contimtou in B. B7 ilwpoo-
t1 n ot (4-8) a;,.d {4-~.O)" jt toll VG tb..lt g'Cy) am g" (y} aI's C nt1nuou 
1n y . So g(y) C&4 
R("~ m g(u) + 'YZ/(O) + 0('/), (4-11) 
(4-12) 
~ 
:I g(y) 1 g(O) + ')'g/(O) t' r g~(~), (4-13) 
0(" ) l.irI\ -_ u 0, nd ')' E[ 0, 1). $ E( 0, ,-3. 
'Y" 0 'Y 
Then the ,,~ ... :t'ollOYII by subat1tuting (4-6), (4-8). :md (4-10) imo 
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The tolJ.cJw1ns equ1ftJ.once thOO1"8E.\ carl then be preTed using the 
NRlts ot t aboTe Lc.waa. 
2) 
3) 
a 11th" .. point aO ot J-probl._ axi.u, 
atl at2 it • E ot, tho _tr:Loea os- aDd u- (t) ue po81t!" sea1det1n1te, 
Ctt2 
and D'(t) is (t)D(t) 18' palUve det1n1te for all tECto,Tl, when 
&l.l the triC" are trlal.u.tecl at I (D(t) ls de1'1Ded. in (2-)), 
4) the Jvpotheaes of '!'heo 
Then the tol.l.ow1Dg results hold, 
that 1_, JQ{SO) ~ JQ(s) !.!!£ J (SO) ~ 'J(s) for all SEat, where 
JQ(s) = (DJ(SO), s). 
2) J.a __ , in additloll. that. 
a) J( a) ls a convex tlmct1oul. 
(4-14) 
b) .. point at' E 01 18 foaM such that lt 18 & udntmlJl point of the 
J<rPl'Obl.- d tined b.r q • OJ("'); i.augcan be comp'.lted from DJ(s+). 
Then a+ 18 also a mnimma point of the J-prob1. (and so by con-
clusion 1) above, the J-problem and the JQ-problem which satisfies the 
relation (f:DJ(a+) are equivalent). 
Proof 
1) By qpotMs18. a m1n1mam point of J mate. Let ao be such & pointJ 
that ls, 
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V"lEa. (4-15) 
N_. consider the JQ-prob1em defined by q = 00(&°). Using Definition 
).3. this JQ-problem is adllissible by hypothesis 3. Therefore, by 
1'heo1"S1 ).2, a minimum point ot JQ exists. ~t s* be such a point, 
that is, 
(4-16) 
Following an argument of Dem'yanov and Rubinov in [4.1). it will be 
shown that 
(4-11) 
·Jb'pothesis 4) ind1cates tba.t the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satis-
fied, the .. c.s81ll!lpt1ons are the ... e as the hypotheses ot Lemma 4.1; so 
the Lemma. is valid. Using the finite increment fonmla in this Lemma t 
1 t tollows that I 
J{SO + ,,(a. - 80 » - J(SO) = y(OO(30 ). ;. - aO) + o(y} , 
where 11m o(,,} = o. 
" .. 0 " 
(4-18) 
The convexity assumption on a insures that SO + y(!* - SO) is in 
cr. then. s1nee J 115 m.1nimized at 8°. the lett side of (4-18) is non-
negative tor ill 'Y E[O. 1J. When'Y is SIIuill. the sign of the right 
Side ot (4-18) is dete1"Dlined by the first term, so 
(4-19) 
or (4-20) 
Using the definition ot J Q to rewrite (4-20), we have. 
(4-21) 
Ccmbin1.ng (4-21) with (4-16) 11 1da (4-11). 
By Th&ol'&!!. 3.2, the point s* vhich minimizes JQ is unique. so 
a* :. ao• From (4-15). 
J (i*) '! J (a) , S E " • (4-22) 
Thua t* i8" DiJmJI. po1.Jrt. of J I .and the JQ-probl_ specified b7 
q = DJ(s*) = DJ(iO) is equiva.lent to the J-problem bY Def'!.nition 3.6. 
The proof' of part 1) of the theorem is thus complete. 
2) By the additional given aasmtpt.ioDS ot part. 2), a point a+ E " 
uiats such that. 
tor all a Ea. Part 2 of th theorom will be proved by contradiction. 
follow1.ng an argument or ne.';vanov and Rubinov in [4.1). 
SQppose that s+ is m! a m.in1Jm.uA point ot J. That is, a point 
8 E " exists suoh that 
J(e) < J(s+) • (4-2~) 
Using the Lagrange fomula 1n Leana 4.1 with " - 1 and s • s+. we havei 
J(a) - J(rt) • (DJ(s+ + ~(e -.at», e - a+) , . (4-25) 
wi th ~ E[ o. 1.). Fom the function g(~), 
g(~) • J(s+ + ~(. - 8+» • (4-26) 
r-------- ----... -
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!hen, by equation (4-8) in the pNOf or Lemta 4.1. the derivatiTS g'(~)= ~ exists and is ginn by the riFt side ot (4-25). BIlt g(~) is a 
connx tuDct10n ot 13. since J was alllU.ll.1i8d. to be a connx tunctional. 
So g' (~) 1s monoton8 nondeoreasing in $. and 
g' (13) ~ g' ( 0) • 
Udng (4-27) in (4-25) results 11'11 
(4-26 ) 
CoIIb1ning (4-24) with (4-28) 71elds 
(oo(a+). a - r-) <0 • (4-29) 
or (4-30) 
Bt1t this is a contradiction of (4-2). and 80 s+ RUst be a miniDma point 
ot J. '!'hie proves the .eooM part ot tb& theo1"8lS, and the proof ot 
theorem 4.1 i. usefUl in that it gives oonditions on a J-problem 
that 1n.8ure the exist ... of an equ1val.ent JQ-probl_. It these condi-
tions are satisfied, the algoritlDts described in Chapter 5 tor actually 
timjng the equ1't'&l.ent probl_ can be applied. Then, if a point 
a+ E fI i. tound using the above OOIIpIltatlonal methods, &nd satisfies 
the cond1tl.ona in Part 2) ot the theora, it is the desired solution to 
the J-pl'Oblem. 
4.3 PJooperties of (I and Q'Q 
~ this section, osrt&1n .}n'Operties of the uts tr and ClQ (defined 
in Chapt4tr 3) are deriwcl. The .. pl'Operties are useM in dete1'!l1n1Dg 
whether a particul.t.r J-probl tisfies the hypotheses of Theol"9ll 4.1, 
and alao yield additloMl insight into the na.ture ot the J- and JQ-
prob'laa. The results are stmmar1zed in the following tbeorcu 
fhec,~ 4.2 
It tI and trQ are as d~f1Md. 1D Chapter 3. and if. for ne17 
I(t) E UK' the 1'O~nse ftctor ret) is .. random process with t1nite and 
. t: 
1) the II1l.l element 8 ~ cr, 
. 2) it i e tr. the corresponding coVl.riance _tr1x S is positive sea1-
det1n1te. 
3) tI is oonta1..n~ 1.n. a halt apaco in (1, 
4) at ..e!7.po1nt .a- e.aQ• a supporting ~rplaM to CI eXlstsl ' 
.5) crQ is on the bo~ of ct. 
hoof 
1) The onq W&y' that the mlll element e could b& in cr is if an element 
1e • (~(T). sa (t») E a 1fOlll.d exist. such that 88 ('r) • 0 and Be (t) lit 0 
for all tEe \, ,1'] • . &It. tb.is 18 impossible. since it vas assuaed that 
the ~OII vector r( t) 1s .. proces8 with zero mean and a nonzero vai'iance 
for .. 8'ftl'1.' I(t} E UK. So e ~ ct, &S was· to be proven. This result sllllP17 
aeana that a triv1al. response vector (identically B&1"O) 1s &xcludBci from 
consideration. 
2) Th1s statement follows boom the ",-ell-lmown fa.ct th&t any covariance 
aatr:1x 1s posit1n sem1def1D1te (s". e.g •• Gnedenko [4.3). p. 200). 
--~-.----
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3) t 4) t 5) The last three results follow directly from the interpreta-
tion ot the JQ-prob givoJn in Theorem 3.2. Pick a point s* E ClQ' 
a.nd consider the JQ"'problem which yielda that s*. a.nd is de.t"1ned by 
~ = [qF' q(t»). That is, 
(4-31) 
The following t;wo defi.nitions are needed to contirnle the proof. 
Corud.der the represenut10n of the JQ-probl.em shown 1.n F1.gure 4.1. 
Define the hyperplane L(q) in the. fol.l.owing way. 
Det1D1.tion 4,11 A point e is in L{q) if and only if' (4.. e - .)= O. 
Then L(q) divides (1 into two halt-spaces, (1+ and (1-. de.fined. as 
tollows. 
Definition 4,21 A point e 18 in c+ it and only it (q, i .- s.) ~ 0, 
am • is in (1~ it and only it (4., a - a*) < O. 
BIlt now by (4-:31.>. it 3 E a, then (q, s - ~.) ~ O. so S E (1+. Thus 
a C (1+, and part 3) of t is proved. A.l8o, L(q) is a suppor-
ting hyperplane to a at s*, since 1* 1s clearly in L(q) and a C (1+. So 
part. 4) of the thooNlll is proved. 
'1'0 show th&t crQ is on the boundary ot cr, it must be .shown that, 
given a point a E crQ • ..,.817 neighborhood of' 8 contains a point not in 
cr. Consider the point 9* .. ntloned berON. and define the followiDg 
~-ne1ghborbood ot s*, 
Choos. a , > O. and consider the point 8j1' (where it is as8UJl8d that 
II4Ila > 0). 
'\.(~) ~a 
\ " \ , 
Figura 4.1 Properties ot f:t and crQ 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
j 
\ 
L 
." ., .* -~ , tor '1 E (0, ~ Y • 
lIa - .*I'a III II" 4lla - " J 
" "~'a 
80 ." E ~(a.). Bot 
(Ci. a" - a*) D (4, - II~I! ) 
., - ,.. 114110: 
by the detinit1cm of the m1"a in (3-11). Since y > 0 aDd /lqj/a > 0, 
(4 •• " - .*) 18 DePUft. aDd 80 Iy 18 in a- b.Y Da.t1.n1t10n .4.2. SiMe 
, . a c: a+. it .toll .. that ." ~ a. 'l"he abow const1'\lctlon can be. carried 
out for all. ~ .> O. &DC! 80 •• is on the boanda17 of cr. Th1a completes 
the proof of part 5) of the Theora and thus of the coaplete Theora 
Q.E.D. 
4.4 Co!l!'!!1t1 of a 
AD &pp!'O&Ch to detenaim. the conYaxity of a is cliscusaeci in this 
MOtion. In this discussion, let a be defined as followsl 
•• S(t) 18 the eoll1tlon of the dete:rm1n1.stic ~ 
a iii !.t10D8 (3-1) to (3-4), given a I(t) E tJK, for j , 
"tECto.fJ. 
(4-36) 
which is s1milar to the definition of a in section 3.4, except that the 
set of admissible feedback ooeff1cients is noWt 
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Couider the spec1al c .... in 1Ih1ch the A, B, C, &lld D _trices in 
(3-1) to ()-4) are eoDStant, am the Jll8&l!R1re4Ilents ot the state wctor 
are cact. 80 that ~(t) !!I 0 tor ali. t. Then t.U .,.-ste. covariaDce 
equ.tiou bea ... 
Set) :I [C - DK(t)JCx(t)(C' - (' (t)D'] • 
1rhue ~(t) 18 the solution ott 
dCx(t) . ' ; 
. cit • [J. - BIt(t)lCx(~) + ~(t)(A' - I' (t)B'J + N.,(t) , 
(4-)9) 
with 1D1t1al coDditlona .. : 
(4-40) 
(Rote that here x(to) • Xo 18 a Gausian . ranckIa vector with zel'O mean 
and cOV&1'i.aDce II&tl"'1x C ,which i8 assumed to be DOnaingular). 
:III) . 
'1'0 . show thst a is COD'ftX, :f'1ra1; choose arbitrary eleaent. I:t and 
'2 fl'CII cr. aDd. tora the eI.eDt. ~ • . 
A E (0. 1). 
P'Jooa the defiDit10n or I in Section 3.4, it rollows that the COTari&rlce 
.trix cOrrespoDd1Dg to ~ is given bTl 
where ~ (t) aDd S2(t) correspond to ~ am i 2• For oomaxity, it mnat 
tMll be ahovn that ~ i. in~. From the COr:reSPOM8DC4t between ~ and 
~ (t), this is tN. if aDd oDly it there exl.sts a feedback coefficient 
--
I 
1 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
J 
i 
l 
-------------------
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11 (t) E UK' nob that 11 (t) prodIlcea ~ (t) when uaed in equatioDIJ 
(1I-:38) to (1t-IfO ) • 
!he preot ot the a1.teDOe ot _oh • '1 (t) i. DOmr:!:ri.a1, because 
.... t1ou (4-)8) to (~) aN DDliUrwar in I. 0.. Mthod ot proof 
".,U bt'Ooutl'UotiDc • dittereut1al. equation tor Set). i'h1s can be '. 
doDe b.r cI1tt~1at1Ja& (4-38) aDd nbat1t.1lt1Dg (1f-lfO) aDd ,11-)9) in 
. . 
tbe zual.t (uftIIiJIg that [C - M(t)] 18 ~ &lid DDnaiDpl.a:r), 71eld-
UCI 
dS(t) • _ S(t)[C
' 
_ K'(t)D'J-1 i'(t)D
' 4t 
.. 
. 
- Di(t)[C ~ Dl(t»)-l Set) 
+ [0 - DKCt»)[! - BK(t»)[C - DI(t»)-l set) (4-42) 
+ [c - DI(t)]IyCt)[C'. 1/(t)D'J • 
..... that I., and a2 haft hen ohoMD t1"OIl 01. '!'ben the propertie. ot ~tt) ~ (t) aDd dE aN wel.l-det1Decl tbroa.gh equtioD (4-41). Suppose . 
• 
.., that equUon (4-42) can be eolftd. tor let) to tora tM toUov1ng 
d1tt.rent1al_equ.'blonl 
. , 
(4.-44). . ', 
(4-45) 
4.t1Md b.r (4-4,). TbeD, it a 'l (t) ex1ats ~h produoes ~ (t), it 
• 
rill 'be atiDed b.'f (~) wbn ~ aDd ~ a:re substituted. 
, , 
~(t) 
cit 
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(4-46) 
rhe ,proof of coDV,,,d.:t7 of C'I t..!u;n rednoes to the pl'Obl .. of ahov1ng 
that a solutioD to (4-46) anet.s aDd is in fi,g1v.n the pl'Opert1ea of 
• s,. aDd Sl. 1'ha fo:tlo~ scalar aampl. giftS nft101ent coDditiou 
that tu a,. deti.Jwd by (4-41) 18 an el.eMnt of 01, liven two poiDta in 
fl. \ aDd 12, 1Ih1oh t1at.v giftD coDditloDS. 
Example of CoJl'f'8X1ty Plooof 
Cona1der th scalar ~a Q'IItea with atate x and control u. 
c1x(t) 
<it 
x(t) + u(t) , 
B(Xol • 0 • 
The sponae 1s 
ret) • u(.. , 
(~) 
(4-49) 
(4-SO) 
(4-.51) 
UDder tbtt abo SmDll}Jt10DS, the ~ A. B, &Dei D .. trices recb1ce to 
v.d.t7. aM C 0 (refor to the genaNJ. .,..tea equations in Section 
2.2). !haNtoN, (4-38) to (4-40) *01181 
(4-52) 
(4-5) 
i 
r 
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(4-,54) 
PoUow:1q 1:U .t.bod out11D8d ..... a d1ttereBt.1al. equation tor 
. aCt), s1ft1l k(t) WSll be ooutnloted. n.rat. dUterellt1ate (4-52)a 
(4-55) 
Thea .a~p17 both riMa of (4-55) bT k(t) aDd aubat1t1it. (4-52) aDd ... 
<,,-,,) .to eli.,-te ox. 
(4-51) 
. ; lot. that it k(t) • 0 tor ... t. a(t) 18 mt de~ b7 ("-56>. bit 
. .. . . '. 
thaD .(t) • 0 b.1 (4-52). 
low. eboo .. ~ aDll.2 ~ cr, then the eorrupondiDg t1. tunotiona 
aft ~ (t) aDIl a2(t.). FOftl Il '(t.)a . . 
!hmlt it a ~ vldch pNdaoH '*1 uiata. it Bat be de:t1DK by the 
tollov1Dc ditte1"&Dt1a1 eqaat10aa 
~(t) 2' 3 ~ (t) at • 2C~ (t).c,. .(t~ (t.)].,. (t~ (t.). (4-59) 
with (4-60) 
~(t) 
The tuctiona al (t) aDd cit are well dat1necl b7 (4-.58) onoe 
l 18 0li0 __ • So ~"-S9) an De NWr1t.ten to det1De ka. lION expUci~1 
~(t) . 
at . • .,(t.)~ (t) + ~ 2(t) + y(t)lra?(t) • (4-61) 
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~ (t) - ~ (t) · 1 
$(t) • ~ (t) t yet) • - ~(t) • 
The ~s18 of theor.a 4.2 1a a.saudr DlMl:r. that the reapoMe 
r(t.) hu a .DAI'O variance for aU tE[to.T). Thua '\ (.t) > 0, and 
~(t) aDd yet) in (4-6) mat. 
'1'0 t1Dd the OODI1Uo~ ~r which a 1I01ution to ('--61) exi.t. on 
[t.o ''1']. the. Caola7-~ m..teBoe tbeorta wID. be uaed ( .... e.g., 
Codd1yWtn &!IIi Lniuell [4.4), p. 6). 
CoasiCler the ditt.rent:1aJ. equat.iolll 
dx · 
_. f(t., x) • 
, . , ctt; } (I) 
It f 18 oont.1moua in t and x on tM l'MtaDgle R (detined b.r 
It. - t.1 ~ a, Ix - Xol ~ h, with a, b> 0), then there .nat. a 801ut101l 
1 
fp E C ot (I) 011 It - tol ~ I. tor which 'P(te ) • Xo (I • m1D(a, b/HJ, 
when M • aaxlf(t.. x)1 OD R). 
Appl.;r1D& tM abo.,.. tlwor. to (4-6l), we ... that f ia cont1m1011S 
in t aM k;. for It - ~I ~ '1', It,. - ~ol ~ h, tor all b > O. For a 
ci;nn b, we ha.,.. tr<a (~). 
If(t..~)"1 • I~(t.)~ (t.~ 2(t)+y(t.)~ )(t.) I 
~ J.I~ (t) I+I~ (t.) 12+y.1~ (t)l) • 
(4-64) 
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(l.t-6s) 
aDIl y.. MX Iy(t) I • (40;.66) 
• tE(to~TJ 
" , 
lot. tb&~ _. aDd y. exist. becauae a,. (t) am ~ (t) are 11ftJ1 tiM 
. ': . 
f\mct.lou aoJltimlolls on, (to,T). Al.ao, .iDee I~ - ~ol ~ b, aDd 
, . " 
~o > 0, it to1:l- that I~ I :s b + k).o' So (4-64) beoae.. -'; 
":""; . " 
It(t '.~)1 :s. ~.(b .. ,1;.0)' + (b + ~0)2 + y.(b + ' ~0"3 
(4-61) 
• K(b) • 
where H(b) 18 .. t:be upper boUDd _ntioDed in the aboTe ThMrem (ginn 
" a part1ealar b). low. tOl'll ' 
b 
I(b) • H(b) • (4-68) 
then, b7 the theona. it a",," aiat. nob that g(b) ~ T. the solution 
ot (4-61) exi8ta OftI' [to.T). To t1Dd such a "b", A881U18 that ~ and 
~ are ncb that ' •• Y •• ~o • 1. Ditf.reirtiate (4-68) aDd set the 
renlt equal to uro to t1Dd. b ~ 0 mob that ,(b) 1s a .ni ..... 
K(b) - bH' (b) • 0 • 
2})3 + 402 - 3 • 0 , 
whiob has & real roet ot b • 0.140 (the otMr two l"OOte are 1.II&gWr;y). 
lor thi8 ruu ot, b, S(b) • O.01YJ. Therefore, br the Caucb1'-Peano 
1'heore.. & 801utloJl lea. (t) to (4-61) exUts for all tECto.to + O.0739J. 
So it or ~ to + 0.0139. the 8Olution ulats oftr the whole intel"ftl ot 
1 
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1Dteren, r.rthel"8ON, then ~ (t) has a CODtiDllOU. fuat derifttift, 
aDd ao it i. a .. bel" or Ux: b.r (4-17). Tlm.. the ~ which results trom 
1181111 \ in the S)'8't.n equations is · a _.ber or Of. 
It abould be not.d that the reBUlt holds tor all ~ such that 
". • ". * ~o 1:1 1. That is, 11' ~. 12 E t:t y.t.eld an ~ with the above 
propertie.. t.M "l.1De" jo1D1ng ~ aDd 12 is also 1ft Of. So the above 
exaaple ct.oJUltrate. the .. thod ot proviDg oonvex1 ty outl.1necl previousq. 
aDd 8bnB ooDftXity tor the portion or a satist;ying the above conditions 
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. CHAPTJm s· 
COMPUTA.TIONAL ALGORITHMs 
5.1 Introduction 
IB Chapter. :3 and 4 it was shown that the problem ot _iniw1sing 
tbI pert01'!l&DC8 iDdax J(I). a Ea .... conl.d be viewed as a problea o~ 
Jdn1w1sing a DODl1oear ftmctioMJ. on a ",..t ot atta1nab1l1.tT' fZ in the. 
. . ~ . 
Hilbert .)Wee C1 (aee the etataent ot the qeneraJ. Prob~_ in Section 3.4). 
It Wa. alao shown that a i8 not the whole spaee a. and t.h&t a l.1.Mar 
., 1UDctional JQ(a) "f)quiv~ent~ to J(i~ ex1ated under certain coJiditiona 
. . 
on J. In th18 chapter. t1ft) Ugor1tbaa~ th. pe~ gradi.nt •• thod 
(PGH). aDd the direct gradient iteration ..-tboCi (rom). tor wi nj-i sing 
. - . : 
the JQ-f\mational w1ll be d •• rrlbed. ' . . 
.' 
' .' 
Th. probl_ ot ldniw5 B1Dg a. ftmc~1onal on a constra1n1;, set in 
f'uDction spac. baa been di.ca.aed by other authon. Bl:aa. tor ex.ua.pl. •• 
ooDS1ct.ra in [5.1) the 111n1w1 ution ot a f'nnctioDal subject, to equal1ty. 
oonatra1nta. Balakr1ahnan [5.2) ocnaict.ra a apeo1al t1J)8 .:ot. ~D1aua­
DON probl_. UDder a control. energy conatl'&1Dt., ua1Dc a ~pest-de.cent 
..thod. In both of tM aboTe probl .... it i~ as_eel that an upllcit 
"r' 
exPre •• 1on for the co.-tra1nt equation i. Imown. 
The al.pr1tbIU d18cu8sed in this chapter ditter trc. the above 
aet.hocb in two _Qa. Plnt, ftC) explic1t expre •• ion tor the coDStraint 
.... " ( 
set til 1. required. in the OODt aDd PGH algoritbaa. BecoDtl, the objec:Jt1:9'e 
ot the iteration aetbocU 1. to r1Dcl tho equ1.ftlent JQ-pl'Obl". ru. 
probl._ then detlnea the aiDitlam point ot J. ADother reature or the 
algoritJ..s discussed 1.8 that tbe7 make use of the known solution or 
the p1"Obl. or JIIinim1 sing the l.1Dear tlmctional. J Q. 
In the rollowing discussion. it is 8SUJl d that the h1Potbe.e. or 
Theorems 3.1. 3.2. and 4.1 are satisfied. Add1t1onal h1Potbes8a will 
be requi1'ed to show convergence or the PGM algorithm, and these are 
5.2 Direct Gradient Iteration Method (OOIM) 
The d1Joect gradient iteration aetbod or m1mm1zing J(a) was 
dni •• d by Skelton in (2.4]. The .. tbod vas not viewed by Skelton as 
OM in fuDotion space. bII1t this ir&erpretation i. usefUl. to rttlate rom 
to the other algorltba to be discuMd in Section 5.3. 
A block diagraa describing DGIH is shown in Figure 5.1. The 
notation 1s ~ ....... that in Cbapter 3. the TeCtor q1. e a detil». 
.. JQ-probl.. the solution to thi. probl 1s Iaxnm. and is the opt11lal 
I 
feedback coefficient .. t1"1.x ~ *(t). This coeffioient. used in the ~-
naic qsta equAtions, de1':1nee an opt1ul covariance utrlx and t.!lu 
de1'1Des it *. In Figure 5.1, W(ai ·) is the gradient vector or the 
tlmct1oD&l. J at the point 81* E tI. 
~ tMol"Gtical .t1fttion behind this algorithlll 1. the NqUire-
MIlt that tM DeOasll&l7 conditions tor quival nee, given in (A.-U), be 
satisfied. The algor1tba tries to brl.lIg this coDdi tion a~t b7 "brate 
torce". by letting ~+l = (l-y)qi + 'YDJ(si *), where yE[O ,l] is 
chosen during each iteration on the basis of engineering judgement. 
A .ketch of OOIM as interpreted in a-space 1.8 ginn in Figure 5.2. The 
iteration sequence begins with an arbitrary ",ector, Cio, and contime. 
as discussed previously. 
_I 
i_ 
~~---.~~--
Solft ~ Prob1 ... 
1ie1diDg K1*(t) 
Find 81* renltbl 
traa ~*(t) 
F1pre 5.1 Direct G:r&d1ent Ite:rat1oD Method 
-
".. 
-
-
--
".. 
-
--
-
I 
I 
• I 
~
,0 
r.-.. essential. feature or the aetbod is that gradient vectors a.re 
the quantities iterated, instead ·or S\lecessive points in a. as is the 
usual ease. So a pNof ot cotIVergence of the algorithm IllUst show that 
the sequence or vectors qi "approaches" (in some sense) the gradient of 
J at its min1lIIma point, asamrdng such a point exists. No such conver-
genee property has been proved to date. However. SIcel ton has used OOIM 
succesafllll.y o~ a rmmber ot practical problems. in ~e senae that it led 
to "good" feedback coefficients K(t) (see [2.4]). Also, the algorithm 
was c1ear13 shown to co!!Verge in · the first example described in Chapter 
6. '!Mse results iDdicat. that the a.lgorithm is a usef'ul one in certain 
cases. It is a s1m:ple one, and is ecmputationaUy rapid compared to 
. the pertu~ gradient method discussed in S8~tion 5.3. However, it 
seems to require great care in its use dne to its inherent unpredicta.-
bility. 
5.3 Perturbed Gradient Method (PGM) 
5.3.1 Description ot the Method 
The perturbed gradient method described in this section is an 
application of an algori~ developed in a paper by nemtya.nov and 
Rubinov [4.1). In this paper, the authors consider the probl._ of 
.~ rr\,mj zing a convex, differentiable fUnctional on a convex set in a 
Banach apace. The intrinsic feature of the Dem'yanov algorithm is t.hAt 
it U8es the (known) solution to the problem or minimj zing a l.ine4.r func-
tioMl on the constraint set to minimize the (in general) nonlinear 
tnnctional. This feature makes the method immediately app110able to 
the problem of minim; zing J(s) on the constraint set a, since the solution 
I 
_J 
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to ~1-w problem of m nim zing J Q on a is knovn. 
The Mme "pertUl"bed gradient method" Was taken from an earlier 
paper by DeIl'yanGV' r,S.3J. in which PGM and other algorithms were des-
cribed in Euclidaan space. These other a.lgorithms cculd conceivably 
be a.pplied to t.ha JIIO!'e general case, but since they are lIl1loh IIOre com-
plicated than PGH, their usefulness in practice ma.y be restrioted. 
The PGM algorithm is general enough t,() include the case in whioh 
the minimua or the £\metional occurs in the interior of the constraint 
set J hove'ler, in the discussion ~lov • it is a.s S\'UJ1ed that the ntinimum. 
occurs in crQ (as untionod in the Introduction to this ohapter). 1'he 
oomplete set of assumpti.ons under which this algorl thm is to be used 
w1l.l be listed in the convergence theorea, Theoree:u 5.1. These assumptions 
Will bet discused when FGK 1s appli8d to the examples in Chapter 6. 
A. block diagru. describing PGM 1s given in Figu1'"e 5.3. The notation 
used is the same as that in Section 5.2. As can be seen, the stopping 
condition i8 the same as that used in OOIM; nuaely". that the gradient 
vector or J at the ,!th solution point be equal. to the vector defining 
the 1,th JcrP1'Ob18ll1. That la, the equiva.lence theorem (Theorem 4.1) is 
-.gain imok&d. In praotice, of course. it is difficult to make the two 
YeCtors equal. hoW8'Yer, the DOrm of the cli.st&nce between the two can be 
_de alS mull as deSired, within the l.iIl1ts of computational accuracy. 
This problem of the stopping eordition will be discussed more tul.ly in 
Ch&pter 6. 
The PGM differs floolJl rom in that points in the constraint set a 
are the quantlties 1terat6<i, instead of gradient vectors. The geoJlletri-
0&1 significance of the algorithm can be seen trcm Figure 5.4. An 
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Solve ~ Probl.-. 
71el.d1Da ~. (t) 
No FiDdy to Mini.i •• 
J[(l-r}s + Y81*] 
F1gue .5.:3 Perturbed (hoadient Kethod 
.1 • 
~-~. ~-- ----
I 
J 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
(' ,. 
J 
/ 
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/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
. 
... '- ... - .... 
~~~ point in tI is sal cted &8 the starting point. This point. So' 
can be choaen by selecting an arbit~ admissible feedbaok coerfioiont , 
'0 (t). Then So 18 den:o.cl b;y the respono covarlance IUltrlx wh:ioh results 
when lo(t) i8 used. ne gl'&dient Tootor at 80 then defines a "quadratic" 
pt'Oblem. '0' which 1s solTed using the known fomulas to yield Ko *(t). 
This feedback coef1'1c1ent '0. (t). 1Iben used in the .tea equations. 
resul.ta in t.lw point '0* E cr. Geometrically, solving the ~ pl'Oble1!l 
for"o * corresponds to .t1Dd1ng the point in a wh10h is the "farthest" 0_ in t.lw d1reotion ot the negative gradient. v.ctor. This operation 
i. sboft in Figure 5.4 by the orthogonal dott~ lima. A "straight 
line" in a is then drawn conMOt1.ng .0 and .0*' the next st&p in the 
iteration 18 tindiDg the point on this line at 1lh1ch J(a) is a minimum. 
CoIIpo.t&tio!WJ.:b'. this 18 accompUllhed by Itwal.ldng" along the l.iD9 and 
aampl.1Dg values ot J(a) aloag the way. The a.1IaI*i convuityof J(i) 
.. SUNS that the ai n111NM point is um.que. so this point can be determined 
aa accura:tel3' a8 requ1red by- taldng ealler 1ncramentod steps along the 
line. TH a:1stence ot ncb a minimum point other than 30 itself 1f1ll 
be cl1.acused in Section 5.).2. Once the point is detera1ned. it becomva 
the next iteratioll point ~. and the iteration is cont1lm$d by repeating 
the abo.,.. procedn.re. In general, it the lth iteration point is a1 , the 
D8Xt iteration point 18 dafined byl 
(.5-1) 
tlbere 11* is the mininrwrJ. point of the ith JQ-problelll t which is given 
b.1 &i = DJ(si). Note that equation (5-1) specifies the new iteration 
point S1+1 automatically. 
L 
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_ "1!!'"' 
The use ot the perturbed gradient method (:roM) desoribed in Section 
5.3.1 ft8U1.ts in a sequence of points Cail. i = 0,1,2, ••• in tX. In 
this subsection it will ~ shown that the sequence (J(Sl)}' 1 - 0,1,2, ••• 
OODYerges to J(SO), the Jldnit'!ttJl YUUG of J on cr. The proof of conver-
,eDee ia based in p:u-t on a theol"8lll of Dea',amv &nd ~biDov in [4.1]. 
Bote that the convergOMG d1.sca.ased here 1s coll'tel'geJlC8 in the pertol'llUl.nce 
index J. ar.d not in the HqUe~ of .feedback ooerticlents {~( t)} or the 
aequeDCe of po1Jlts {ail. i • 0.1.2..... The result. are stmaarlsed in 
Theo1"8ll. .5.1. whioh usea the tollow1J1g defiJdtioru 
DttiD1t'en 5el.. Let 80 E cr be the starting point ot ~ ~ 
aJ.col"1tba, aDd crQ b &t'imd &S in Section ) • .5. '!'hen defines 
D {ill - (1 - 1)31 + A 82, tor ~ and 52} • 
in crQ U .0' nd A E[O, 1] . 
The theorem then oan be stated. 
1) the JlY.pothese ot Theol"Gm 4.1 hold, 
2) J is & OC!)nvax f'unotionU, 
) crQ is bouDded, 
4) »2J(&, e) (defined in equation (3-22» is bouMecl ter all ; E erR 
aM all a E (7 with boundad noN, 
5) the perturb&d gradien.t Jletbod is defined as in Section 5.3.1, and 
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generates a sequence of points ina, (so}, i = 0.1,2, •••• 
::l 
Then. 
1) the sequenee of values (J(a1 )}, i:: 0.1,2, ••• , corresponding to 
the above {81 J sequence. is moncton& decreasing; 
2) 
3) 
lim (OJ(si) ' so* - 61 ) = 0; i-- l. 
11m J(St) z:t J(s°>. that is. the PGM algorithm converges to a 
1--
minimum point SO of J. 
Proof 
1) It must be sho'Wl'l that J(St+l) < J(si) for an arbitrary sp To 
prove this, choose 81 lind let ~ = DJ(si) define the !th quadratic: 
problem. Assuming that J(si) # J(ao). this quadra.tic problem can be 
. solved, yielding 8i * :F si. Let 
i' E(O, 1) • (5-2) 
It w1.11 be shown that a. y exists such that J(siY) < J(si). Hypothesis 
1) indicates tha.t the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. Since 
these assumptions include those of Theorem 3.1, the hypotheses of" Lemma 
4.1 hold, and the Lemma. is vaJ.id. Using the finite increment formula 
in the Lemma. 1 t [ollows that t 
J[~i + y(s1* - 5i )J - J(2i ) = y(DJ(si)' 51* - si) + 0(')') • 
(5-3) 
CS-4) 
\ 
J 
I 
I 
I 
\ l __  
------- -
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for all sEa. In particular, (5-4) holds for a l:: 5i • So 
where M is soma positive rea.1 rmmber. Note tha.t the strict inequality 
holds in (5-5); if 1t did wt, then we would haVG 
(,5-6) 
~ hat is, a1 would be ~ solution of the qi-problem defined by qi= DJ(si). 
fut then by part 2 of Theorem 4.1, 81 would be a min1mum po1nt of the 
J-pl'Ob19l1l, and J (51) := J (sO). Since it was assumed. earlier that 
J(3i ) ~ J(SO), it follows that the strict inequality holds in (5-5). 
Using (5-5) in (5-3) results ina 
It can be seen that a Y1 E(O, 1) ean be found such that the right side 
of (5-7) becomes negative. For this Y1 t (5-7) implies (using (5-2» 
that. 
(5-8) 
Using the definition of 31+1 in (5-J.), equation (5-8) becomes 
and part 1) of the Theorem 1s proved. 
2) Since J is bounded beloW on a (by the assumption in Theorem 4.1 
that a m1 nhmm of r.T on ct exists), and since the sequence tJ(si)} is 
monotone decreasing by part. 1) ot the Theorem, the limit 
~ --.--
exists. 
lim J(si) = L > - 00 
i-+= 
Equation (5-1) defining PGM ean be written 
from which the following inequa11ty holds for" €(O.l), 
= J[3 + (1 - ,,)(51* - s )] 1 i 
Using equation (4-3) from LeJmu. 4.1, (5-12) becomesl 
(5-10) 
(5-11) 
(5-12) 
(5-13) 
+ tel - y)2(D2J(S1+ ~(si*- 81),81*- 81),si*- 51) • 
where a E[O, (1 - ,,»). 
By the Schwarz inequal1 ty • 
(D2J(Si + ~(si* - 84 ), ! * - s ), S * - s ) 
.... 1 1 1 1 
(5-14) 
where II • I/O" is defined in (J-ll). 
It Will now be sho""n that the right side of (5-14) 1s bourrled for 
all i. The point 8i + a(s1· - 8i ) 1s in Q'H by definition 5.1 and the 
construction of 8i using the PGM algorithm. So, using hypothesis 4), 
the right side of (5-14) is bounded if II si * - 5ill0' is bounded. \ie haves j 
_J 
-_._. --
I 
-------_ .. - - " 
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(5-15) 
Since 8i * and 8i are both in aH for all i, it is then sufficient to 
show that a R is bounded. If s E Q'H' then (using Definition 5.1 and 
the triangle inequa.l1 ty ). 
(5-16) 
where 81 and 82 are in So U aQ• But So is a single point and Q'Q is bJi ~ 
(by hypothesis 3); so Q/H is bounded, and (5-14) can then be rewrittenl 
for some positive real N. Then (5-13) oan be retmtten. 
J(Si+l) ~ J(St) + (1 - y)(DJ(s1),si*- 8i ) + tel - ,,/ N 
(5-18) 
= J(St) + (1 - y)[(DJ(si),si*- si) + t(l - y)NJ, 
for" E[O,l). 
Note that, by def1n1 tion of the element 8i *. we have t 
Suppose now that part 2) of the Theorem were false. Then a sequence 
s~ and a p > 0 can be found , such that 
(5-20) 
In this case, (5-18) becomes. 
J(Si ) ~ J(si ) + (1 - y)[ - p + t(l - y)NJ • 
k+1 Ie 
(5-21) 
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Passing to the limit loS k ... Qt, we have l 
L ~ L... (1 - y)[ - p ... t el - y)N] J 
or. since (1 - .". ) > 0, 
- p + t(l - .".)N ~ 0 • (5-23) 
But (.5-23 ) does not hold if 'I is chN.en such that (1 - y) < '4' /N . So 
a contradiction results, and the second part of the Theorem is prv .t"" 
3) By equation (4-) of Le 4.1 . for 3~ 3 E a we can write r 
Since J is co~vax, t he second term on the r1~lt side of (5-24) is 
nonnegative ; so 
(5-25) 
Taking the minilm.un (:.n s ) of' th sides of. (5-25) on J. and rememoori.:ng 
that J is minimizsci. .~ SO _ we hz.v I 
So 
J(so) - Jf !;., _ .. 1l'in (DJ(si)1 U - si) 
sEct 
- (D T (..) '" ~) 
- ~ 3 1 , z - • 
.!. 1. 
(5-26) 
From part 2) of t. __ 'J Theo!'S"..:l, the lort. sida 0 ..... (5 .. 27) goalS to zero as 
i .. «e. So part 3) follows f om (5-27). Q.E.D. 
\ 
I 
1 
---~~ 
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The above Theo~m is usef'ul in that it guarantees convergence of 
the PGM algorithm if the hypotheses are so.tisfied. As mentioned before e 
no such theorem is prG::ssntly available for the DGIM algorithm. In that 
algorithm, the sequ~nce (J(si)}' i = 0,1, ••• is not even monotone de-
ci'easlng (in general). The computer results desoribed in Cha.ptor 6 
verify the monoton1eity of the J(si) ssqllenoe when PGM, is used, while 
the DGIM results are more Clrratic. 
Theorem .5.1 is an a.dditional. demonstration that the function SpllCO 
formalation 1s a us rul one. The 1'ormnlation led to the d&velopment 
01' the PGM. and also alloW's the tnnotion space results of Dem1'yanov in 
[4.1] to be applied to the above convergence proof. 
5.3. :3 Cements on th3 Method 
The PGM algorithm bas certain points of s1milarity with the itera-
tive prooedure ot GiJJ:x~rt [5.4]. In the oaae in which J(s) is a quad .. 
ratic fom in s(T) and s(t), the two mothods arc identical (except thrt 
Gilbert's mothod 1s formulAted in Eu.clid.ean space instead of Hilbert:. 
space). Neither method requiros an explic1t expreSSion tor the con-
straint set. all tb.r.t ie required is the availability of a method tor 
solving Itlinaar progr.unetl (G:Ubert's term) on the constraint sot. Th1ls 
solution ot a lino:;.r program is Gilbert's Ilconuct .f\tnction". and cOrrGS-
})OMs to solving the" JQ-pl'Oblem in prM. 
Com}:Utatl.onall,y, the main prob" "ttl in PGM is finding the minimum 
point along the ulin ., oo~ect1ng si and 81*, The repeated. evaluation 
ot J(a) involves computation of a.n integral (see 8qUs.tion (3-16», and 
lIII1y be time-consuming. Soll'.t!I mathods for decreasing the time and storags 
reqnirad to evalUAte J(9) 4N deseriood in Apponcu.x G. The results in 
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Chnp~..;r 6 show th t PGl:! takas at least t':r1ce tb COlkptlter timo of roIM 
per iwration. HClW vert PGM i more dbpendable. since the Sllcce siv 
t s PGH 
more erf1~iO£1\; in .~n:s of speed of performance ind mj ni.&isation. 
5.1 a et; 
no ruch ao.. ra.noe :'8 t:i.l1oilabl for roIM. 
Note that tM qu.&nti.t.;y or intel at in the solution of tho J-l'rob 
is the Optirlvll fo dl J.ck c(. !f1Cl.ont K* (t). Both the PG!! and DGIM 
algorithms give !J. rnmopti o; f'oodbAck cOGffiaient Ki. (t) at each ite:rat~\. 
stop_ This t fl:i;:tt!"3 is impo:'tant in eJlgirieer1ng applications, S.!.nco c. 
truly opt1mal coeffioient y not 00 of 1nt rest. In this case. lJle 
itol'1ltion tdl~ onlj J oo ... t:tnu until. Ki ( ) gives "acceptabl o" sy ... 
perr~l'OallO 'Ph3n Uo d in the C'rota equations. 
I 
J 
CHAPTER 6 
C01{PUTATIO/AL RESULTS 
6.1 Introduction 
The pm-1 and OOIM algorithms discussed in Chapter 5 were applied to 
two stochastic control probl€rc.s, and the results are summarized in 
this chapter. The first problem considered is that of controlling a 
pure inertia, which is disturbed by filtered white noise. The perfor-
mance index in this examp e is the square of the norm of SEer, where s 
(defined in (3-15» represents the system response covariances. The 
second problem considered is that of reducing wind-gust effects on a 
large missile during the boost phase of flight. The performance index 
used in this example is one derived by Skelton in [6.1J, and is an 
upper bound on the l?robabi1ity that certain system responses will 
exceed their given bounds. Because of computationsl difficulties with 
Skelton's perfomance index, a new performance index that "matches" 
Skelton's in a certa~~ cense is introduced. The PGM algorithm is the~ 
applied to the 'Jrobl6Jll of mirrimizlng this index to get good load-relief 
controllers for the launch booster. 
The algori thIns were programmed in Fortran IV to run on the IBM 
7094 (first example) and the CDC 6.500 (second example) computing systeli.~. 
A description of the programs used and some computational techniques 
are given in Appendix G. 
The computatiu . .3.l r esults indicate that PGt-{ is a more dependable 
algorithm than OOTI{, since the sequence of values of the performance 
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index that it generates is monotone decreasing . In the first example. 
however, PG1-1 takes about tWice a.s much computer time to run (per i tera-
tion) as does OOll1. In the second example, the two algorithms take 
about the same amount of timo. The successful use of PGM in the second 
example shows that it is applicable to high-order systems in practical 
problems. The second example also displays a "suboptimal" approach to 
Skelton's load-relief problem, and i ndicates that useful controls can 
be generated by PGM and t .e supporting function-space theory. 
6.2 ~_Minimum Norm Problem 
6.2.1 Problem Statement 
The stochastic system to be considered in this section is essenti-
illy a pure inertia (or double integrator) disturbed by filtered white 
noise. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 6.1. The filter 
input. ~ , and the measu:t" ment noise, WI and w2 , are white Gaussian 
noise. The syste:n u tp..l t. e ~ can bo cO!'3idered n ane:,"Ular displacement, 
• a angular rate, and I the mo~ent of inertia. 
To put the sys~em equati.ons in the form given in Chapter 2, identify 
the veotors x, v, and r as follows (th~ subscripts indicate vector 
components) • 
• 
x :: e 
2 
x :: n 3 2 
VI :: 0 
V = 0 2 
v = n 3 1 r = u 3 
The measurement vector z is given bya 
z =X -t-w 
11 1 
Zz = x + w 2 2 
(6-1) 
(6-2) 
Estima tion and 
Control Logic 
~----l 
Figure 6.1 Pure Inertia System 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The noise vector v bas co ponents wl and v2' as shown in Figu 6.1 . 
Using the above identif'ic t1.ons. the ~c SJ"Stom equations a .- • 
• 
• 
x :: ... x +v • 
3 3 3 
Note tha.t the control u . is a scalar, and the state x3 is the 
output of the noise filter. For d.efinitenoss, the ro~wing pa 
will be used. 
I :: 100 
2 E[v3{t)] sa 0.01 
2 E[wi(t)] = 0.1, ~ :: 1,2.3. 
t :: 0 
o 
T:: 10. 
Using thE..:ot) 1'1'Ill!fr.~r(1, til p:lralllotar matrioes a r e IlS followw 1 
1 0 C 1 ] [ } ... o 0.01 • B :: 0.01 C:: l 0 o -1 0 0 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
1 
1\ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
L 
----------------------------------j --------
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and the noise covariance mat:dces are specified by 
The performance index to be minimized is the square of the norm of 
the element s in the space o. That is, 
J(s) = t(s. s) 
'T' 
= ts(T)os (T ) + t S- s(t)os(t)dt. 
t 
o 
(6-6) 
Minimizing this ind x can be inU3rpreted as reducing the effect of the 
• disturbance noise on e and a. while putting a per.a.1ty on the C :)sltrol u. 
The problem to be solved is than tho general pl~b1em discusaed in 
Section 2.2, using the parameter matrices given above and the perfo~-
nance index in (6-6). It is to 'find t he u E U (dofined in (2-9» ~~ch 
that J(s) in (6-6) is minimized, subject to the system equations (2-1) 
to (2-8). In gaom"ltrical torms in fU:iction spaco f tho problem is simply 
to find the feedback c~efficient K*(t) that produces s*. the element 
)f minimum norm in a (tne ,et of attatnabib.ty)o 
Since the PGM a1goritill'!l will be applied to the above example, 2 
rMf comments will be made concerning t.he h:rpotheses in the theorem;;;; 
ierived in Chapters 3.4, and 5. Theorem 3.1 requires that J(s) be defined 
ror every s in OJ this is cert2.inly the case for the J in (6-6). Com~&r-
Lng the definition of J(s) in (3-16) with the specific J in (6-6) yields 
l 
I 
I 
l 
J 
I 
\ 
___ J 
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f 1[S(T)] = 1~(T).s(T). f 2[s(t)] Q !s(t).s(t). (6-7) 
of. 02£ 
Using the definitions of :::.. J. and -:--f in (:3-26) results ina 
QS as 
a 1]. (T) 
"""!:.""'-- = dr) f as 
whe1'O I is the (i-x lJ i dentity matrix. 
(6-8) 
By (6-7). (6-8), am (6-9) it it: seen that hypothesis 2) or-Theorem 
. 3.118 satisfied. From (}-20) and (3-22). va have. 
DJ(~) = s • (6-10) 
2 ('" 1» .. D J s. e I: Itt • (6-n) 
The quantities in (6-10) and (6-ll) are certo.1n1y continuoua in s in 
the norm of the CT-Sf:J,C9, so the ypothesis in Part 2 of Theorem 3.1 
is also satisfied, and -c.il&L"6i'ore th theorem can be a.pplied to the 
minimom norm example. Th oram 3.2 has no hypotheses under question, 
since it 1s mere:.y on ae.sert.ion concerning the solution of the JQ-
problem. Lemma 4.1 h. s the samo hypotheses a.s Th&orsm 3.1, so it is 
a.pplicable to the enm.p1e 0 
In the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, the convexity of a and the 
existence of a lI11ni.rmo point of tl e J-prob1em. oo.nnot be verified at 
present. By (6-8) and the Ustacking" procedure used to form &, the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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(6-12) 
The matrices a :1') c 'd set, dl:'O co rlAnoo metrices a nd thus are 41 ~ 
positive semid !"im:;;'o (~;eo ~rt 2 of Theo 4.2>. this prover; the 
tirst parl ot h.,'I"1}).)tb~&i8 :3) in Th90re:!!1 4.1. The second. part e4nnot be 
pruently VGrit1ed, bnt the fourth hypothesis io valid from previous 
discussion. The aeS'JJIlption 1n part 2) ot Theorem 4.1 OODOems the 
oOnYexity ot J. since the J in the minbmm norm problem is quadratio 
in the nom ot it it can be easily shown t~t it i8 4 eomrox function "' . 
In Theorem 5.) , bycothoc83 1.) a11d 2) have ~en discu.ssed prev1ous~. 
and 4) follomJ or.sUy r~ equation (6-11 ). The boundednes8 ot GWQ 
eannot be pl'0cel1tly Terifl d, ho1rwver. 
In gG:ueNl, t!le minimum nom example sa tis ies MOst of th& hypo-
theses in the thsorems derived. The most. seriou o::copt"' ons 41"0, of 
eourse, the 43mr'"*ticna cone3rning ti e c~nv xity ot C/ and the existence 
ot a solution to tho J-probl • The success obtained in using the ron 
6.Z.2 R ~aclts ar.d Diccussion 
The abovo proclc, 1i'1lS c~lved u~ both the DGD-f and the roM 
algorithms cS;3crlbad L. ~ ptor 5. As mentioned in that chapter, the 
goal of the a1(;ol-Ulm:.s wac to find a J Q-prob1em that, ras oqui valent to 
the above J-probl~. In thi~ L;)ction, OO]}! and FGM are compared. and 
the results or tb.~ c·c tatioLal solutions are given and discussed. 
L_~- ~.---. - --- - -
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Some of tha camp' tor ~~ohniquoa usea and a desc~iption of the 
progr&.'llS which imp... ar~t the 19orithms a.re given in .t.pp.'3nd1.x G. 
Ttro Vt\j:~~les which wera not definod 1n ChApter 5 will be used irA 
the evaluation f t.lta computa;tior.al re,jults. Th se variables"r...l1 , -
ti n of C. pt.. 5. l t 
(6-13) 
To get a geomet-ric interpretation ot Al. in a-space , refer to Figure .-, 
or 5.4. Sinc" Ai :l.s the nom of the <h.fferenca of two unit vectors, 
it is a m6l).SIlI·S of ~ "angle" betvee!n these t liO ~ ators. Thus 6i is 
a me sure ot h..)~·r W~I t a oessary eoncl:' tions for uivalence, giver. 
in part 1 ) of i _,C>' u .... ~ ..... 4.1. 1>9 ~:lng s tisfied at the !th itero.tion o 
Suppose alr:;o that an gi * is fO'Lcd auch t.hat 61 ::: 0 for that 1. l'hen, 
by (6-13). '" 16 th i utton of th Jet robl£ de .... ined by 
condi~ions 111 rt 2 
ot Theorem 4.1, a~d is . 'int of th.s .!-problem (the des:'~ 
solution po':'nt). Fx 
mea.sure of how weJl ';i'" SE. __ ties tho tlqu.ivalellce conditions. Thus 
stopping con . t.'J.on 1o.1lS ll.Gt l ~s 1 a . ti. f'- ii' .(; th cor..diti 
an tlapprox:i.mate" mi. irJ.Zl! :point of J 
SuPPOStl no' t~ t tha abo~e stoppir. ~~D tiou. ';.'" been sati;fif:l • 
and let SO ue the poil;t ..n a at which tit) S\1.ffieie"t eordit1ons ror 
equivalence! ir! P ... rt 2) ,,1 Thee 4.1 h"'ve n tisfied "approximate:tyt , 
Then the following qurultity is dofinedt 
L~ 
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(6-14-) 
If J(a) has "Tel'll. ainiDmm point.! in cr, Ai 0 !Day not converge to zero 
aa i .. -. If lt does, however, it can be used as al'3Oi:her measure (in 
addition to 61 ) of the quality of convergence of the algoritl::lD. conside:t-
eel. 
The apeeilic DGD! algorit.bm which vas used to solve the minimum 
DON pl'Oblea is given in Figue 6.2. In the description of roD{ 'in 
Chapter 5, the coefficient y vas lett to be an arbitrary num.ber between 
o and. 1. In the actual algoritba used, y was initiall3 0.9, that is, 
sinee the initlal guess ot «\, was probably a poor one, the, gradient 
vector of J at ii * vas weighted heav1l.y in the expression for ~+l. 
If Ai started, to increase (the algorithm began to diverge), y was 
rec:htced by 0.1 to stabilize the iteration procedu • It w11.l be seen 
that this method of choosing" worked vell tor the probl considered. 
!.s mentioned before, the stopping condition for OOIM was linked to Al • 
the itel'fltion waD "teminated when Ai became less than 0.01. The 11WIl'ber 
0.01 was ween arbitraril.3'. howeTer, its use resulted in a good com-
proaise between the reqnireI:lent that the McesSlI.ry conditi.ons be satis-
fied and the requirement that computer time and accuracy not be excess1 v • 
The PGM algorithm used 1s giT8D in Figura 6.). The initial guess 
of ~ vas made by choosing an arbitrary fosdbaok ooe!f1cient, Ko (t), 
oom.pu.t1ng the resulting point soE cr, and letting ~ equal the gradient. 
veotor of J at so. Tho same stopping condition 8.8 described abo"e was 
also used in the PGK algorithm. 
The cOll1patational resuJ.ts using the two algorithms are shown in 
--- ~--
Let ~. DJo 
'Yo = 0.9 
6. =. o 
Solve q1 Probletll, 
yielding K *(t) 
Find i1* resul.ting 
trom ~ *(t) 
Yes 
72 
No 
qi+l = (1-Yi+1Ri + Y1+lDJ(si*) 
No 
Yes 
Yes No 
? 
Write I "y IS O· 
Figure 6.2 DGIM Algorithm - Minimum Norm Problem 
i 
I 
! 
I 
I 
_ __ 1 
l _ ._ 
Solve ~ Problem, 
yielding ~.(t) 
Find S i * resulting 
trom IS.*(t) 
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No 
~+l • DJ{81+l ) 
Find Y 1 to minimize 
J[(l~i)si + y SiJ 
Figare 6.3 PGM Algorithm - MiniJllum Norm Problem 
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F:1gures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. The results are plotted as a funct10n of 
COIIlplter tm.e, so that the methods can be compared on the same bas1s. 
The PGM lIlethed took about tvice as long to l"UD, per iteration, as did 
DGIM, so a comparison of convergence on the basis of number of i tera-
tions would not be meardngM. (Each point on the graphs represents 
an iteration). 
It can be seen from the figures that both algorithms achieved the 
stopping condition (Ai ~ 0.01), ba.t that the nature of convergence 1s 
different tor each method. (Note that a few iterations were ms.d.e after 
the stopping eorxlition was satisfied). The successive values of J(s. ) 
~ 
are monotonieal.ly decreasing tor PGH, as would be expected from the 
nature ot t.ba algorithm. (see Theorem 5." ). Also.!J.i 0 decreased mono-
tonically. This makes sense, by the following reasoning. For tb1s 
problem, DJ(a) = 3. Then, by definition, when J(si) ~ J(so) (converges 
by JIOmton1cally decreasil'lg to J (a 0) ). we have that /I 3i - S o/la ... 0, 
and so IIDJ(sl) - DJ(so)lla .. O. By (6-14) and the fact that ~ = VJ(si)' 
it follows that Ai 0 ~ 0 ~s i ... -. It should be not d that the SO used 
to COmplte Aio s the point obtained compltationally by FGM and roD! 
when the stopping condition was satisfied. So tb1s SO did not satisfy 
the equivalence conditions en.otly, b.tt only within the tolerance speci-
tied by the · stopping condition. The behavior of Ai for PGJ.1, as shown 
in Figure 6.5, is considerably more erratic tha.n that of J(si) and Ai 0 • 
This behavior is possible because PGM chooses valuos ot 81 to decrease 
J(s1 h it does mt matter lfh&t the gradient vector of J at these points 
happens to be. So in the exmuple considered, the point chosen at (com-
puter tm.e) 7.5 minutes resulted 1n a decrease in J, but the gradient 
vector at this point, DJ{si). did not compare very well with the gradient 
~-- --- -- ---
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vector nt thu r stU. -~ solution ~il&tr DJ(si*). T (j .behavior of PGM 
as discussed al~vEl is consistent wth the inbrent natur'3 of. tl:.e 
algorithm. 
The na"tui'e 0:: JYiJ11 is aJ .. ~o 1"81'1 ~t.ed !n the !'asul:tc shown . n 
Figuras 6.4, 6 • .5. eo.d. ~.6e L e l~ ... " thAt, tile c.aoicGl of "i was made by 
checking the eo~v9rg~i.co of th9 method as refiacted by Ai. If 4i hagan 
to inorea8e . "i v.l8 reduced by 0.1, which would hopefUl.l.y stabilize th ... 
algorithm and cause ~i to eeON sa again. As sbown in Figure 6.5. this 
is what a~tu&l.J.: oc~ :.~oo. Thus t.l1.a stopping condition was 6ventu.all.y 
achieved using the !!.oove motbod. The interesting result is t.h.s!.t, by 
"forcing" Ai U> b c~n;e ~ll~ th~ al~l-ith:n also uses J(oi (l ) to be-
come ~. as I3houn in Figure 6.4. In a way. this is an experimental 
verificc.tion or tl:;~ S'_tfioicncy f)f the 6quivcl. no cor.dition in Part 2) 
of Th..lOr&11 4.1 for tho axample eonsi~red. Similarly, the reduction 
of 4i by rsd.'lcing J(fJi ) 1."'1 the P<Ei algoritlrn ce.n be viet,3d as vorU)'ing 
the neC93s1t:r af th~ '.ila.len39 condition. 
becauSQ J(oi) J~cr~a..3" :J r:.,noto,l1calJ.y. Also, a c~nvel'genee theorem 
('l'heOl"«l1 Sol) erls~~~l 'C. j,~ PG:1. ~-:W.l n:> ~uch i'''~!"C'm 6:O.ats fur LGIN. 
five iteratior.s. bee.: so 'lilt. inCre.::lSS :L'l cyst.m parfor.a.a.nce. as rofiect( '! 
in the value 01 J. ~:".O l'al!1t .~ ly sma.ll. after that. The same can be 
said it the stv~iI g coniJ.tiotl ·as chOSSD ' to be Ai 5. 0.02 instead of 
Ai ~ O.C'l. 
'The initiu C\..t'diti Ol'S fo tho :results described above were fcun:i 
by using K (t) :::; [1 1 1J a.s ~,..be 1n.i.tial feedb.1ck coefficient. This 
o 
coefficient lTC-S the ~.nitial cor"Cition f or FI1'1. \·1hon Ko (t) was used in 
- ---------------
-- ---------------~ 
i 
i 
\ 
I 
1 
~ 
I 
\ 
) 
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the sy~tcm' e~"UQ. tiOilS. i t resulted in the point so. Then ~ = DJ (s 0 ) 
was used as the i nitt:tl condition for OOll.f. tl'luS a.ssuring that the two 
algorithms were startf"d on an equal b sis. The components of the feed-
back coeffioient If' (t). which was co putecl wne71 the stopping condition 
61 ~ 0.01 was satisfie(:~ are pl"tted in Figure 6.7. This feedback 
coefficient defines the c:?timal cc.ntrol for the minimum n02"1l1 problem 
(by (2-9». wl thin "~h £l.CCU1-aCY 0 f th.e stopping oondi tlon. The diagonal 
elements of the response covariance mAtrix SO (t). which resul. ted when 
° K (t) was used in tIle system oquations. are plotted in Figure 6.8 as 
a fUnction of timso 
It should ~, rtl'9ntiomd that a set of comparison runs using an 
initial feedback co~fficient K (t) = [10 10 10] wa.s also made. and 
• 0 
that both the PGM c.rd. IXiIM £l.lgJri thIns converged to the Brune solution 
(so) as found ~oove . '1.'11e n~tUl'e of the convergence wa.s similar to 
that shown in ti~.lNS 6./~. 6.5. Si.:.d 6.6 . :'0 those rerults are not 
give n here. 
6.3 
6. 3.1 Pr~ble!ll. St_ tCIt&~!t 
The probler. c::msid!:..r."d in;:'::is: ~3c'i;.ion C014cerns the alleviation 
of Wind-gust effects on It..1.lr.ch 000= :"ers, and WtlS formulated and 
studied by Skcl t.:)r. in [6 .1J • As was sta.~9d in Chapter l, this wind-
gust problem motjva.ted~ .. '!f.\ l'Clt>oarch recorded in this thesis; therefore, 
it is natural to ti ... O th~ rosult", of the research to attack the original 
problem. The 6Cj,uo.tiou; w~ch 'I!1vdaJ '~he booster pitch-axis dynamics 
and the filter ullscr';,l)irag t.~lC ir.ci '.ant winds were derived in detail in 
80 
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[6.1]. A brief outline of the derivation is given in Apperdix E, 
along with numerical values of the coefficients in the equations. The 
booster equations have been linearized about some lXmlinal (no-Vind) 
trajeotory. other assumptions are that the vehicl-e is a rigid body, 
and that fuel-slosh and engina-inertia. effects can be ignored. 
The vehicle equations involving drift and pitch fl'9m the nominal 
trajectory are of the form (with the'- time dependence suppressed). 
(6-15) 
(6-16) 
where y is vehicle drift froTA the noJll1nal trajectory, ~ is pitch angle 
tram 1'lOIIl1nal. $ is the engine gimbal angle. the c i' s are gi van time-
varying coefficients, and. the dots indicate differentiation with 
respect to time. The time interval considered is from launoh at t =0 
o 
seconds to booster rurnout at T = 150 seoonds. The initial conditions 
on the above equations are I 
• • yeo) = yeO) • ~(o) • ~(O)= 0 • (6-17) 
since the initial perturbationa from nominal are zero. 
Th'! variables -111 and 112 in (6-l5) and (6-16) represent wind 
loadings on the vehicle. and are f'oUM by solving the follOwing "wind-
loading" equations I 
·.--- ------~ 
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(6-18) 
• 
Tl2 ::: c1.5112 + <1.6'11) + ~t'1. (6-19) 
(6-20) 
whare the c i ' s are again time-varying coef ficients. The ~ term is 
the output of a fUter hich models the incident winds, - and whioh is 
described by, 
(6-21) 
(6-22) 
lne filter equations aboVe _are driven by n(t) . a white Gaussian noise 
input which has ~ero moan and variance given by, 
E[ n(t)n(T)] ::: &(t-tr) • (6-2) 
where 6( t-T) denotes the Dirac dol t a. 1"I1nction a t t ::: 1'. 
I n t his booster d t the control u is a scalar lIhich drives the 
gimballed e ngine s. Th- quation descri bing the gimbal actuator 
dynamics -i s as ad t.O be, 
(6-24) 
The inithl values o_~ nIl 11 2 , '11 3' WI' (1)2 ' and ~ in the above equations 
are all assum&d. to 00 !:. ro. 
Now define lO-dimo!'t;)ional .. tate vector xc[y y ¢ ¢ ~ <11 (l)2'1lr 1l21l~: 
and split t he ss .ond-ord I equations (6-15) and (6-16) into two first-
order ones. Then it cS.n be see n th&t equations (6-15), (6-16). (6-18) 
--l 
I 
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to (6-20), (6-21), (6-22). and (6-24) oan be put into the form of 
equation (2-1), with the dimensions n = 10 and m = 1, and with x(O) = O. 
; 
The responses to be controlled are chosen to be I 
• r - y 2 -
(6-25) 
(6-26) 
(6-27) 
(6-28) 
The drift y. the drift rate y. and the angle-of-attack ~ are of interest 
because they are measures of the error' in the booster trajectory at 
burnout. The gimbal angl a is constrained by physical limitations to 
be less than five degrees dnr1ng the flight. 'rne response I is the 
b 
bending-moment on the vehicle at a chosen point along the booster. 
This bending moment must be constrained so that vehicle strength 
llmi ts will not be exceeded during the night. The first three responses 
are actually of interest only at the end of the night. while r 4 = $ 
and r 5 ::: Ib must be eont'l"Olled throughout the night. 
It w1ll be shown in the discussion on the performance index that the 
derivatives of the latter two responses are also of interest. So define 
two more responsesl 
(6-)0) 
I 
~- -
1 
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• • 
r7 = ~ = C~y + c35f/; + c36~ + c3" + cJ8Wl 
(6-)1) 
More detailed expressions for all the above responses are given in 
A.ppendix E. In light of the definition of the state vector x and the 
control u, it can be seen that equations (6-25) to (6-31) can be 
written in the form of (2-3), with the dimension J, :: 7. 
For this problem, it 1s assumed that perfect measurements of the 
state vector x are avail.able. So the measurement vector z is 
z(t) = x(t). (6-32) 
and. there is no estimation problem. The control u will then be of the 
form 
u = - K(t)x(t). (6-))) 
where K satisfies the properties in ("2-9). 
The performance index to be minimized is Skelton's "upper bourrl art 
the probability of mission failure" mentioned in Chapter 1 and derived 
in [6.1). An outline of the derivation is given in Appendix F. The 
index 1s formed by first assigning an .. error bound" Y i to each response t 
r i • Then the event of "mission failure" is defined to oceur when any 
one of the responses exceeds its bound. An upper bound to the proba-
bruty of "mission failure" 1s derived in terms of the response covari-
&nces, and becomes the performance index J 8' 
(6-~) 
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where S is defined in (2-17). Fo~ this example ' 
~ (')"i) l 2 'N .. Is (T) • 1=1 ii (6-35) ~[S(T)) :: 
(6-)6) 
where (6-37) 
(6-)8) 
p , 
-pJ I - tN\!:)J } 
~ 
and 
y S P = _ i i j 
i Si i 
2 1/2 
[ s.. 1 • a i = Sjj - ~J , Sii (6-39) 
for j = i+2. By refer r ing to the derlvation of J in Appendix F, it ca.n 
s 
be seen that the response vector r defined in (6-25) to (6-31) is in 
the proper form for use in J. Tha. t is, the terminal responses a.re formed 
s 
first, with the I i n- flight" responses following. As is also mentioned 
• • in Apperidix F t the r sponses r 6=f, and r7=Ib are not bounded, but 'are 
used in the evs.luation of hoW' often r4~ and rs=Ib exceed their bounds. 
It oan be seen ~t the J
s 
performance index is a special case of 
the general perfom~nee index J in (2-16). The problem to be solved is 
then, the same as the bsneral problem diseussed in Section 2.2. using 
the above system, response f ar:d perf ormance index equations. It is to 
j 
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:find the u(U (defir.ad in (2-9» suc..l-t that J in (6-34) is minimized, 
s 
subject. to the system equ.ation", defined above. 
6.3.2 A Suc¢ptl~l Problem 
The origin:11 intention in this example was to apply both the PGH 
and rom algorithms c.:t.ractly to the prob ., of minimizing J. When 
s 
the PGM algorithm was applied. however. the :following difficulty arose . 
As shown in Figure 5.). tho ... econd step in roM (after choosing an 
initial soEa) is to compute the gradient vector DJs(so) and use it to 
specify the f :irst JQ-problt • The gradient vector DJs(so) is found 
(see (3-20» in this example by first computing the partial derivative 
~gl agz 
matrices ~ and as (t ). li'o:r the severe1 initial points So tried, it 
. agz 
was found that the elements of the matrix as (t) were smaller than 
-100 (J ... 10 for tE 145.150 , ~nd fo- most of the s tried were less than 
o 
10-50 for tE[130~l50J ~ Now, the next step in PGM is that of setting 
ogl ogz 
QF(T) = as and Q(t) = as (t) r and using tr. Q's in the backwa.rd Ricca't.i 
equation (2 .. 23) ~ get K .( ) by (2~a) . To solve the Riccati equation, 
o 
the inverse of the matrix D I ( t )Q (t )D( t) must be computed for values of 
t in the entiro t:'ne inc,ervc.l l 0,1.50J. But this cOIllput.:ltion could not 
be performed. du.c. to the extra oly sma.1l size of the eloments of 
og2 . 
Q(t) = -(t), s (; 'sc::".'.c9d.e. ... uo An llJ"teI:1pt" s mnde to appnxilnate 
ag as ag ~t) by a matrix :f"ur.\.}tion ~ 2(t) 'Whose ootTesponding elements were 
as ~s 
-20) somewhat lr.:"go:.. .. l~~ater than 10 • Se~eral approximations were tried, 
(y 
but when Q(t) = -2.( t) was used in the Riccati equation. the numerical 
as 
intogration went unc:t;:",)le for e\f ry approximation. 
In light cf thee3 difficulties, the attempt to use PGM to minimize 
Js directly was ·bandon~d .. Inste d, aroth r perf !'n.1.r.ce index , I N, was 
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formed, and the PGt-1 .lgorithm was used to inir.dze it. The J N index 
vas chos n heurl.stically such that it "matched" the properties of J 
s 
in some sense, And such that the above difficulties with its gradient 
DJN(s) would r...,t be e oountet'8d. It was Mticed that the dominant 
5ii 
terms in the J l.ndax varied as 2- 1herefore. I N was chosen to bel 
where 
s y 
1 
1 [5ii (T)J2 h1[S(T)] = t L 2 
1=1 61 
(6-40) 
(6-41) 
(6-42) 
The 61 ' s are given reAl positive nt1II1bers which ws1ght the various 
covariances , 4'00 tend +.0 equalizl) the scrcpancy in magnitude between , 
say, the gimbal angle and bonding mQment covariances . 
Th I N-probl£'l1 io tlJ.en to find the uEU that minimizes I N, subject 
to the systom equA.ti01.6 c1efin3d in eat10n 6.3.1. Since the flG1 
algorithm will be t:.ppJi d to this problm. it is useful to aheak 
whether I N ~..Ltic.ias tha hy90theses in the theoroms derived in Chapters 
),4, am 5. T~ do this, n t,o that I N is a nom-'ype of performance 
index, and is very s:i.1'1l.1ar in form to the performance index used in 
the first example (see section 6.2, equation (6-6». Thus the comments 
made in that 58ction concerning the hypoth as of the theorems are also 
applicable to J W In partieu!.ar. I N is well-dQfinod and convex, and 
its partial deriv:..tiv"f)s 8&tisf'y- the hypotheses of Theorems ).1 and 4.1. 
The question of existence of a solution to the I N-problem is still 
I 
I 
I 
_____________________________ 1 
L 
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unresolved, ho;.rever. 
It was found that the computational dif'ficul ties which were 
encountered when PGM was applied to J s did not occur when RiM was 
applied to I N• Using the 6i 's given in section 6.3.3. it was found o~ 
that the elements of .as-(t) were large enough so that the p~blems 
mentioned above were avoided. 
Thera are two objectives in using the PGM algorithm to minimize 
JW The first i8 to see if roM can be applied to a problem with a 
high-order, time-varying set of system equations. These equations, 
together vith the admissible control set U, define a "set of attaina-
bUitT' " that is considerably more complex than the one in Example 1. 
fbus a successful application of PGM would indicate that it can be used 
to solve practical problems, which usu.ally have complex dynamical modelS. 
The second objective is to use roM on I N to obtain "good" controls for 
Skelton's gust-alleviation problem. The quality of the controls Will 
be measured by J , Skelton's "upper-bound" performance index. If the 8 
controls are of good quality, the 8Xall1ple would demonstrate the use-
f'alnass of PGM (and the supporting function-space theory) in a specific 
practical application. 
6.3.3 Results and Discussion 
The PGM and OOIM algorithms described in Chapter 5 were applied 
to the load-relie! problem in the following way. PGM W9.S applied to 
the problem of minimizing I N; the resulting sequence of points isi} in 
the "set of attainability" a wera stored, and later were evaluated 
using the J
s performance index. The roIM algorithm was applied 
directly to the problem of J , and the results obtained using this s 
--~~ ----
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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iterative method were compared to those obtained by using roM. Some 
of the computer techniques and descriptions of the programs which 
implement the algorithms are given in Appendix G. 
The specific PGM algorithm applied in minimizing I N is shown in 
Figure 6.9. and the OOIM algorithm used to minimize J is shown in s 
Figure 6.10. These algorithms are similar to those used in the first 
example in Seotion 6.2 , With the following exceptions I 
1) The initial feedback coefficient Ko ( t) was found by choosing 
an initial quadratic problem specified by qrc' and then solving the 
Riccati equation in (2-23) for Ko(t). This initial feedback coefficient, 
when used in the system equations. then defined the starting point. 
~o€ct, for the iterations. 
2) The weighting factor). in the rom algorithm was selected 
beforehand, am kept constant throughout the iteration sequence. 
3) No stopping condition was invoked, as was done in the first 
example, due to the high cost in computational time of each iteration. 
Instead. the algorithms were allowed to run until "good" controls 
resulted. or until a clear pattern of the sequence of iterations 
emerged. 
4) As mentioned above, the PGM algorithm was applied to the I N 
performance index, and the lXiIM algorithm to J. I t was only afterward s 
that the two sequences of points [s. J (in PGM) and {s. *} (in DGlM) were 1 1 
compared on the common basis of Skelton's J s perfomance index. This 
contrasts with the first example in this Chapter, in which both algori-
thms were used to minL~ze the same performance index. 
Two separate iteration sequences were run for the load-relief 
Solve qIC Problem, 
yielding Ko(t) 
Compute 
resulting So 
sOlve ~ Problem, 
yielding Ki*(t) 
Find 9i * resulting 
from Ki*(t) 
Compute Ai' 
Write it ~i 
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No Find A i to minimi ze 
JJ(l...Ai)si + Aisi*J 
Figure 6.9 PGM Algorithm, Load - Relief Problem 
1 
I 
Choose " = qrc 
Solve ~ Problem. 
yielding Ki*(t) 
Find s. * resulting l. 
from Ki*(t) 
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No 
Figure 6.10 00111 Algorithm. Load - Relief Problem 
I 
_
_
 J 
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I 
t 
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example. The differences between the two sequences were in a) the 
initial feedback coefficient. Ko(t), b) the "error bounds" y. in J J 
~ S 
c) the values of 1\ in I N; and d) the value of the weighting factor 
A used in the OOIM algorithm. The results of the two iteration sequence..> 
are presented as follows I 
Iteration Sequence 1 
In this sequence. the values of 1'1 used in J s and of 61 used in 
J N are as follows I 
-2 
1'3 = 8.73 x 10 
-2 
"4 = 8.7) x 10 
6 
"s = 2.2S x 10 
J 61 = 3.0 x 10 
-4 6) == 1.0 x 10 
-4 64 ::: 1.0 x 10 
9 6S == 5.0 x 10 
-4 
66 := 2.0 x 10 
10 
6
7 
::: 1.0 x 10 
Remember that the raspol15o:; r6 and r7 are not bounded. but are used in 
determining how often r 4 and rS exceed their bounds. The error bounds 
I' chosen are similar to those used by Skelton in [6.1J t and are moti-
i 
'1fated by practical conSiderations. Several values of the 6i ' s were 
tried; the ones listed above gave rea.sonable results. The value of A 
used in OOIH was A == 0.01. Larger values of A were tried (0.9, 0.8, 0.1) , 
but when used in ron'! they produced ~. s that caused the backward 
94 
numerical l.ntegration of the Riccati equation to go unstable in the 
first iteration. 
The initial condition on the iter tion sequenoe was the qIC-
problem, whioh when solved by means of the Riccati equation in (2-23) 
yielded the initial feedbaok oefficient, Ko (t). This qrc-problem is 
specified by the (7 x 7) quadratic coefficient matrices , ~(T) and Q(t), 
tE[to,T). The terminal time coefficient matrix used wa~1 
-7 
1.l48lxl.O 0 
-4 0 0 0 0 0 
0 5. 8500xlO o 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2.l288xlO 0 0 0 0 
~(1') = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(6-4) 
The matrix funotion of time Q(t) which was used is specified by. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Q(t) = 0 0 0 Q44 0 0 0 (6-44) 0 0 0 0 Q55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~7 
where the values of Q ••• i = 4.5,6.7. at 5-5ecooo intervals of time 
l.l. 
are given in Table 6.1. Tha values of the Qii between the points given 
were found by linear interpolation. The above values of ~(T) and OCt) 
we~ chosen rather arbitrarl.ly; it was found that the resulting feedback 
coefficient Ko (t) was not an especially "good" one as measured by the 
Js-performa.nce index, and thus it was felt that the ~(T) and Q(t) 
1 
_- ---J 
- -- ---------
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Table 6.1 
. Initial Valu8s of Q for Itera"tion Sequence 1 
t (S80) Q44 Q!5!5 ~6 Q77 
0 . 2 ... 5000~-.o-l 7-, la-'1f£-t5 it.3023F+-Q4 1.9102E-l:.i 
5 1 • 90 1 ., t. + 0 1 ~.ItJA.4E"lS 2,,+30'5£+02 1.1it6ItE .. !b 10 3.113I:1f+oO r.8732E-16 1.8S96E+02 1,o124E-l~ 
15 7.4b7Ji ... Ol 1.o-8?3e-15 1.1141E·02 3."195E-1b 
20 2.4017t:..OO 9.6928E-15 3.1ltHE+Ol c.u6S9E-15 
2!S 5.~~lcr.+OO 2.2b07E-14 1.0846F+tl2 1.7383t:.-l ~ 
50 1 • 1 b 0 2 f:. .. Oi- ... 1.6-734£"'14 2.99 071:'+02 1.204JE-!.;! 
55 1.4041e+Ol S.9144E. ... 14 ~.6Sij3F.: ... 02 1.~278t::-13 
40 2.7391.lE.+Ol 9.4812E-14 b.40b1F+O? 6.0625E--13 
4!5 - 9.c'!51t.'{)1~ --1·l--Q30E-13 2.2-~~lE+O-2 c.b19JE-!2 
50 1.1~98t::+02 2.0463t::-13 5.35751="+02 3.3948E .. l~ 
55 1.102&r..+02 3.2521E-13 2.8091F+03 4.199=>E-lc 
,. 60 6-.9b97t.+Oi;- -4.-c!2f\o€. .... 13 2 .9524E+03 4.3b6UE-12 
> 6, 2.385Jf+Ol 4.8940E-IJ 2.6012[+03 4.304Bt::-.l C: 
70 3 ... 025t:..Ol 4.5760~-13 1.6-11RF.:+03 2.8500f:.-12 
~ - -9.S22:;l:.+Ol - -4-.4720 f:. -13 1.73tiOF+03 1.1;~22f:.-12 
eo 7.0't10t.+Ol 1·'(850E-13 1.2t"2f+03 l.~uljt-12 &!5 4.2b~:,r...Ol I 6.5432E-14 1~U198F+03 3.40q5E-l~ 
90 2. e-1 ~h..-() 1- - • - -2. b49-Pt:. -14 4.84J3F.+Oc }.b'10~f..-l.j ge 2.0913t-.+OI 3.9351£-14 3.25J6F+02 l.tnail:-l ~ fOO 3.8330£:.+01 ' 2.0048E-14 2.1~~8E+02 1.~071t.-i.j 
Ie>! -1.183ijl+111 ·1 S.a8oSE"15 1.Q~2SF.+02 - 3.14.911;:-14 
- )10 ~ 8.e5~2t:+Ol 6.7960t:.-15 1.4'93E+02 3.~265E-14 
11~ 1 1.2714F:+VZ 4.2~30E-14 4.8690r. ... Ol 1.l;i488t.-14 
120 -"~91ti_ ()O . ---~.~ , 48£-,;-14 - .2~T2€+0' f>.~d6bE-1 4 12~ ' l.Sl1bt.+Ol 3.u730f:.-14 7.371;1E+02 t::!.l:Io8bt:-1 4 
.~ 1.721;,t:..ol 8.402~E-15 1.5d~4F.·02 2.1!:»23f:.-14 
l~~ e.166:;t:..Ol 9.95n8E-ls 4.4S ·~ 4E·03 8.t:H48t:.-.I.'+ 
140 1.4b34L+02 It "IOA4E.-13 1.71~OF.:+04 1.716I1E-13 
14~ C:?7420t:.+o3 t..14161::-12 1.S74SF.+US 1.bu5~€.-.1~ 
1!50 8.701Ct+v2 -7.326 t.-13 1.200U:+OO 6.322dE-l:' 
i 
I 
\ 
l __ ~-~ 
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matrices chosen were realistic initial guesses. 
The results of applying PGM to the problem of minimizing J N are 
shown in Figure 6.ll. The values of I N are plotted with respect to 
computer time on a CDC 6500 computing system, using Fortran IV. The 
computing time for each iteration of PGM was about 13.2 minutes. This 
time included the numerical integration of the Riccati equation in 
(2-23) and the response covariance equations in (3-1) and (3-3), as 
well as the process of finding Ai to minimize I N shown in Figu'~ 6.9. 
Each point in Figure 6.ll represents an iteration. It can be seen 
that the successi va values of J N decrease monotonically, which is to 
be expected from the nature of the PGM algorithm. 
The sequence of points (si}' i = 0.1, ••• 5. which resulted from the 
above application of PGt1, were then evaluated in Skelton's J s perfor-
mance index, as shown in Figure 6.12. (See Appendix G for details on 
how this evaluation was carried out.) In addition, the results of 
applying the OOIM algorithm to minimizing J s are also shown in Figure 
6.12. In this figure, the values of J s produced by PGM do not decrease 
monotonically for the last two iterations. This is due, in part, to 
the "mismatch" between the perfomance indices I N and J s. Apparently. 
however, there is significant correspondence between I N and Js ' because 
the last three iteration points produce values of J 5 on the order of 
5 x 10-6 • As an upper bound to the probability of mission failure, 
this figure shows that the system perfomance is quite good for these 
points. This is especially true when the J values are compared to the s 
initial J
s 
value of 0.0)02. The OOIM algorithm also shows a decrease 
in J , but this decrease 1s not as substantial. It should be noted that 
s 
one iteration using the ron! algorithm on J s took about 14.7 minutes of 
--.~---
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oallP'lter time. This is longer than the PGM iteration time mentioned 
above, but this is due only to the fact that it took more time to 
evaluate the J
s 
performanoe index than it did to evaluate I N• The 
process of choosing &i+l in OOIM actually took less time ~ 10 sec.) 
than did the process of choosing s1+1 in PGM ( .... 30 sec.). 
By referring to the definition of PGM in Figure 6.9, it can be 
seen that there is a pr actical difficulty in making use of the results 
plotted in Figure 6.ll. This difficulty is that the controls which 
produce the sequence {SiJ, i ::. 1.2, ••• 5 are not known. However. there 
!!. a known sequence of feedback coefficients produced by roM; namely. 
the sequence (Ki*(t)}. i = 1,2, ••• 5. This sequenoe results from solVing 
.the associated ~-prob18Jl1B in the algorithm. Since these coefficients 
define the practical controls of interest, it is useful to evaluate the 
sequence of points {Si·} , i a 1.2 •••• 5 (produced by the coefficients 
{K1*(t)}) using the Js performance index. Note that the si * are points 
on the boundary of a. The results of this evaluation are shown in 
Figure 6.13. This figure shows that the last three feedback coefficients 
in the sequence define very good controllers, because they produce a 
probability of mission failure that is less than 10-5• In fact, using 
KJ.(t) in the load-relief controller produces a probability of mission 
failure less than 10-8. So Figure 6.13 shows that using the PGM 
algorithm on I N to produce load-relief controllers is very useful from 
a practical point of view. 
The numerical values of the last computed feedback coefficient, 
K5*(t), a.re given at 5-second intervals in Table 6.2. The superscripts 
for the K's demte vector compomnts. and the intermediate values not in 
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Table 6.~ 
Values or X;<t) in Iteration Sequence 1 
1{2 
-1.577n56r-('\5 
-1.n59BBOI="-(\4 
- ?'.29898 6c:--r4 
-5.161796~-('\4 
-5.209792r--('I 4 
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the table were found qy linear interpolation. The feedback coefficie ~ 
KS*(t) was found by solving the JQ-probledl dafined by the quadr t._c 
coeffici ent matrices QF5(T) and Q5tt )J SE[O,150]. The termi~Al timo 
coefficient matrix wasa 
r 
-4 -8.5417xlO 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 r I o 5a2420 .. tlO ).664~o4 g 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 <4.. (T) =: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I • ~ I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 
1: UJae..VArying .5 coefficl nt matrix Q (t ) was of tho same form as the 
Q-matrix i n (6-4l~). The ~!alu~s of t.13 diagonal elements of i nterest Co." 
. given in Ta.ble 6.3 at S-seC":",nd in-GervaIs of ti..{" Again, the inter ... 
mediate val u D of the (j OIr.an:'S - ro found by linea.l." int"' rpolation. 
The s tandArd d ·viations of tho "i1~. flight" r~.rpol1~es, '" 4 ::: a and 
rS := lb. which l"e~:ulted when K5"'(t) wa.'" USGd i.n he c v"riancs quati on;:' 
are plotted in Figuro 6.14 a& a f 'nction of time. {~S!lC'!:lbeI that the 
response llr ZOl"'~-li. ~a- G:us.;:'.m randon v~ri:lbles: thus the response 
statistic.o " re co pletoly .specif'~ed by t standr.rd deliattor .) Fro 
') the fig\lre . the va.l: ..,t~nC£i'd cbvk tion oj.' 6 is abolt 5,0 x 10-...1, and 
tha.t of I b is a~ out 301 x 105• S uce ~. 10 corres.:: lir.r "error be'uds" 
on ~ and I b t.re Y4 ::! P." 73 x 10-" and. y) - 2 . 2; x 10 , it, can be se8n 
that the probabiJ.i ty that the responses exceed their error bounrs at 
.. ( any given t :i!ilo i; very Sl'IlL.ll (CiirtG.:;,.nly :.'..sss than l~ ). So K 5 ~ (t) 
produces "gcod~' ir.-f.l.ight responses . The standard deviations of the 
respon 95 o -r intsI-ost at the teminol ti e UdrEJ r 
J 
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Table 6.~ 
Values of Q5(t) in Iteration Sequence 1 
t , (sec) !S ~5 5 5 \ Q44 Q66 Qn 
-
0 1.l.lor}!"Ii+!Jz '( • 3 2 '2 E. - 1 1 i .U4 5:'F·OZ 1.4-Jd-:l£-11.l 
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15 1 • 0 Ii (+., ~- .. n 2 5.3040[-11 .l.>-IH6:>E+lJO Z.1>1'ilE-l2 
20 ., • 60 J " ~ + ill t:j • .."jI~6[-11 .; • \) ~ () (F:+ u 0 6.43rl~E.-lc 
2~ 7 • 6 Ii I) 7 ~- + II 1 1.Od74E-IO c.lnlF+vl 3.13cdE-ll 
~O l.62Ti~· +02 ~.j3t.J(I::-IO c.17bcF:+ul n,c~j:l£-ll 
~~ 1.6O~lf: .. n2 ... 7bo91::-10 1.fl41[+IJi -).~()6o~-11 
40 1 • I) () :, p ~: ... :12 ti.S14HE-1O .; • ... ,:.) -) E ... ,) 1 2.f:S(~~-:Jt:-lO 
45 ~.o;S17~ .. f)?' 1.]OlilE-I)t) ~.O'+U4F+lll 1.OtH::>t-I.H 
50 I • l. 1 CeH • q 2 1.7'> fOE-I) ') ( • 1 ';14 Ij E + I) 1 1. 3oi O·;It: -oj ~ 
55 6.::ihlnF+f)? 2.4032E-09 .l • 1::) 8 ':I E • I) 2 1.71 U:1E-tJ-1 
60 5. '+ l \ /')\=" + '.? 3.1b~'-lf.-O~ .l.4h12F.+.j2 1.1:1!'l/E-u~ 
65 r,OS11<-;&:'+02 J.~424E-n-J 1.1JJ'+EtU2 1.b f)OJE"-U) 
70 1.8 '·n "F·t-C12 3.7522E-()~ c:'.1<J8lJE+iJ2 ".331IL-lll 
15 1.14",r::-+n] .1.::>3~1t:-o-) ';.2Y2bF::+I)~ 3.51Yft:-1O 
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85 ~ • 0 3 ? '. r + f) 1 9.321-)£-10 ~.4221)E+02 8.J-;):'UE-ltJ 
90 2 • Y . ~ ~ /~ F + n 3 ~.-)H'7E-ll.l ~ • Id 9 7 E + iJ 1 2.U':;b~E-l1 
95 ~ • -3 ':1-:; " F' + 0 3 7.bH4')E-1O C:.77bS[+Ol 4.4~4oE-ll 
100 1.~2~1r::-+ '1J ~.76<+2E-\O 1.14tdE+ol '+ .02 1uE-1l 
105 1.5·1~7F+(l3 ,+~'-l29()E-Ul b.~l"':IF:.+UO s. 7~t~Jt.-l2 
110 1 • 0 ,j --i ,; P + ~) 3 4.~tJh5E-I0 ..>.~-I"dE+IJO 5.4-bl{f. -l~ 
115 '+. <j[~ >it;t:. + () 2 5.d4:j4t:-1O -J.~Y{':,F:.+OO 1.1331)(-11 
120 1.4-j r;AF'+')~ 3.l1::>cf-:-l(} .1 • t! 7 () ::> E + I) 1 4.b34oE.-ll 
125 1.'+1"'1'f"+11 .3. 111~[-11l J..llr43F+vl 2.:3 'S! hE -11 
130 3. -/:"::l4f- + i) 1 t!.4003E-l!l J.4461E+I.I0 1.1=i~ (E-i1 
1~5 6.7.1I1S~+Ol 2.42:'1£-10 1..c95'-'F:·UO ~.l~::)rSt-ll 
140 O.cJl~F+Jl !.llJlhE-lO . i. . 1 2 -I ':I E + Ll 0 1.4t;b;;t:-l1 
145 '+.btj')~F+'l] d.SS4S£-O-.1 1.33IdE+O~ 1.1 f,Kt!E - ,H 
I 150 4.H·~77F+t)? 1.02f7E-Cl9 t!.3tJ4'+E-Ul ~.54uLlE-14 
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(J (150) = 147 
Y 
(T. (150 ) = 0.998 y 
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So the probability thAt these responses were outside their respective 
bounds of Yl = 3000. Y2 = 40, and Y3 = 0.0873 at the terminal time 
is also very small. Thus 13 *(t ) was also a "good" one in producing 
small terminal responses. The above results give another indication 
that using PGM to minimize IN is a useful .technique for obtaining good 
load-relief controllers . 
In Figure 6.15. the values of Ai computed in the PGM and roIH 
~terations are plotted. Remember that Ai (defined in (6-13» is a 
measure of how \Olel the necessary conditions for equivalence, given in 
part 1) of Theorem 4.1. are being satisfied at the ith i teration. I n 
interpreting Figure 6.15. it should be noted thAt the 6i computed for 
the PGM sequence is With respect to I N, and the A. computed for the • 1 
roIM sequence is with respect to J
s
• It was found that 6. for the 1 
OOll1 sequence changed very little. and thus Ii t tle progress was made 
towards satisf'ying the cqui va.lence conditions. For the PGM sequence. 
however, A. did decrease Iapidly. A stopping condition which would 1 
guarantee "approximate equivalence" (such as requiring Ai5 0.01 in 
the first example in this chaptor) was not used in this example. Instead, 
the iterations were continued until "good" controls (as measured by Js ) 
resulted. 
Iteration S~ence 2 
In this sequence. th9 values of Yi used in Js and of 6i used in I N 
-------
J 
I 
i 
\ 
I 
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I 
l 
1 
J 
are as follows: 
i' = 40 2 
-2 
')'3 = 5.94 x 10 
-2 
"4 = 8.73 x 10 
6 
')'5 = 2.25 x 10 
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-4 63 = 1.0 x 10 
-4 64 =1.0xlO 
10 65 = 1.0 x 10 
. -5 66 = 1.0 x 10 
11 67 = 1.0 x 10 
The ')'1 a.re simila.r to those in the first sequence, a.s are the 61 " The 
value of A. used in OOI11 was A = 0.9. The values of the ~ (T) a.nd Q ( t ) 
quadrat1c coefficient .matrices which were used to start the iter ation 
sequence were suggested by Skelton in private correspondence. The f orm 
of the matrioes 1s the same as that for the initial coefficient matrices 
in the first iteration sequence (see equatior~ (6-43) and (6-44». The 
nonzero elements of the initial QF(T) matrix arez 
-2 QF (T) = 1.l1ll x 10 11 
-3 ~ (T) = 2.041 x 10 
22 
7 Q (T) = 1.42 x 10 • 
F 
33 
The fonn of the initial Q(t) was also the same as that in the first 
sequence. except that the values of ~, i = 4,5,6.7. were constant 
r 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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owr the whol''> time interval. am were g1. ven by. 
Q44 :: 7.8799 X 1a5 
-10 Q55 ::: 1.2346 x 10 
5 Q66 = 7.8799 x 10 
.. 12 ~ :: 7.716 x 10 • 
The results of applying PGM to the problem of minimizing I N in 
this sequence are sho.om in Figure· 6.16. Again, the sequence of values 
is lIOnotonieal.ly decreasing, but the percentage of eha.nge in I N from 
the initial value is not very- great. The eValuation of the. {Sil sequenoe 
. obtained by PGM is shown in Figura 6.17. In this case, the sequence 
{Js{Si)} is 41.50 monotone decreasing, As in the first sequence. the 
rom algorithm was applied to Minimizing J
s ' and the result is also 
shown in Figure 6.17. 
The decrea.se in the J
s 
performance index achieved by both algorithms 
is not very substantia.l, as can be seen in the figure. This was partially 
. ~ due to the fact th t the initial value of J s :: 3.755 x 10 was very 
smal.l as an upper bound to a probability. Thus, the initial feedback 
coefficient. Ko ( t), was a very good one. and perhaps not much improve-
ment could be expected. Arx>ther reason could be that the A. used in ron! 
and the 6i ' s chosen for I N may have 'been poorly selected. The problem 
of choOSing A. in 1X1IM is one of thelntrins~c de~ects in that algorithm, 
.. 
Skelton does not give detAUed instructions as to the best way of making 
that choice. The choice of the 6i 's to be used in I N is also a matter 
of judgement and trilll-and-error. in trying to "match" the performance 
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Once the 6. ·5 are chosen, however, 
J. 
the roM algori thI::l can be applied to minimizing J N automatically; no 
engineering judgement or guesS\'lork is necessary. 
Let us now consider the overa.ll results obtained in the two 
iteration sequences. It Has shown that the PGH algorithm could be 
successfully appliod to the problem of minimizing I N, subject to side-
conditions in the form of high-order differential equations. It was 
also verified that the DGll1 algorithm could be successfulLy applied to 
the problem of minimizing Skelton's upper-bound performance index, 
subject to the same differential side-conditions. Skelton had, of 
course, demonstrated this earlier in [2 .4] and [6.1J . A practical 
. result wa.s that, if the 6' s in Ju wore chosen judiciously, the controls 
generated by using PGM to minimize I N were useful ones in Skeltonts 
load-relief problem. The advantage of using this second, suboptimal 
method in a practical problem was that the ~1 algorithm was an automatic 
one, and was known to converge if the hypotheses of 'fheorem 5.1 'Ytere 
satisfied. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER ? 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
?lDiscussion of Research 
The research discussed in the previous chapters was directed 
toward the solution of a type of stochastic optimal control problem 
(the "J-problem") posed in section 2.2. Skelton in [2.4] studied a 
specific 04se of the J -prob1em., in which the performance index was the 
prob&bility~upper-bound one discussed in section 6.3.1 and Appendix F. 
He recognized tha.t a well-known "quadratic" control problem (the IIJ -
. Q 
problem" stated in section 2.3) had properties similar to his specific 
J-problem. and th t the known solution to the JQ-problem could be used 
in solving his problem. The main contribution of the research discusse:': 
here is the fom-..u.ation of the J-proble1l1 as one of minimizing a non-
linea.r functional 01 a set in a Hilbert space. In this fonml.ation, 
the JQ-probloI'l takes on a special significance, that of min;i.m1zing a 
linear funct::i !J.l on the Sal!le set i n the space. Conditions were de-
rived in Theora . L~.lo unciSl" -..mch t he nonlinear and linear functionals 
took on their mi.niIrr~m valu€s at the same point in tho 6et . When this 
occurred, tho problems of mi!'l1mizing tua two functionals were said to 
be "equivalent." ~kalton introduced this concept of equivalence of 
stochastic control problems in [2.4J ; however. the function space 
approach discussed h 'I'/) gi vas a clearer . goometric interpretation of 
this concept. 
A. function . paco ::.lgori.l..hm of Delll'yar.ov tfaa applied to solving the 
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general cl 5S of pl"t:>bl ems , nd eonditions und r which the algorithm 
converged . ra de r i v d in ThooNll!1 5.1. TAis algorithm (the perturbed 
gradient method) i nvolved solVing a sequence of linea.r funotional 
minimization problGms to find the minimum of a oonlinear functional 
iteratively. The POl·I a.lgorithm, as well as Skelton's OOIM algorithm, 
was applied to the solution of two example problems. Both algorithms 
a.ttained a given s topping condition in the first example (see section 
6.2). which meant that ntt.'!lerical convergence was achieved. This also 
meant that the equivalence conditions in Theorem 4.1 were a.chieved 
numerically (i.~. t within the desired eompltational accuraey). Thi.s 
was a signi1'icant step in the research, for the following reason • 
. Skelton had used his rom in (2.4] and (6.1] to obtain "goodll load-
relief controllers, 80S ~easured by his probability-upper-bound perfor-
mance index (see section 6.).1). However, due to enormous consumption 
of computer time, he did not ms.ks any attempt to continue the operation 
of OOIM untU the equivalence conditions were met (even numerically). 
Thus, the success obtained in achieving the stopping condition am 
lIIinimizing the performance index in the first 87..aJnple showed tha. t an 
equivalent JQ-problem could be found and that the equivalence eoncept 
was a valid one. In the second example, the FGl{ a.lgorithm was usad in 
a suboptimal approach to solving a 10 d-re1ief problem similar to the 
one studied by Skelton in [6.1]. This approach led to good controls. 
as measured by Skelton's "probability upper bound" performance index ~ 
Thus PGM and the supporting function-space approach were shown to be 
useful in solving a practical problem involving a. high-order dynamic 
system model. 
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7.2 SuKSesti~ns for Future Investigation 
The functio n-apace fOl"llro.la.tion of the type of stoc..h.astic control 
problem diSCUS8~d above provided a useful theoretical framework for 
the research recordod in this thesis • Within this framework, a number 
of important thooretical questions have rot been answered and ~ai.n 
for future investigation. Some of these problem~ are as follows J 
1) Gener4l conditions on the admissible control set and the 
dynamic equations, which would guarantee the oonvexity of the set ex 
(see Definition 3.2), have not yat been found. An approach to det0r-
mining these conditions was outlined in section 4.4 for a special case , 
but a general convexity proof is not yet a.vailable. Convexity of Q' 
is, of eourse. required in the deriva.tion of equivalence conditions 
in Theorem 4.1. and is also required so that the PGM algorithm ca.n be 
applied to the J-problem. 
2) The question of the existence of a solution to the J-problem 
(i.e., whether a minimum value of the functional J on a exists} has 
not been answered. In the function space fol"mUlation, such an exis-
tence proof would require some type of continuity requirement on the 
J-functional. plus some type of oompactness requirement on the set Ct. 
For example. if J 1,s a continuous functional, de filled on a set a which 
is oompact in itself (i.e. t every i nfinite subset of a contains a 
sequenoe which converges to a limit point in a), then a lllir-..ilttum point 
of J on a exists (see, e.g., [C.l). p. 35). Conditions on the J-problem 
w·hich would guarantee that these requirements are met have: not yet 
been found. 
3) Assertion 2.1. concerning .the known formal.;solution to the 
"quadratic" problem, has not yet been proven rigorously, as far as is 
n6 
known. The solution to the ttquadratic" problem is a key element in 
the equivalence concept and in the computational methods discussed in 
Chapter 5. Thus. As artion 2.1 should be given further study, as new 
results in stochastic eontl"Ol theory become available. 
4) The hypotheses in thoorems 4.1 and 5.1 are very strong ones; 
perhaps the proofs of the theorems could be refined so that weaker 
hypotheses could be 1nvoked~ For example. local convexity and COIl-
paotness conditions on 01, p1u~ other side oonditions on J, might 1"8-
p~c. the first two hypotheses in Theorem 4.1. 
In addition to the theoretical. questions discussed above, a number 
ot computational problems are still open to investigation. 
5) The convergence properties of the OOIM algorithm (introduced 
by Skelton and discussed in seot10n 5.2) have not been given sufficient 
study. The algorithm did satisfy the stopping condition when used in 
the first example in Chapter 6. and has been used by Skelton to obtain 
good controls. Thus. it se s possible that properties of J and a 
which would guarantee convergence ot oom could be foum. 
6) More sophisticated pr ocedures for finding the minimum of J 
on the "straight line" between 81 and 81• (in the PGM algorithm) could 
be investigated. The ''walking" procedure used in the examples and 
described in Appendix G was relatively crude, bu.t effective. Further 
studies of this "one-dimensional" 1It1.nimization problem in function space 
should be performed, especially concerning the trade- offs to be made 
between computation&l complexity and speed of convergence of the PGM 
algorithm. 
\ 
7) A number or algorithms tor llinimizing a functi6n on a set in 
Euclidean space vere described by Dem'yanov in [5.3). Th~ possibility 
I 
I 
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that soms of these algorithms could be adapted to the function space 
and used in solving the J-problem should be investigated. 
8) As discussed in section 6.3.2, the PG~r algorithm could not be 
directly applied to the problem of minimizing J (the load-relief 
s 
problem), due to difficulties i n the computation of a solution to the 
Riccati equation (2-23). These difficulties should be investigated 
further. In particular, a good interpretation of 8 "quadratic" pro-
blem in which the coeffici ent Q(t ) is identically (or nearly) zero over 
a finite t:ilne period is needed. A solution to this type of problem 
must be found if the PG!1 algorithm is to be applied directly to the 
load-relief problem. 
The research described in this thesis raises a few other questions, 
9) The disturbance noise a nd measul~ment noise in the stochastic 
problems considered uere all assumed to be zero-mean. That is I the 
problems oonsiderec1 were all "perturh3.tion" ones, in Hhich deviations 
from some nominal trajectory were to be minimize.d. Thus t the investi-
gation of a mora gen8ral stochastic proble~ which i nvolves non-zero-
mean noise and non-zero initial condit ions is a possible topic for 
future research. Also t the cases of "co~ .. ored" dis t urbance and measure-
ment noise , and o f maaml .. :-ements which contai n no noise (i.e., N..l(t) 
is allowed to be singular) should be investi gated . 
10) In section 3.2, it was shown that the stochastic control 
problems defined in Chapter 2 coulj be refolnulated as deterministic 
ones. Using thi$ fcI'ttlulation, it is poSsible that some of the results 
in deterministic con~rol theol"Y (such a:; the l'laxi:llQ"'1 prinCiple or 
dynamic programming) could be brought to ben' on the J-problem. This 
118 
approach would not require a function space formulation, and would not 
make use of the known formal solution to the "quadratic" problem. It 
is a valid approach, however , and could be investigated further. 
11) The idea of using the known solution to a particular problem 
in solving a more general class of problems was found to be a powerful 
one in the research described above. It led to the concept of 
"equivalence" of stochastic problems, and to a rnunber of algorithms in 
which the known solution was a Vital part of the iteration procedure. 
The application of this idea to other classes of control problems may 
be a fruitful approach, and should be investigated. 
r 
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APPENDIX A 
ANAtYTIC APPROACH TO EQUIVALENCE (SKELTON) 
In his paper on wind-gust effects on launch 'boosters [2.4]. Skelton 
derived necessary cor.ditions for t wo stochast i c problems to be equiva-
lent, in the seMe described in Section 3.5. The derivation is repro-
anced here to show the analyti c method used and to COJIlplete the discuss-
ion of equiTalence . 
In this appros.ci1, tb J- p hl_ am JQ-problem are defined a.s in 
Chapter 3. except that the set of admis s i ble cont rols iSI 
u { U tU 1s a linear fUftetion of the } L Dr oa ents Z(T ), 'f E[ to ,t) • (A-l) 
and J is the upper bound index gi van by- ( 6-34) through (6-39) . 
For notational convenience, an admiss ible control u will be written 
in the following f onn: 
(A-2 ) 
Now, assume that a sol ution to tJ; J-p1"Obl exists, and i s given 
(A-3) 
That i , J i s miniEi od r all. a 
How. consider rbat i on on Lo ' 
(A-4) 
I 
J 
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where c 18 a·" real JlWIlbctr. and ~ io a linear !Unction of t &l'ld 
B. Then L(t, z) is an admis8ible control in UL• '!'hen it can be shown 
that the l"OS}:lOnso covar1.ance matrix Set) (defined in (2-17» can be 
1 in c • 
.u antioued b.r Skelton in (2.4]. So(t) is the Nsponae OOft1"1aDce matrix 
1da1oh NftJ.'bJ it u • Lo (t. z), th matricee ~, 82 •••• 8n-l are upeDdent 
. Oil Lo aM L.t aN pa!H!ant of .!J."h t matrix Sn is depeDdent 
on c, howewr. 
low, c nsidllr the dotol'lliniatio ~ of the pertOl"Jl&DCe 1nda'Ds J 
ell JQ• as deti in (~_6) aM (3-17), re pective17. Each 1DcJex is 
• fUnot1on o£ Set). Thus. it the appropri4te den_tivee ot ~[S(T)J 
aM f 2[ S ( t.)] in J exist and are eOll.tilmous J. J and J Q can be, written as 
pol.1'nmia ls in I 
(A-6) 
where ~ JQ ~ t neo of J and JQ• re 1"'17, using 
11 • Lo(t. B}. 'l'hen, as dot;. rlbod by Skeltcm. f. 1-. ~. od J~ are 
f'unotions ot Lo ~ L:t. but e.l:") 1nd& rdtmt of c. The "third variations" 
3 :3 J and JQ are de~.,ndent OD Lo' ~. and c. 
Nov. as t.ht.t a JQ-probl t i3 equivalent to the given J-
pl'Obl e:1sts i8 spec1t1od by th c rticiel1t matricea ~(!) and 
, 
Q(t). That iv, Lo (t, s) minimiHS both J and JQ• Then. it 18 clear that 
, 
, 
, 
\ 
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(A-3) 
ainoe I aDa. Kry condition tor mi n'SKi uti !l of J and J Q is that the 
"t1:ret 'ftl"'iatlo.a" ot ch. ~ ~. if equality of Jl aDd ~ is 
n:tition for the equiftlence of the J- and 
JQ-probl. • Thls ".... .. TIU"1at:1.on,G." oan be written in the to 
jl a h { [:iISo(T)J 81 (f) + S: [:;~t;jISo(t)J Il:t (t) cit } 
o (A-9) 
( -10) 
Ii 
Of2 
Q(t) =. ( )JS (t ) • as t 0 (A-ll) 
appxuach in Chapter 4a additl.clnal eondit:1.on:3 are placed on J to irlsul'o 
that these conditiona a wo suiticion • 
- ~- - - - ----~.----- --
'\ 
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.APPlmDIX B 
DERIVATION OF RESPO&9E COVARIANCE HUm 
ODeCi K(t) 18 _poo1t1ed, the re&pOD1J8 COYar1aDoe _trix Set) ie 
o.pletel7 det1Ded br the stochastic eptea eqa&tioD8 (2-1.) to (2-4), 
the 1aJ'M.ft tUter equ&tioDS (2-10) to (2-1,>, &Dei the error oevar1ance 
'equat10D8 (2-14) and (2-l,S). For OODYen1eDOe, honnr, an axplio1t 
expression tor B( 10) in teJ'llS of the _1_ paNMwn aDd 1(10) 1_ deriwd 
1ft th1a appendix. The ltI.l.Un filter teftrino1.oS7 &ad reSUlts aN aSAIled 
1ft th1B derivation. 
Set) a I(r(t)r' (t)] • 
u we det1De 
F(t) a C(t) - D(t)l:(t) , 
ret) lIS F(t)x(t) ... D(t)K(tji(ttt) , 
where x( t t t) is dafined in (2-13l. 
So 
Set) • E{[F(t)x(t) + D(t)lC(t1i(tlt») 
(x' (t)P" (t) + x' (tlt)I' (t)D' (t»)} • 
\ 
\ 
\ 
(B-1) 
(B-2) 
(B-3) 
(B-4) 
", 
'I 
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Now. detin 
Also. 
E[X(t't)x' (t): :: . x't !' (tit)] = ~(t) • (B-6) 
at . ~) and 'i are independent (see 
Xal.man [B.l]. p.~)'. The ~ ~(t) is defined in (2";12). 
Then (~..z:.) csn be vritton 
Set) = (e(t) - D(t)K(t)]Cx(t)[C" (t) - K' (t)D' (t») 
+ D(t)K(t)~(t)C' (t) + e(t)~(t)K' (t)D"' (t) (B-7) 
- D(tJ~(t ~(t)K'(t D'(t) • 
which is the dos1Nd 6xprG sion tor Set). New, the cl1tte:rent 1 equAU"n 
which Cx(t) tiatic 'Rill be; derived. 
In this cbrl.vat1on, the t1J'11te-d:1.fterenoe represontati on ot +h0 
qstGu equations m.:u u instead or th.e l' p:NDcntation in (2-1) a 
Ax{t) e z(t + b.t) - x(t) 
;.. t .Jt).1t + B{t)u At + AVt ' (B-8) 
wh t'G ATt a .... (t ~~) - V(::') and vet) 1s a Wisner process with ind&-
pandeut irJc nts .dl thAt 
(B-9) 
\ 
-->-\ - ~---.. ~I 
\ 
L 
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{ 
0 it k = 1,2, ••• 
E[~Tv' ] =-
'tP: t + lmt .. N.v(t)~t it k • 0 , (B-10) 
tor all ~t > 0, tE[to,T). (t.,. kAt) E(to,T]-. 
!he representation in (B-8) to (B-10) then becomes complete17 equivalent 
to the repre entation in (2-1) to (2-8) as At ... 0 (see, e.g. KushMr 
[B~"2], [B~'], (,.2J). 
Using (~9) in (B-8). tm hay" 
%(t + At) • %(t) + .A.(t)%(t~t 
Bow,tol'll 
Cx(~ + At) • f{x(t + t.t)x' (t + At)] • 
Using (B-ll) and (B-9) in (B-12), am noting that 
we have 
- E(x(t)i' (tlt)]K' (t)B' (t)At 
- B(t)K(t)E[!(tlt~/(t)]At 
llm o{At ) . 0 • 
At ... 0 At 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
(B-ll) 
(13-12) 
(B-13) 
(B-l4) 
(B-lS) 
'; 
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Now, MW that 
E[x(t)t' (tit») lIS E(i(tlt)x' (t)] a <=x(t) - Ek(t). (B-16) 
Usillg (:8-16) in (B-14), diT1cl1ng both aidos of (&'14) by l1t, d 
taktng the l.im1t At .. o ... baw. 
de (t) 
'. a: D (A(t) - B(t)X(t)]Cx{t) + Cx(t)[A' (t) - x' (t)B' (t)] 
(B-17) 
+ B{t)K(t)1\:~t) + ~(t)K' (t)B' (t) + a,.(t) • 
c (t ) • 0 ;l.': 
X 0 • 
(B-10) 
Equations (B-1),(B-17). and (B-18) thus de:tiDB Set). 
\ 
\ 
-_._.--_. 
\ 
\ 
. 
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APPENDIX C 
CONSTRuctION OF THE HIL'8ER'l' SPJ.CE a 
In this .Appendix it is shawn that the space at defiMd in Section 
'.3. 18 a HUbert sp&a.. Certain · results trca Dtmtord aDd Schwartz 
(3.4] w:Ul 1»0 used. 
In [,.4]. p. 255, the tollow1ng det1n1tion 18 !1ftD. 
De1'1D1tlon eLl. The direct BUIll 
(C-l) 
o~ the ftCtol" apaC315 . .;.. X2.... J!! is defined to be the prodr.tct. SJ&ce 
1 
of the X '., in wi..lich addition aM scalar mlt1pl1 ~ion are detiDed bya 
• 
• 
where X, Y E X, xl • .;. E r. 1 • 1.2, ... n, and t:I 1s a real scala.r. 
It the rCa are HUbert 8~ceS. the tollowing holds ([3.4]. p.2S6)t 
. . 1 
Det1rd.t.1.on C,~. For each 1 a l.2 .... n. let X be a Hilbert ce 
in vh10h the iJm3r prodnot (~")1 is defined. Tho dire .. at StUll ot the 
,. l!1l.b!rt 8p!O! Xl. 12 •••• If! is the linear apace 
.~ - -- - -----~ --~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ " 
~ , 
\, 
1\ 
\ 
_._- - -
- - --- - -- -- ~-
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(C-4) 
'!'be maiD result to uaed 18 «(3.4J, p. 257). 
e.l 
It {xi}, 1 • 1,2 .... n 1s & t8Jld..l3 ot B1l.bert apace., the11" direct 
IRUI 18 a HUbert tspace. 
1'0 8how that a 1s a HUbert spa.ce, let Xl in th& above I.e be an 
L2-epaee. 1Ih.oc~ e nta are ot the tora ~ (t). tE[to '!]' where ~ 18 a 
Masvable 1"9&1 .caJ.ar function on 1ta 'dou1D. 1nDer pl'OCluct. in Xl 
1. dat1.Ded .8, 
T (~(t.), ~ (t»1 • J ~ (t) ~ (t.)dt. 
to 
(c-s) 
where e:t (t) and 81 ( t) Are both in r. SimilArly, let X2 , ... rc also be 
2 L -ap!LCU. nth e1 nte of tba tom ~ (t), 8 2(t), ••• ~(t). real scahr 
t\mctions ofined on (to,T]. Al • let the 1nner prodncta in 
x2, x3, •• ~ be dD:f1nG4 .a in (0...5). Sean L 2 -space is & Hilbert 
space (see [C.1J, p. 74), each Z?-. 1 l,2, ••• k is & Hilbert. apace. Let 
~1 be If. k-cl1m&ns1Dna1 Eucl.1doan apace, on which the unal scalar 
product 1. det1Ded. Then ~l is also a B1lbert space (see. •• g. , 
VuUkh [C.2], p. 155). \ \ 
\ 
\ 
~ 
'I 
'. \ 
- ------~_\ ~---
I 
f 
I 
J 
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Nov, 1dent1f7 81 (t), e2(t), ••• ek(t) as the k coapo:aenta ot the 
.... ctor • (t) in (J-6) J aDd. let ., be the typical eleaent in ~ 1. Then , 
by d.et1.D1tlou C.l and C.2. and by Det1rd.t1on 3.1 ot (], 1t caB be shown 
that a 1s precisely the direct BUll of the r. 1 • 1.2 •••• ~l. So by 
I.-a C.l. a 14 a Hilbert spaoe. 
\ 
\ 
\ , 
\ 
\ 1 
. . --' "\\ \ 
\ \ ' 
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.APPENDIX D 
DIFFERENTIALS AND GRADIENT VECTOR OF J (s) 
In this Appendix, Theorem 3.1. 'Which gives explicit expressions 
tor the tirst and second Gateaux differentiAls and the gradient vector 
ot J(a). is proved. The follo1l1ng definitions VUl be used in the 
proot. 
Definition D.l (from ().6), p·.J5). If, at sEa, and tor all 
e E cr, 
lim J(8 + y3) - J(s) (A .• , 
yto . Y -= VJ 8, ~ CD-l) 
exists, then VJ(s, e) is called the Gateaux ditte_ ntial (or w k 
differential) of the fUnctional J at the polnt s, in the direction i. 
Further, !rom tC.l). p.l84, an equivAlent definition is. 
YJ(a, e) s ~ J(s + 7&)1. (D-2) 
7=0 
Definition D& (from [D.l), p.675)a If, at 8 E a, and tor all 
.. 
3.llEO'. 
A ... 
lim VJ(s + zi, ]) - VJ(s, !) y2J(A .. ~) 
,....0 "Y :: s, e. 'I 
exists, then v2J(s. at ~) 1s called. the second Gateaux differential. of 
... ... A J at the point s. tor incl"t!mleDts e and 1). \ From [e.l], p.189. aD 
equivalent definition 1s1 \. 
\\ 
\\ \ ... 
--~-~. 
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2 ~ •• d • • A 
'1 J(St at 11) - tty VJ(s + ,..Ot ll)t 
,,=0 (1)-4) 
the 80V l' 1 :p!l?'ta of eor' 3.1 &ore then pl'Oved as tollow8' 
1) Uaing the d3finit1on ot J in (}-16), nd l'«\embering th£.t 
i = (s(T), set»). e - (eF' (t») we haV$. 
T 
J(s + 'I 1 :: 'fl[a('1) ... ')'eF] + f :f2[s(t) + 'Ys(t)Jdt • t 
o (D-S) 
OM (D-5) in (D··2) ot De.t:url.tion D.l. 
~T d 
+ j dY :t'2[s(t) + 'Y"'( t)] t dt 
t ')'::0 o 
(D-6) 
Bnt nov 
(D-7) 
where ~ty) = seT) + Y3p i (D-8) 
and the dot indicatos the Duc~1.d n inner product. Carrying tho indi-
atl 
where as 10 definGd "n ( J-~6). 
Si:dlL.rly' , 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~ 
(1)-9 ) 
'l~'t 
... 
'I 
\ \ 1 
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d a~ dY f'2(s{t) + ."o(t» I -as [s(t») • e(t) 
'Y=O 
(D-10) 
that th abo e partial darlva.tlvG Teeters exist by hypothesis. 
Now, define th vector. 
(D-ll) 
to abow tba.t DJ(s) E a tor every s Ea. first mte that a com.imous 
'~on ot a eaaurabl fUn~tion is e Surabla (see (D.2). p. 238). 
. at 
If' a E a, set) is Lebesgue sarable, since a 2 1s continuous in s, 
Cl.t2 ' s af1 , ar2 is is measurable and IIDJ(s)!Ia is well defined. Since is ancf rs are 
assamed to be f'1n1to tor every sEa, IIDJ(s)lla is finite. Thus 
DJ(2) E (J by Definition 3.1. 
at2 Since as- ie m~ SIlNble. the integral i (0-6) is defined. Using 
(D-9) nd (D-10) in (1)...6). we MWI 
at1(s(T)j IT at2(s(t») VJ(I,e) 1:: as· -. eF + t or - • e( t)dt • (D-12) 
o 
'!'hell, by (n-n) 1..1 the innor product d, t i nit-ion (:)-10) , 
VJeJ". A) ~:: (DJ(s), e) • 
which proves part 1 ot tho 'I'heorem. 
2) Using ~ :: [11Ft '\'l(t» in (n-12) results int 
at 
VJ(i + .,," , ~) = iirl [set) + yepJ • 'ill' 
,; at 
+ It as 2 [set) + -yo(t)) • 11 (t)dt\ • 
o 
-- - - - ---------
(D-14) 
, -
13.5 
!hen. b7 (D-4) in Definition D.2, 
(D-1.5) 
J'1' d ot2 + -dy is (s(t) + ')'G(t)] • l1(t)1 dt • t y=O o 
Let 
F1 11,1 
o~ F2 ",. ~= (D-16) -zs • • 2 • as 
• • 
• • 
• F 
1lF k 
k 
Then the fuR te1'll Oil the right .side or (1)-15) bee_esl 
(D-17) 
TERM 1 III ~ (~(,,)]. ~(,,) I 
os dy y _ 0' (0..18) 
aF1 at. 
where '(y) 1. det:l.n-ld in (0-8), and as- 1s defined as vas as1 • Carry.lDg 
the operatioJ18 in (D-18) thl'ough ren1tll in 
a'i 
1'IRK 1 • aT [a(T)] • ., 
\ 
\ 
(D-19) 
\ , 
1)6 
Then, let t ing ~ th$ J. th component of eF, aDd using the OFi j detin:i:tion of a;-. we have. 
of k a2f 
::l> ... i [s{T)]. 9 F :: \' ~ eF • 
Qp tl ~ j (:0-20) 
(D-21) 
Using th de 
(D-22) 
S1ml1arlY. it c n be ohown tlrtt 
Define the ctor I 
d?r a 2! 
D
2
J (3.e) =[~ eF' ~ e(t)J ;. (D-24) 
s 
a2£ 2 It can be shown 4 t:-z- e (t) i s measura.bl e by the same argument used 
a~ as 2 
in the case of a;;=<t) in t rat rt of ths roof. So D J(a .... ) € (j 
by Definition 3.1. Us the i nner produot definition (3-10) in con-
junction with (D-15) nd (:0-22) to (D-Z4) . it ~ llow8 ~t 
I 
----
J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
IJ? 
(D-25) 
&lld part 2 of the Theo 1s pl"OVed. 
3) By asE;UDlJ)tion. Dl(a ) 1s cont ous in 8 in the a -DOl'Il. That 
1s, IfDJ(2:J.) - DJ( s2)l/a .. 0 as f1~ - &~Ja .. O. To show that VJ(#>, e ) 
is cont1Jcous in &. nne ~ o;)Cilnf!..rz 1n~t,.r 
Then, by tho a sswaed oontimlity of DJ(a) in s, i t can be seen that 
IVJ(~,8) - VJ(s2,8)1 goes to Ml"O as ,,~ - 32/1a .. 0.' (By 'defL""lit- on, 
. it e E a , narla 18 finite ). So VJ 1s continuous in fl . The contimlity 
o£ v2J(a. I. ~) in a can be aho1m in 8:u.otly the sm9·way. and co tho 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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APPENDIX E 
LAUNCH BOOSTER EQUATIONS 
An outline of the derivation of the launch booster equations and 
wind filter equations used in Section 6.3 is given in this Appendix. 
The derivation follows that in [6.1]. The vehicle equations lI1Od.el one 
axis of the booster, and have been linearized about a nominal trajec-
tory. It is assumed that the vehicle is a rigid body, and that fuel-
slosh and engine-ln!)rtia effects can be ignored. 
The oonfiguration of the vehicle and the relevant coordinates are 
shown in Figure E . l. Drift is measured along the y-axis from the nomins.l 
trajectory, and the pi tcll angle '/J is measured from e refer :':lee <lirectic c 
along the trajectory. 
The linearized drift equation is as follows (with ~, ~, and ('i 
asSUtned small) I 
where M = vehicle mass (kg-soc2/m), 
y = drift from nominal trajsctory (m), 
F e= total thrust of engines (kg). 
Dv= vehicle drag (kg) I 
F g= gimballed thrust (kg ), 
(E-l) 
\ 
dF ' ~ side force on missUe per unit ler.gt.h per ulP-t angle-of-
attack (kg/m), \ 
I 
1 
j 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
l_ 
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reference 
direction 
Figure R.I. Booster Modal 'Configuration 
vehicle e .. g. 
\ 
'. 
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a(.t.t) = angle of attack at a distance .t from the taU of vehicle 
(rad) , 
where 
L = vahic1~ lengt h (m). 
t = distance f rom tail of vehicle (m), 
¢ = piteh a~1le deviation from reference direction along 
trajectory (ra.d) , 
~ = engine gimbal angle (rad). 
The angle-of-attack is given by: 
(E-2) 
vm(t,t) = wind. velocity component orthogonal to vehicle at a 
distance t from the vehicle tail (m! sec) , 
.tcg = distance :from tail to vehicle center of gravity (m). 
Vet) = nominal vehicle velocity (m/sec). 
The pitch angle oquat ion is given bYI 
I g::: _ F.t a + JL d~ ce-.t ) adJ., 
p dt g cg 0 cg (.1-) 
where ~ = pi tell moment of inertia of vehicle (kg .. m-sec2) . 
Define the following tems I 
where 
- .~-----
(E-4) 
= aeroc:lyna~c .... 1 0 force due to Ii unit angl.e-of-attack 
(kg) , 
J
.1 dFs 
FA.t cp = -;b (.t-.t cg)ctt 
o 
(E-S) 
= aerodyna.mic ~itching moment due to a unit angle-of-
attack (kg- m). 
t = aerodynarrdc moment arm em) t cp 
-----
" 
__ J 
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1 dF 2 Td = .....! Ct-.t ) cit 'F 0 ctr og (E.6) 
= aerodynamic pitching moment due to a unit pitch rate for 
unit vehicle velocity (kg-m2 ). 
Then, substitut:1 ng (E-2) into (E-l) And (E-3), and using the above 
definitions, wo have (With the dots indicat.ing time derivatives) . 
•• (Fe - Dv + FA) ~ FA • 
y = 11 ¢ + M ~ - MV(t) yet) 
(E-7) 
•• FAt F .t Ft. ~ _ op ~ _ g cg ~ _ A ct yet) 'F - I 'F I I v( ) p p p 
~T. • 1 jL - ¢ +-t I 0 P P (E-8) 
The structurul bendL-,g moment (in kg-m) at a distanoe t from the 
o 
taU is g1 van by, 
, " 
(E-9) 
where 
Me = F/-to + G2 - G1togl (kg-m) , 
)(Locs - .to) 
t 
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{
I if 0 ~ 1. ~ to 
~(t -t) = 
o 0 if t > to ' 
Me = mass of section ot vehiole tram the tail to to (kg), 
toog = oenter of gravity of seotion of vebiole from tail to 
.to (m), 
10 = pitch moment of inertia of vehiole section from tail to 
to about tocg (kg~-sec2). 
Define the following terms I 
(E-IO) 
= structural bending moment a.t to due to a unit angle-of-
attack (kg-m) 
dFs ~ [(t-Lcg)GI + G2 + (to-t~(to-t)](t-tcg)dt 
(E-ll) 
= struc~ural banding moment at to due to a unit pitch rate 
(kg-m ) 
Then, substituting (E-2) into (E-9) , and using the above defini-
tions yields s 
JL vw(.t,t) dFs + 0 V(t) - -a; [(t-tcg)GI + G2 (E-12) 
+ (.to-t~ceo-t )]dt. 
The integrals in equs.tions (E-7 ), (E-8 ), and (E-IZ) must be evaluat"}d. 
This was done in [6.1] by as:rumi.ng that the incident willd loading could 
\ 
be -represented by the outptlt of a filtel" driven by vw(L,t~. Define the 
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load fU~r state variables to be 1')1' '11 2 ' and 1')J(dimensiOnles ). Th 
the load filter oquations arel 
where H:l.and H2 are given constants (units of meters). Thus the in 0-
gra1s mentioned ure appro:xlms. Vd by. 
(E-16) 
v (t 'i;:)' dF ~ 
-~ t) ~ (.t-lcg)d.t .. F A[ a 3ill - t14TJ2J '-17) 
.~ (1,. t, dF 
v'1-c:- d:t [(l-tC'g)~ + G2 +C~o - t} ... (.to - ,OJdt 
(E."I,d) 
wherothe l1i'6 1l:''.3 ;;.7 ... n ~.,~frlc: .t (8.1 ' 8.2 ' 5' and &6 a.re dimensiOT! 
lessJ a J and 8.4 haVo. dimensions of mat9rs). , 
In [6.1], it was fOllIri tbc1.t the incident .... nd, Vw (Lft), co d 
represented by the output of anothor set of filter equt.t:.".ons whoso 
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(E-l9) 
(E-20) 
(E-21) 
and n(t) = white noise input with unit variance and zero mean 
Vh = vertical component of'vehicle velocity 
In this booster model. the control u · is a soalar which drives the 
gimballed engines. The equation describing the gimbal actuator ~cs 
1s aSSUIled to beJ ' 
(E-22) 
The bending-moment rate w1l.l. be of interest when the response 
vector is fomed. 
Dif'f"erent1ate (E-l2)' 
d (Ma). ~ •• d (M-0)· 
-at :vm Y-vrtrY-ctt -V ¢ 
(E-2) 
~ -- .~-
14.5 
• • • Then, assuming that v( t), a 5' and a 6 are negligible. ao:1 substi tu tir. 
(E-7). (E-8). (B-1), (8-14), and (E-16) to (E-22) into (E-23) sults 
ina 
• • 
11,(.to ) := RyY + R¢~ + R¢f/J + ~~ + RW1<ll 
(E-24) 
+ R.. 111 '" an 112 + lin 113 + 14.6 MtlUt III 2 ) 
where 
(E-25) 
(E-26) 
• M F MiF t a 17 ",g cg R.. -M -It 6M... _...;;..Q. J_ 
-~ - f3 ' • .. ~ MV T I V 
p 
(E-28) 
(E-29) 
(E-JO) 
(E-31) 
(E-32) 
\ 
L 
---"'--- - ----
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It is convcmiunt to SUJrI.'lI&rize the above discussion by rewriting 
the vehicle equAtions, wind loading Equations, and wind fil~r equation 
in the form of a 0101 ';;' of fi 'st order ].inf}ar differential equ.ations. 
These equations can then be easily transf'onned to a state equation in 
• 6 vector-me. trix fo: .... • 1y 10 tting the system ata tes be y, y, ¢. ¢ t e, ~ t 
<D2 , TIl' Ti2 , and 1'13- The vehicle drift and pitch angle ~ations oJLre 
found by sub~tituting (5-16), (B-17), and (E-18) in (& .. 7) and (E-8). 
Launoh Booster State E9¥!tions 
(B-33) 
(E-}4-) 
(E-35 ) 
d(~l FL~.. • F.~£r. T~ • dt ::: - I V ('£) Y of _ . 1. if; - ¢ 
~)' p P 
(E-)6, 
F 1. FAa) FAal~ 
.. ··f £.& f1 ' I Tl1 ... T- 112 P P P 
* =-14.6;> + lL,b:.l (E-)?) 
(E-38 ) 
(E-39 ) 
------
----~----~- --- - -
\ 
\ 
_J 
! 
I 
I 
- - - -~-
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(E-40) 
(E-41) 
(E-42) 
The system responses considered in the example in Section 6.:3 are 
. .' Y .. y. l, /3, ~, /3, and lb- Using the a.bove derivations, the equations 
tor these responses are I 
Launch Booster Response Equations 
• r = y 2 . 
'. . 
r7 = lb = RfY + R¢J¢J + R¢¢J ... IJ13 ... R~ ~ 
... Rnl1l1 ... 1i121l2 + Rn31l3 ... 14.~u, 
(E-43) 
(E-44) 
(E-45) 
(E-46) 
(E-48) 
where the R-coeft'ioients in (E-48) are given in (E-25) to (&-32). 
\ 
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The numerical values of the coefficients used in the example in 
Section 6.3 were obtained from ref, rence [6.1J and a NASA document, 
"Hodel Vehicle *'2 For Advaneed Control Studies." The latter document 
is a data package supplied by Marshall Space Flight Center, containing 
information on one mod 1 of a lArge flexible booster. The values of 
the constants used in the system and response equations Area 
~ = 26.67. H2 = 100, al = 8.2 = 1/2, 
-2 -7 
,. = 1.3'78 x 10 ,c2 :: - 9.633 x 10 • 
-4 -8 
c4 = 1.9 x 10 ,cS = 1.443 x 10 • 
The values of the scalArs 4S and a6 are given by. 
8.s(t) = 1/3 + 2/3 (1g0) 
a6(t) = 2/3 - 1/3 (1;0) 
The scalars a,3 and 8.4 are defined by. 
(E-SO) 
(E-51) 
where t and FA are as definad above and P(t) is a given time function. 
cp 
The values of the othel:' coefficients in the system and response 
equations are defined by Table E .1. This table gives the numerical 
values as a function of time of the quantities eFl , CF2 , ••• CF22 , 
which are defined as s 
I 
I 
I 
I \ J 
-_\ ._-
--I 
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table E.l 
LAunoh Boo.t~r CQeftiolent. 
t ( •• c) 0 l~ ,0 ., 60 75 
01' 
1 O.oOE 00 -\.67£-03 -8.33F-03 - 2 .00E-02 O.OO E 00 -6.00f-o? 
2 "."('11:"-1'('1 --. ."41'"-nS -7.19F-n'- -1.n'iF-"4 n.('\n~-nn -1.2'ir:--"'4 
5 3.50~-('I l 3.671:"-n1 3 . 83~ -Ol 4.nOF-n1 4.16"'-nl 4'.611'"-,.,1 
~ f).OOF-OO 2.3 31'"-,,3 5.671=-03 9.83f-f'l3 1.4'51:"-02 1.171"-,,2 
5 5.9410-00 6. 55 F'-no 7.5nf!:'-On 8.13F-no 9.n6F-('IO 1./'I3F I'll 
6 1.2 IF 0 1 1.33F 01 1.4 11"" 01 1. 63£ I'll 1.83F 01 2.05F 01 
1 4.28F 0 7 4.2 2F 07 4.31F 01 4. :nr n7 4.34F 0 7 4.3lF ('17 
e O.f)OF' 00 5.'1f) e ('15 2.6 7F 06 7.63F n6 1.331'" 07 1.73F n7 
9 o.nOF 00 1.16F /'14 '2 . 53, 04 4.21 1: 04 4.92F n4 3.42F /)4 
10 !I.OOF 1'\0 7.2 nl'" I'l4 2.161=' 0 5 4.32F 1'15 S.alF 1'\') -4.48F n5 
11 ,.,.nOF ''0 "./)"F "In 1.3 31" ')5 -4. 411'" (\4 -2.21'" 1'\4 n.OI'lF ('1(\ 
12 C.OOF ,no 6.67F 04 1.631'" 05 "3.2lF. oS 5.n8F 05 6.3 310 n5 
~Z 2.00F-ol 9.33F.-n2 4.92 r:- -02 ~ .25E-n2 3.2010-02 3.nf:1F-t'l2 0.00""-1'0 3.7SF Ol 1. (\21"" 02 1.74F n2 2.63F 02 3.56F 1'l2 
15 4.24F 05 3.94F 05 3.65F 05 3.35£ 1'5 3.051';: 05 2.76F oS 
16 -?1 9F-C'1 - 3.28 ~-1'l1 - 5 .93F-07 -1. 16F-n6 -2.n6F-06 -1.10~-n7 
11 ('I.OI')F f\ O -'3.1)11"-" 5 -6.87~-(\5 -1. 251"-1"1 4 -7 .501'"-()'3 1.36F-n4 
18 n.nnl" ('Ifl J.?'\~ -"2 2. '>61'" - 02 4 .77F-1')7 "'.561" -"'2 4.n6F-n2 
.19 0.001" 00 4.611''' ol 1.07r: 02 1.90F 1'12 2.831" 02 4.46F (\2 
20 O.OOF '10 8.33F-0 2 4.nlr:--Ol 1.21E no 2 .711" O() 3.851" nn 
21 C' . OOI:' ('It') 3 .8/)F n6 8.9('11" 06 1 .68F.: n7 2.751" (17 4.65F n7 
22 2.85F 08 2.79F 08 2.75 F 08 2 .69£ OS 2.63F 08 2. 53F n8 
t. C •• o) 90 105 l~O l~ l~ 
<" 
1 -~.nnF-n2 -It.nn'-n;l -l.A"II!"-Cl ' -o;.nnE-I'I'\ ".nOE-nn 
2 -1 .(lCJF-n4 - /u n6f-n'l -1. 7';:: - (1 " n .. nn F.: -nfl (\ . f'H'If-nn 
5 ').17"' - (11 5.83F-Ol 1.01'11"-01 9.1 7F-1")1 l.58F-on 
• 1.001"-n'l 2.A~F-n 'l 1.(\/,\ F-O '" 3.~3F-n4 1'1 . 1'1 1'1 F'-I'ln !t 1. 2 1"" 01 !.38F 01 1.63~ 01 1.94F 1'1 2.38F 01 
6 2. 33~ 01 2.70F 0 1 3.171:' 01 3.7/1" n .. 4.631" 01 
7 4. "91" 01 4 . 01F 07 4.( 1 I" 07 4.72E ('17 7.28 F 07 
8 8. 67r 06 5.1.. 7F n6 1. 6 7F 06 8.33f n5 3.331" 05 
9 1. 21f 01,. 6.1,1" 03 1 .0 51" 03 5.2'E 02 O.O OF on 
10 -1. lAF 0'5 -';.441" n" - 9.'591" 04 -4 . l\nf. "II O.OOF 1'\0 
11 3. ?, 3F n5 ".nol' 00 -8.911" 04 4.441: o S 2.59F 06 
12 t. '1r- 0'5 3, 3M: 04 R.36F 03 ~.(\('F 02 O.f"lf"II:" ()O 1, 1.~31"-n2 F..f7F-n3 6. 67F-O' ? " '1 F-" ':! " ./'If"IF-nn 
14 4. ,)6F 02 o;.4t.F 02 6. 42F 0;> 1. 34F 02 ~.'i6F 02 
Ie 2.46~ \) ') 2.16F 05 1.81~ o~ 1 r., 7f nO) 1.l8F 0') 
16 1. ROt- (l 8 J.4 1 F' -n7 ':I. lnF-OA o.n('lf n" ('I.nOF no 
11 ? ~4F-n" -h.?<;r-06 f"I .nf"lF ('If) o . onE /'1('1 n.OOF 0(\ 
1& 2.16 F-(12 R.l:>F-nl 2 .'5"F-0 -:; 6.?C;E-04 n.OOF nn 
19 6. 46~ 02 9.Z 7F 02 1.281'" 0 3 1.721= 1'13 2.34F 03 
20 4. 1AF (\0 ;>.6~ F ('1(') 1 .43F" 0('1 <; . f')(1F-(11 1.R5F-Ol 
21 1.CJ5F' n7 2. 9 41'" 01 2.32 F 07 1.8;F n1 1.451" 1)7 
22 2. 44F 0 '" 2.2RF 0 8 2 . 06F Oil l. 74 F n8 1.221" DB 
---~- - --~ - - -- -- ----
F 
CF ::...! 4 111V 
• CF :: 11 
10 a 
CF 
av 
--13 V 
CF 6 = :1 1 V 
CF19 = V 
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FJ, 
CF = A cp 
2 IV 
P 
F 
CF ::...& 5 M 
CF :: V 
14 h 
• 
J.l" 
CFI7 = ~ -
FA 
CF c-
20 M 
FJ, CF %: g cg 
3 I 
P 
F - D e v CF6 ::: M 
CF9 = ~ -
Ma 
CF ::: a v 
12 -V-
CF
15 
::: M 
Te 
CF
I8 =:.1-I V p 
CF = P 21 
(E-52) 
The values of the CF i for 1ntermedia. te points in time l19re deter-
mined by linear interpolation , using the given values in Table E.l. 
- - ~ ___ ~ ___ ~~ __ __ . _______________ 1 
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APPENDIX F 
A "BOUNDED-RESPONSE" STOCHASTIC CONTROL PROBLEt-1 
This Appendix outlines what can be called the "bounded-response" 
stochastic control problem, which Was discussed by Skelton in [6.1J. 
The performance index den ved here was used in the Second example in 
Chapter 6 to evaluate the performance or the hunch booeter controls. 
An t-d1mensional response vector r was defined in (2-3). In this 
problem, it is desirable that the magnitude of the !th component of r . 
be bounded by a given value. saY"1. Since r(t) ie a Gauesian random 
variable with a nonzero variance, it is not meaningM to place a hard 
constraint on r. So the constraint on r must be a probabilistic one. 
To fol'llUl.ate the bounded-response stochastic problem, first define the 
following fl'ents, 
~ Iri (t)1 > 0 exactly j times in 
[t ,T)} • i = k + l, ••• t • o 
(F-2) 
where the 'Y i are posi ti ve real numbers, and T is the given terminal time 
for the problem. Note that the first k responses are ~. be bounded at 
the terminal time only. and the other responses are to be \ bounded during 
\ 
- - -- -- -~ .--"" - -- - - - -_.- -
\ 
\ 
\ 
1 
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the tima interval of interest. A probabilistic performance index for 
this problem is then defined as 
= probability that at least one terminal response 
falls outside its bound or at least one of the 
last (t-k) responses falls outside its bound at 
least once for tE[to,T). 
(F-3) 
Then the bounded-response problem is that of finding the uEU (defined 
in (2-9» such that 'j is minimized, subject to the system side-condi-
tions (2-1) to (2-8) and the Kalman filter side-conditions (2-10) to 
(2-15) • 
The problem as stated above 1s a difficult one, and has not 'been 
solved to date. However, it is possible to find an upper bound to the 
performanee index in (F-J), and the pro?lGI11 of minimizing this upper 
bound is a simpler one . Let 
(F-4) 
Then we can define a ~gw performanee index 
k 1, 
J :: 1:; Pr (a1) + ~ E[Ni ) , s 1=1 1=k+1 (F-5) 
where a i 1s defir19d in (F-1) . si is the event that a i does not occur, 
and Pr ( ) is the pt"Ob bUity operator. It can then be shown (see 
[6.1J) that for a general stoehastie proeess , Js i s an upper bound for 
J, 
J > "j • 
s-
(F-6) 
! 
- ---- _.- -- -~
--- - ---- - ---- -
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The advantage of' minimizing J instead of' J is that an explicit 8 
expression for J
s 
can be written in terms of the respo~e covariance 
matrix S (defined in (2-17». Also, it can be sean from (F-.5) that 
J
s 
is itself a meaningfUl performance index; so we can have some 
assurance that minimizing J s w1l.l result in reasonable system perfor-
mance. Of course, the optimal J must be small for it to be a mean-s 
. 
ingM upper bound to the probability of the event in (F ... 3). 
To express J in the simplest fom, we require that the response , 8 
--- /'Ol'lled in the following _mannerl 
(F-7) 
rl.ri, ••• rk :: responses which are to be controlled at the t errnina.l time . 
rk+1 ,rk+2' ••• r.t :: responses which aro to be controlled 1 for time tE[to,T), 
= uneontrolled responses which give 
values of ri(t). i:: k+l, ••• Ll • 
The first ~ responses are the only ones of actual interest. The last 
(Ll-)c) responses a re uncontrolled, which is equivalent to setting 'Y i 
arbitrarily large for 1 == 1.1+1 , ••• L. Thus 
(F-8) 
. So (F-.5) can be rewritten 
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1, 
k 1 
J = 1: Pr (Ai) + E E[NiJ, 
s i=l 1=k+l (F-9) 
which indicates that the last (J,l-k) responses are not directly consid-
ered in the performanoe index. The reason for including them in the 
response vector i s that both r 1 (t ) a.nd r i (t), 1 = k+ 1, ••• 1,1' must be 
checked to see if the event hi (j) oocurs as defined in (F-2). Specifi-
cally. E( Ni ] for i = k+ 1, ••• .2.1 is a function of the quanti ties 
E(r~(t)J t E(r1 (t)r1 (t)]. and E(r~(t)], where ~.J denotes expeotation. 
The complete expression for J
s 
can be derived (as in [6.1]) by 
extending the Rice zer o-crossing formu.l.a t or stationary Gaussian pro-
cesses given in (F.l.]. Tha resulting expression is. 
where 
and 
T 
JS = gl[S(T)] + J g2[S(t»)dt. 
to 
Set) "C E[r(t)r ' (t )J, 
k 
I1.(S(T» = I 2'J..- .J S Y~J ,) 
i=l 11 
.tl 
g2[S(t)] = L 2 Pi(t ) , 
i =k+l 
t 2 1 • -y /2 t (x) = /2jf e dy, N __ 
(F-10) 
(F-ll) 
(F-12) 
(F-13) 
(F-14) 
P (t) = ~ ""Yi2/2M:tiJ (-iexr[ -~ 2/2 C1iJ _ r 1-1 (!!)'] i ,:;rrt).~ I2if P il N C1 i ' 
(F-15) 
(F-16) 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
1 
l , 
\ 
I 
i 
1 
_J 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
1 
\ 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
'I 
- - - -- -- -- ~~----. --
lS5 
Mci # E[ri(t)ri(t)] = E[ri(t)ri+t _k(t)] , 1 
M2i 11:1 E[r~(t)J = E(r~+.t _k(t)] • 
1 
(F-17) 
So J s is a function of the covarianoe matru S, and is a special 
case of the pertormanC'6 index J in (2-16). Therefore, the problem of 
minimizing J s is a "pocial case of the general problem stated in Section 
. agl ag2 Expressions for the parti&l derivative matrices as(T) a.nd ag=<t} 
will be gj. ven below. These expressions are needed t o form the gradient 
which is used in the conputational algorithms in Section 6.). The agl ag2 vectors a;-(T) and rs(t) are formed from the corresponding matrices 
by the '-stacking" proc'3dure outlined in section 3.4. We have. 
(F-18) 
o • other i,j. 
og 
The matrix as 2 is expressed in the following way. The only nonzero 
ag ogz ogz ogz 
elements in the matri."t Q.r& as 2 • as- ' as- ' and as- ' where 
mr.l mn nm rm 
J'Il • k+l ,k"f.Z , ••• 11 , and n = '111+( "1-.... The above el :n.ents are. 
L_~-~ .----
j 
I 
i 
I 
\ 
I 
1 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
1 
1 
\ 
J 
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ag2 ' S 'Y. 
- I: - h r tnn_ h - ~ h4J as ·. ~vS , :3 S ran . JI'l mill 1I'1Dl 
1rlhere Pm is defined in (F-1S). and 
2 
y - S h.- _ m mm. 
~ - 2 • S 
1IDIl 
• 
(F.19) 
(F-20) 
(F-21) 
(F-22) 
(F-23) 
(F-24) 
(F-25) 
(F-26) 
Tho quantities 'N' Pl':l' and am are defined in (F-14) and (F-16). 
As ' an example of the above procedure. suppose r is formed such 
that k = 3. -'1. := 5. and J. = 7. Then the partial derivative matrices 
have the torms 
.~~-~----- ---- ------ - --
~---- ~-
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a~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-aSll a~ 
0 aszz 
0 0 0 0 0 
a~ 
0 0 
as)) 
0 0 0 0 
5.= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 as 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ag . ~ ogz 
.:.:& ::: 0 0 0 0 - 0 as aS44 ogz aS46 ogz 
0 0 0 0 
-
0 aSr I og2 aS55 ~ JI 0 0 0 
-
0 0 
oS64 3gz oS66 ogz 0 0 0 0 0 as,? I aS75 71 
J 
and the elements are computed as indicated above. 
1.58 
APPE~IDIX G 
COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
The programming methods and computational. techniques described in 
this Appendix were used in the two example problems discussed in 
Chapter 6. The philosophy used in vriting the programs was to keep the 
computational work as simple as possible subject to the accuracy re-
quirements of the examples a.nd the considerations of computational time. 
the good results obtained in the examples in Chapter 6 indicate that 
the techniques used were quite adequate for the purpose of illustrating 
the PGM and rom algon thm • 
Programming was don using the FOR'l'RAN IV language, and. the programs 
were run on the IEM 7094 (for oxmnple 1) and CDC 6500 (fo:r example 2) 
computing SY::J'tEU 
G.l ~~ n o.t:, Diffe ~ l_~ti ns 
The implem ~ tat io • ot tt a roM m. ;XhM algorit .. included the 
task ot ~olving severD mnlinear tr ..... "t dirf rentfal equations . The ",0 
a) the matrix Riccati quation, which is given by equations 
(2-23). (2-24), and the definition of r*(t) in (2-22) . Given the 
parameter matric s A,B,e, and D. d the q1l.!\ tic coefficient matrica::. 
Q(t) and QF{T). the RiecG.~"i l:ls,+.' Pv(t) 't'19 optimal feedback 
coef'fioi&nt K*(t) had t e co puted. In the deSCriptio\, f th& algor-
ithms in Figures 5.1 and 5.3. tl ~ proe du.re was called "~lV'e the ~ 
1 
\ 
1 
I 
I 
I L_ 
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pl'Oble , yi lding Ki *(t)." Th<1 function tSp.tce 81 ant q = (qF,q(t)] 
define5 tho JnAtrieos QF(T) and Q t). as i5 noted in Se~tion 3.4, and 
Ki*(t) is defined in (2-22). The subs ript 1. refers to the !:th ~tage 
of t18 iteration Pl~CCSS. 
b) tho erroL" cove.rlanc equation given in (2-14). This equation 
had to ~ sol d f l" .t., (t), l'::d.c1--. is tl matrj:x functio:'J needed in the 
. . 
state covarianc.a eq-:lation (3-3) and the response cova.riance equation 
(3-1). 
~" 0) the state-oovariance equAtion givon by oquation (3-3). This 
:8qaatlon lIas u nod in the pl'Ocadnre in the' algoritr..ms entitled, "Find 
S1* resultir.g f rom Ki*(t)." First. Ki*(t) Was used in (3-3) (in place 
of K(t» to obtAin C7, (t). ~e Latrix r~k(t) in (3-3) was fo' nd in part 
,,) above. Th:.1. Cx(t) and K *(t) were both used in equation (3-1) alon~ 
with ~(t, ) to oj;:: "'1 J. he recy"nse cO'i~""'innole mat rix S1*(t), which was 
then convorlcd i..:) s.l(: by the "£ta.cldng" procedure described in section 
:l 
3.4. The ..... in the above diseusslon rGfOl S to lS solution of a 
JQ-p1\?blw., ar.1 '::"'~3 subscript 1 refers to the lth stage of the itera-
tion prot'ess. 
In b~th G.:eJIlplc:i J thv abo'n) eqJ.a~ Ol,)S were solved by using digital 
numerical int ~gr~tion (:, ct-..!liq'J.f')S i In the fir t eT.l.m,1 , a tourth-
order Rll.n3o .... :ut .. · uet.'l.:Jd with c. f'L"ltAd .nap si~ of 0.02 seconds was 
used (the to..!-.,al - ¥£l6 ill:crval wa, 10 $Gconds ). This method rssulted 
in a co:nputer ti'" &.,}: l"~it3r tion "f 75 see. for PGM and 40 see. for 
OOIM on tho lIM 7094.. Thes 1,eration times include 'he l'Illr"9ricc.: 
1ntegn.tion of th'::. aoov ""(til ~iom) al dUe cO:;tputation of the new Q( t) 
\ 
and ~ matrices . The iteration t:im.es were acceptable, a$ was the 
- , 
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accuracy or ti:..e inte ?a.t1 n tacllni.qu.e (a.s measured by halving the step 
size, rel"'W'lning 8. f w i.t r •• tions. end comparing the results). So no 
The ta~k of s 1 :13 the differential equations in the s cond 
example was a r.~lCh mor dirri ... ul-.:. Oi:e. because the high ordor of the 
system. nnd the th->e-'l l'""'Jing nat\: ':" 3 of the coofficients Nsul ted in 
oxtrcmely 1 ng ir."ee,l"aci<..n tt s. eVG!l on the CDC 6500. The integration 
me:tlDd fin:llly d.{)'J~.ded u" :l after much experiment.:1t1on was the simple 
Mar method (linear extrapolation of the dBrlvat.ivo), with a tixod . 
. 
step sizE) of 0. 01 seconds. T1.e tokl probl'l:l1 timrJ wa.s 150 secane' • 
other lli g:?!'at:. n I'ls thcds, such &0 Runga-Kuttll and Hamming predictor-
correotor Yare tl'i(sd. rut the" took . ., to four times as Jm1eh comput4-
tional t:tm'J as th. l'ul r metho iI using the o baSic step size . (The 
compatatioMl tiua :-ed\3d to integrate the various differentW aquatic .5 
integrations usi-lZ tho tllNs methods mentioned abov; were quite cOD1para-
ble when ~e basic st~p ~ or 0.01 eaconds was \l ad in each. Ther -
fore , ~(.. lW..lEir tlG --:d. . -e..s c!:to c.;n oocause or its speed and simplicity. 
Skelton i.l d a Jt:) Jtfisd VGl~! :'on of tJ. e Eu.lsr mathod on th3 same problem 
in [6.1), and <lIt;o r~ur.i1 tr...l.t i t '.£.s an adequate integration technique. 
ec. pater time we used in the 
tnt g. ation Mut-: no '. l 
a) Tha ma.tl"i:· equ"'~i')ns to be wAgratad ware the state covariance 
equc.tion (:, J) Ana th3 .ai.c~.tl equation (2-2.:3). (In the second example. 
tho Kalml'n fUtor tiona W8l"a not required, so the error covariance 
\ 
\ 
matrix ~(t) did 11,t h.1.· e to be cm!tputed, and the terms in' (J-l) and 
i 
I 
_ _ , __________ I 
- - ---~--
~---- ---- - - ------- -- -----
l 
; 
I 
! 
I 
I. L __ _ 
(3-:3) invo1.vi g , 0{ l"C ~ t ... 0 ~ero) The 50 ution l7l3.trlcos (C (t ) and 
- X 
Pv(t» ot 'l~ _ ';()' s ~tl'ic,:3 Ol"'J.y the upper halt 
"""fi"'~' pert (r t e rnatri~ were com ted. Sines both P v 
and ex \Tel 1" 1:,y 10 
(ir.stallu 0 ... lOV)' • 
b) A 
• 
• +.hi!t m nt that .55 simulta.n oua 6(f. tion ... 
3d in eaoh 
!~":ro (Z 23) a (:?t-3). t..h co~tation of the 
deri va.ti t: ~l"it..":\S P (i..) al.'i (; (t ) i- Ifolvad Il r.u bar of multiplications 
v 7.: 
of hi gh-o .'lr" tric~.w. _ l€l e l tiplic t ons were the opel"at1orlS :i.n 
the int g~tion 1":1 _ti"'~a l.irl.oh took the Mst e .'(lUte:., .. time . T"' .;;Il~fore \ 
epoc1al ny ~ :"CJ.Uult_plication were writt 
and usod, ir ~ triA _ltiplication ~~broutine • 
Appenclix E ( 
A,B,C, a.r!'i D t d (;1" 'l'Y 0.01 SGcoilds ' ing tlw integ -
(or L. rpol_t£.d) v .luas of t' 
coeffic1"nte. To f':1 '. on ... • 'tJ'>a v: lu of ,B C, an::! 
D matricos at fho: .. e. ec.! d 1.: t .. rv£l~ wore instead computed bc~o~hllnd. 
c ptlc.ation ci S(t) . 
_. . tJ: Euler into tion method rc u t ... 
i n r'6~gOl blo ccr;t.. t· t.: '):1 (. _ 11#:t"8.1 po. 00., 80r "acution time on the 
" 
tion in (2-23) t ' 310 i. ;!on:.i8: t:t:. into 10 of th cova . nce 
equati.on in ( >-:3~ •. t!( the!" Til t~ co pu.. t:'o. cf S Cf ()-l ) took '5 
seeonds . It 
(6-)4) lUld I N ill C ,,4{': inv")!v: d ir..tG{;MUS of funct~o~ . . i~ S(t) . and 
I 
~--------' 
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Yere tberef'ol"& computed a.long with Cx(t) and S(t). The computation o£ 
Jtf·.took about 10 · scaMs. and that ot J s took bout llS · seconds (due to 
the OOJIlplex1ty or J s). It lfas this diftel'9~ in time required to com-
pute I N and J s that lfas the .main reason for the differenoe in computer 
time. tor the PGM and rom algorithms, s ention&d in Section 6.3. 
It is possibl that a hybrid computer faoillt,. w~d have been 
the Jll)st e.f'.f'iciettt computing tool for the implaentation of the FGM 
and OOIM algorithms. The great bulk 0:£ the digital. oomputer time 11" 
used to 1qtegra.te the Riocati and · covarianoe equa:tions. Much time 
could have been saved if the equations we intogl"ateO. on an aWog 
COIIlPlter. The oomputation of the new quadratio coefficient. would have 
. been performed digitally. Since no hybrid f'8011i ty was available, 
however, it wu not posai.ble to try this com:pu.tationtal. method. 
G.2 Star ¥! and BAndlil!! ot Time Functions 
When 1mpl~enting the PGM and rom: algorithms, it was otten 
nece,sS&l'7 to store, pu.neh out. o~ man1pu.late certain matrix tme functions 
defined on the ent~e problem time iDt.erv&l.. For Q'XUlple t a feedback 
coefficient matrix K(t), te[to,'l'J. which was computed by integrating the 
Riccati equation (2-23). had to be stored on ,PUnCh cards Be that it 
could be used later in puting Cx(t) from equation (3-3). The method 
used was to store the values of the matrioes t given GqU1distant time 
instants. and use these v. nes in manipulations or to produ.ce punch card 
output.. Then the .resulting matrix time function'll" recovered (appI'OY..i-
mately) by interpolating the given values . Linear interpolAtion was 
ge1'l8l'&ll.y used, because highar-order interpolation metho'ds could not be 
, 
\ 
ju.s~1tied un1.ess extensive lmowledge of the time functions'\ involved was 
i 
I 
i 
! 
I 
__________ J 
f l __ 
IN) the l1ne "" i:'rtCl :.>latiQn t18tbo l"aa usod. In the first example, the 
value. of th ..... !"lotions ';ldre to d"t l-socond int l'7aJ. (over a 10-
seoond pro a ... SCOM ple . a.t 5 .. second intel"Vals 
(ovar a 1..5 e nd pr ,bl t~ 3). T e.'bov int rvale were chosen 
G.;3 L_~~iona.l Min: my. tion in PGl1 
-The cru<:icl. tap in tho FGM algorithm, as described 1n Figure .5.3, 
ia the detel'mirw.tlo. of th.~ ~(O.J..] at which J[ (l-')1)$i + "St.] is a 
1Ii.JdJItwl. given two point:s 8i • 8111<&. 'this ean be viewed as a ·one-
• ili \lllieh the functional .J is to be 
m1n:1mized on the tf ·1 ight 1i..~\.)" eOnMctiDg 8i rum "1.. The technique 
W"~~ ba.ned on lo,o .... oP.~t. that the functionals 
to be min1m11: d :1.n .;)t axe ploa \1_1'0 convex. .As W3l!aribod in Chapter 
6. thtt PGM o.lg ri tb Has appl . d t" J i n (6 6) :.'..n t If) first ooumple. 
and to I N in (G 40) in th& ;:I9COnd axt:..II1ple. Eec.2.uJ;e of this convexity 
property. a lo~!l.1. mini1Zll1m roint along th "straight line" is also the 
f>~l.tlt. T'il ~rore. th.e nimi~t1on taehnique was 
simply to "walk" frow. &1 to .. :.. *. t'..t.r.lpling the i'lmctiotru J along the 
way. until a local inimWl of ... was :found. 
To implem~nt this technique, n It.(;.~ od of 'taking appropriate "steps" 
along the line ya .... dO'trelop~d. as v.as a method ro~ evaluating J at each 
step. These two ethnds will be dascl"iba<i ssparatalyJ 
1) "Walking" 'l'echniqne 
At the ith g or ilia PGt"1 1l1~orlthm. tho points -G_ and 81* are 
- 1 
to find an a.pprox:i.ma.te loc J mi~ of J on this line is defined in 
::: {A.S ::: (l~)Ai Y~1* '} 
for 11 yE[O 1J 
u usedl 
'Y ~ fraetional dista.nc ·10113 L1 £1"01:1 8i to S, *. as i n the abo t) definition of L1 . l-
.. The basic ide "1n t 0 ~ toehnique is to store the value of 
J , at the : g1nn1r;.g of the lilw . c ... i' fhsn NStQp f along Li 1s 
taken, and th value of J is - led at this new poi nt . If the latter 
value ot J 1s loss than t at °1, th n the new point is stored and 
the "walk't is eontinned as lo1..3 s t scmpled va.lues of J contimle to 
decrease. If s 1 d v 1--~ nt J at & zte<"r point is greater than at 
the previous point t th previeuG po1u~ 1 taken to be an approximate 
DIlring tho process of t b0 'It'; lk. l et 
Sim ::: the i ' tnt on ~ n.t uh' Q J h:i& ken on its smallest value 
so fa1'. 
'Ym ::: the valuo of y" i n eo:rt"3sponds t~ S1.!D ' 
81 = the n ~ int 0 • . t ~ . hieh the v lue of J i s t o be c samplGd and ocnp _=~d with J(su ) , 
'Y c :: the val of 'Y l:hich .... 7.·a _ nds to sic' 
A'Y ::: the i200 of the " ~n l to t aken from 8im to Si o t measu d as fnctLn ot tho longth of Li • 
Usit/g ,the above no . i n?"' . t "3 ~"ec. in ... 1gu.ro G.I oan be described 
by the following e ana 01''' ~p a \ 
----.~---L- - ----.- - - - ~-
.. 
'Y. :e 0 
It 
I>:y • 0.1 
" .. 'Y + A'Y 111 .. JI K 
'YC . 'YC + .. "1 
Figure G.l One-Dblensional M1nim1zation Technique 
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) 
length of tho first .. p is 0 -t nt th& distance trom s 1 to 8
1 
~ • 
b) The 11' .. sj,m i com·t d using the given value of "m. rhe 
po1l'Iv 3io ' at llidch J Will ba evaluat and compa d to J(sirIl)' is 
also OEmlptttad, '\;.81.~ "e :1 'Ym ... /We (A.t the ginning of the valk, 
Ym a 0 and YO = 0.1, so 8~ :: i1 and Sic = 0.9 61 + O.l'Si·') . 
The com tation of Dim "M Sic:) is ca.rried out as tollows. The 
points S 1 and a i * ar. clofined .by the corr esponding matriX functions 
,pt' tiJfl& si(t) and Si~(t) by the "stacking" procedure described in 
, . . 
. 
. 
", ., ' 
, 
'."-otion 3.4 (where the su l"script .i · corresponds to the subscript i in 
i i* 8i ). In the aotual oOll1putation procoss, S (t) and S (t) are available 
.in the fo of nluGG of th !t.ntrices at equidistant time instants in 
tha interval [~o''l']. saya:- t ::: ~t k :: O.1.2 •••• k. where ~ = T. and 
~l-~ is constf..nt . The in em~diate values ot the matrices aro then 
approx:i.l'lated by lil- ;.;r interpolation (this e thod of storing and 
handling matrix timo f'tmction is descri d in action G.2). Let tho 
points 8im and ai c be tirlFJd by the co sponding matrix time iUnctions 
-Sim(t) and S1e(t). T!l va.lu~s of t"IDJ matrices at ~. k=O,1.2 •••• it 
were computed by. 
(G-l) 
(G-2) 
The intermediat.e n.lu\J8 of S iu (t ) a.m SiC ( t ) in t.he intel"Val (t • T J are \ ., 
then defined. by liooar interpolation ot the val'l s of the ''\triC8S at 
L.....-~- -- ~-
\ 
I 
1 
l 
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the discrete t es.: Di. the hove procedure, the ent1l'e time functions 
Sia(t) and Sie(t) aro defined, and 'therefore so are 81in and iio' Tho 
discrete Mae instants ed in etlch example wr discussed in section 
c) 'l'he value!) of J at s· and :ic nre c pared, if' J{3io ) :s J{Sim) , 
then "m 1s set equal to i' 0 a.nd tho walk contil:u.es. The proce$.re 
returns to b), with pdated i'm 4nd Yo' If the above inequality holds 
f'or "c .11 1.0, this a.ana that .the "ltalk" from 81 to 8i * has been 00JI1-
~.ted. ~ that ~1. 1s tho approximate ~nimum point ot J on L1 , So 
". is set equal to I, s1m is set eqtt&l to 51*, and the minimiu.tion 
proeedu.r$ 18 tel!'!l1inated. 
d) If t.lle inequality J{"ic) > J(Dim ) holds instoad of the reverse 
.1nequl1 ty in ~). then a:1m is an approx1mate l~oal miniilmll point along 
~, Within the accu~ cy ot tho step sizs Ay = 0.1 • 
• ) It the ill&qU.a].lty in d) oocurs t')n the f'irst "step" (l.e •• 
when ". is 0 and. 'Ye I: 0.1), it means-that the minimwl point of J on Li 
INat oocur tor .,..e{O,O.l). Theretore, the "step sizet! /},i' 1s redu.ced by' 
a - factor ot 10, and ~he ·'walk" is raotarted at 81 (with "m ::r 0), this 
reduction ot step f.ii~u and. ~ost.arting of' the ualk is MPO ted untU an 
approldmate ~1IU'!!1. point ls found in (0,0.1). A minimum point is 
gual'4Dteed to exit:lt b.r conclusion 1) of ThGO 
111 !damn point can b3 cum. 
.5.1, so an approxbDate 
- . f) . At this stage in tha procedure, an approximate 1I1ini.mum point 
of J has been found by the steps ou d aoove. This point is om of 
thl'M 'tyPes, 1) it is th3 end point of U',s 1.1.ne; i.e •• {11 = 1 and 
-sim • St*' ii) it 1s a point in (0,0.1), and has be n de~I'Ilined with 
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an aecura.c7 corresponding to the val.ue of 4'1 when the a.pproximate local 
II1nimum 'is round (~lVUU_r that fly 1 diVided by 10 until such a m1ni-
1IlWII is found); ~i) oth~rwis • it is a point 81m defined by "m=O.l x N. 
where N is som tnt gel' from 1 through 9. and has been found within the 
ACO\U'&CY of the step sizo fly :: 0.1. In this la.st case. a. better 
approx1mation is then ccmputed by letting Yo .. r. - 0.1 (i.e •• by taking 
111 111 ' 
a "step backward"), reducing the step size to /!It ::: 0.01, and resutting 
the "WaJ.k" from the point ~ ~ch corresponds to the new "111. A new 
&pprox1ma~ minimum int is then determ:1ned with an a.ccuracy correa-
pondirlg to a. stop size of Ay :: 0.01. 
The proe 001'9 descl'ib d above was the one used in the first 
example in Chapter 6.. In the second example J the reduction of step 
size to fly I: 0.01 and the subsequent refinement of the a.pproximate 
m1n1mwn point (descriood hove in f» WlW not performed. This simplifi-
cation was made because it w s found (in the first 9X8mple) that the 
refinement procedure did not speed up tl't..e convergence process to any 
great extent. The results described in Section 6~J using the simplified 
minimization procedure were quite satisfactory, so no further adjust-
ments in the procedure were made. 
2) Evaluation of J 
one of t.he steps in the minimization procedure described above 
~s that J(sim) and J(Sie) be evaluated, given the points Sim 
and Sio. The points 8im and Sic are defined by the corresponding 
matrix time functions, gim (t) and SiC ( t). as described. in step b) of 
the above rdn1m1ution procaaure. In the folloWing discussion, it is 
ir.l 10 " 
assumed that the VAlues of' S . (t) and S (t) a.t d1seret&\ instants or 
'. 
~--J 
- - -~~~-- -~~------- - ----
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t.1me have en COlIlpc.ted, using equations (G-1) and (G-2). The values 
of the mat.riees , at inte%£ediate points in time are found by 11near 
interpolation, as l'!1ont1oMd 'p!'eviuusly. 
Tha _thad used to eva.l~tfJ J(s1J:l). gi:ven Sim(t) in the above rom, 
v1ll ntN be described (J(siC) 'Was found in a simllar way). The general 
tom of J used in the eValuation procedure is given in .(2-16). Since 
Sim(T) was given by (G-I). the first tGm in (2-1) was computed 
d.1JIoectJ.¥. ~ second tam ~U$ evaluated by :first defining a new 
varl4bl. •• , . 
t 
Pm(t):::J t 2(sim('I'»)d'r , 
to 
(G-:n 
, .where 1'2 is the same as in (2-16). A. corresponding d1fferentUJ. 
equation for P1m(t) iS I 
dp (t) 
1m = f [Sim(t)] , 
dt 2 
(G-4) 
with 
The a.bove diftorential equ.E.ticn v .. s then integra:ted numeriea.l.ly. and 
the value of tho so ond term in (2-21) w.as get equal to Pim (1') to 
cOll1p1ete the computation of J(sim). 
Th~ numerical in· ... egr :..tion tbods U$ed in the evaluation of J 
were the sam as us d to intagrato the Riccati and coVlll"iance matrix 
equations (see seotion G.l ). A Runge-Kutta. method was used in' the first 
example in Chapter 6. and th sinple Eulor r:l8thod was used in the second 
example. The valuos of S1m(t) used in computing t.htl r1~t ri.de of (G-4) 
\ 
\ 
at eaeh integratioa step wsre obtained by linear 1nterpola~1on ot the 
-~~~ - - ~~ -- - - - --
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I liven value of g1m tlt di..,cl'Gt t • instants . 
The specific !"fa e indioes valuated. by the above method 
were the nom inde..--:: i n (6 .. 6) (in th first exuple). and the I N indax 
in (6-40) (in the second .roAm 1e i • Tne sueeessf\11 use of the PGH 
algorithm in the tw X8ll!p as in Chapter 6 indioate that the above 
0.4 Evaluation or ~. RsGUlts using Ja 
In the e.."tQtlpl di&CIlS d i n section 6 ~ 3. the PGM algor! tbm was 
. 
applied to the ot minim1~ the J~l psrfom.anc index. The 
1'esult ot this applic tion wa. A S enee of points Csi ) i n a. It was 
of interest to comp:tt ... ;'0 .c.l- e of ths J
s 
r fOrrMnC9 index (Sksl.tont s 
probability up~r boUllJ) for eh of thee.. .. i' • This probl of 
eval.us.t.:.i.rlg J s (si ) ,p.ven . h point '" i 1s very s :imil.ar to the evaluation 
problem disO'tl sed in part b) of tha abo e so~tion G. ). The ptli nt 3i 
is definOO by ~t c rres ud~ natriX tim function Si (t) , just a.s 
s1m " 3.6 d.efin d by S:i.m(t ). Abo , Si(t) was av ilable (computationally) 
in the tom ot ita 'V< 1 es nt disare 0 instants of t ime over the time 
interval (to' \ Th inte . dia.t e values of Si (t) war approximated 
by limar interpolation. 
evaluation method as di cur 
which i 8 do1"1nGd in (6-y~ ) • 
...: ... u . of these similarities, the same 
in "action G. 3 v used to compttte J • 
B 
The 8. v& val'tttltion D-;)thod s used in computing the values ot 
Js shewn in Figures 6.12 aOO 6._7. I n the e figures , the results of 
applying the PGM 1 oritbm e N-probl IUid of app1y1:ng the 00111 
algorlthm to tho J -probl 
. s 
\ 
• The values of 'J shown are 
\8 
\ 
tho linGar interpolation app-rox:iution 
-- - -- --~--.-
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! ot Si(t) tv n tno given tiJ:l9 1natanto 1nt1"odnc s errors into the 
/ both eva.l ted using the apprcx:1m.at& metbcu:i , 80 the comparison of 
, 0 
G.5 Co~tttion ot Ai ar.d A1 
In the example probl s discussed in Chapter 6. it vas require,d 
that the quantit10G Ai (cktined in (6-13» and 4~ (defined in (6-14» 
~ CGI!lpu.tod. As ex:p~ in section 6.2.2, these nwabers vere 
,},' . " , 
~ifi.d in Def'lnition :3 of Chapter 3). By the definitions in Chapter 
6. we have. 
(G-6) 
The "wetors" qlt r C" i *)' aDd Dj( hO ) ara all given Iemants 1n the 
,space at and the no II ·lIa is defined 1n ecr.l4ti~n (3-11). The compu-
tation of th~ nam or &n 01 ent in a i the essant1al problem in the 
. 0 
determ::i.na.t1on of Ai D.nd ":' •• 
To describe the method u ad to CGlIlpute tho norm ot an al_ent in 
a. we consid~r a typic:ll given 1 em a = [epee t)]€a. The vectors 
all' and e a.r3 J,2.dimG s10 1 . ani e (t ) is defined on the time interval 
(to,T]. The m of 0 is clot to baa 
\ 
\ 
• 
(G-8) 
- ---- -
I 
/ 
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-where the tiOt indicate the ~ clidean innor product. As discussed in 
aeot1on ~.4. the V tor (t) is 1'0 ad by 'stack1ng" the columns of 
~ J, by J. mat".l.x f'llnCtion of t:im • E(t). and F is 
form d by "stacking» the lumns of an t by t matrix EF• So (G-8) can 
Pe 1'Glf!'1 tten in ~m~ of EF a.r~ E( t). 
• 
(G-9) 
'Where ,tho' sdbseri ts indica 
I As was discussed in sections G.2. G • .3. and G.4. a matrix t1m& 
timction such as B(t) 1 specified computationally by its V~U.8 at 
disc~ equidist t instants of tilhe in [totTJ. Let these time 
instants be {it} t k :: 0 .. 1 •••• iC, whore ir :: T. a.nd. let \+l-\:= I for 
, k ;::; 0,1 •••• k-l. For t.lle purpo s. of CO!l1put1ng the norm of ~. the time 
interval [to.T] was divided into (k-l) subi orvals [t..lC'~1)' where 
to < ~ < ••• it == T. 'l'hen E(t) WaD ppro:x.:1!uted on these subint6l"V'als 
by 
E(t) = E(~:) ·~_n 1£[ "it t~+l) ' 
fo k e O.1 •• •• k-l. 
(G-10) 
Using the abova appro 't1on tor E(t}, equation (G-9) oan be approxi-
mated by, 
J;, 
n&lfa ~ { ~ 
- i, .,::. 
(G-ll) 
\ . 
at~_on to the . m vas usGd in computing Ai' For 
• let ; = DJ(si *) am. q :: ~. By d&\1nition ot notational. convoni Uv 
~-----'--
, 
\ 
----
~ 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
J 
\ 
\ 
\ 
------ --
. l?J 
(G-12) 
(G-I) 
2 where Clr' q. PF' ad p are 1, -dimensional 't'ectors, and p(t) and q(t) 
are def'1ned on [to.T).'· Let the J. by t matrices ~. Q(t). PF• and P(t) 
corre_paDd to the vectors q" q{t) .. Pr' and p(t.). respect.iyely. That 
~~ ~r!~ ,;~~ by- "~old.J:Ic" 'the COllft of ~ •• te. Then. by using 
~i' j.u (G-6). it .tollOws thAt ' 
'" .,:, ' ';-- (:;" ,t ~ '. r 
1/2 
Ai ~ (TERM 1 + ~ 2) • 
vbere 
and where "qUa a.ncl I/pllo aN &loo approximated using equation (G-ll). 
the quantity c 1. the interval ot time between the tilIe instants at 
which the ftluell ot Q( t) and P( t) are specified ccmpltatiorW.l7. 
'!'he CJ9&M.i ty Ai 1IU cc.lplted in a 31mU.ar manner. !'he above 
.ethod of COlIlpUting Ai and A~ was used in the relNlts shown in Figures 
6.5. 6.6, and 6.15. In the first exaaple. c = 1 sec.; in the aecond 
exaaple. I e 5 QC. (as mentionad in Hction G.2). 
t 
I 
( 
f' 
J 
J 
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Force 
Th stech 3tic: opt1.tlB.l onl.ro;~ _ rcblem ,_onsidere:l in this report 1s ChS.l·o.t·:;r.;- i eel 
by a dynamic ystem '~4ich i! lia .. r.r in the state and. c"nt rol vectors e and which 
is disturb d by addi ti vc G .~'li "1 wn1 ta no: .. .l,,,,-!:1plet .' noisy <..:ts . ., i,':'('I", 
of the state ';!et~r r} avlu c.t>~ e. :a.nd tl '! vnt.rol is requi:c- d. to b", a J.incl3.X' 
teedb,ack :funct~() 1 of the _D 1 tt;d state vector. 'l'he (;o!!lponents of tt e stete 
vector and coutl"cl '.oct,or ",hi,) ;.l"e of inte~~G8t c.re: ;twnped together in ales " ), € 
vector. (lOd th perre. encc inc! ... 't to be' min' I z,; 1!l th a functi on of t!~a 
stati tics of the' r' po "rect ", It; io sLovn th ; a well-known stochuatic ':;ontl" 1. 
pl."c)blc!ll. 'h05~)'; 1: .:.rm '''lC_ ind 'Y. ~ 2. tl.e exper;:·:o. V:llue 01 a quad,rat; c form Cu, t!'y 
at te 'llld control, is ... p . '1 1 ~e.f'.e of the mo '(: gencrel problem describe d &bov~. . 
The general proble::n 13 then ~et rmulated e.s a probl~ of mini mi zing a nOD 11 .~ r 
functioneJ. on s t. in a rril:'l~',t apace. Tn t.i '" ft;'!. 'ulati n t the vell-}~.nc,7" "1\.\" 
problom becol'!'-fls C'L of inimb:~nz a lln':!ar l ctlcna.l on t.h(: same. set in the sp.:~e. 
Ccnditiona c. _ d"'l'i've 1 unc1ar v'lich the two l,J::'oblem."i are ,tequivalent" & that is. tIle 
linear end no -liuear 1 uncti!Jnal& 'Which specify the problems toke on their miniZ'l.: 
vAlue at the b~ pOint in th~ G. l:'."e e' 
A function up "l'.~thm 01 D_m'yano'IT iEl th 11 pplied to t he solution of tnc 
e~orti ~ robl !lI. ~ go:.'r1tbm uakes u.s of tl1_ }:nmV-rl formal solution t o the 
"qus.drct1c·f probJ.m in the iter~tion procedure, In function sp~ce t erms, the It,:orith)1 
l~erat!v ly col~es tho problem or minimizing the nonlinear funct~onal by £ l'io~ • 
seql.1t'nae of ::it' ~ar tU"lC ~1onal ruinilC; z t1cn p )01 illS. \ 
n· (PAGE 1) ,; 
t~_~ _ _ 
The above apr roach is illustrated by two example problems. In the first 
example, the objective is to find a Itm1nill\.lm variance" control for a third-oroer 
dynamic system. In the second example. the objective is to find a control whi c 
minimizes vind-gust effectn en e. large. flexible launch booster. The booster " 
and wind-gust effects are modeled by a tenth-order time-varying linear different 
system. The function s~ ce approach and the algorithms developed vere found to 
be useful in obtaining good controls for both examples. 
---- - - --. -~-
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